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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

Hebrew may seem to present a number of initial

obstacles to the aspiring student. Its appearance is

strange to those unfamiliar with Semitic languages,

and it lacks almost all contact with the grammar and
syntax of Classical or modern European languages.

The alphabet is unfamiliar at first sight, and some of

the letters are apt to be confused. Writing vocalised

consonants from right to left is strange to the

majority of people ; the ring of Hebrew words and
phrases, particularly when guttural letters are enun-

ciated, is equally unfamiliar.

Another difficulty might appear to subsist in the

triliteral nature of most Hebrew roots, so that to a

beginner they not only sound alike, but would also

seem to require a considerable amount of mental
effort to fix them accurately in the memory.
Furthermore, the virtual absence of compound
forms demands a separate Hebrew word for verbs

which to us may express the same root idea, a

factor which again appears to make for excessive

memory work.

Many such ideas arise through a beginner's un-

familiarity with the language, but the student may
be assured immediately that his efforts will bring a

quicker dividend in the form of an ability to translate

the original than would be the case with Classical and
other languages generally. A further merit is that

previous experience in language-study is not essen-

tial; in fact, it may even be disadvantageous, and
the majority of students grasp the principles o(

Hebrew grammar readily when only the mother-
tongue is known. It is true, of course, that the study

of any language requires enterprise, effort and perse-

verance, and in this respect Hebrew is no exception.

All students welcome the comparative smallness
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of the Hebrew working vocabulary. Grammatical
forms are quickly recognised as schematic, and once
the primary rules have been mastered, they can be
applied with almost mathematical regularity and
precision to produce the required parts of speech.
The verb paradigm is remarkably unelaborate, with
its two themes expressing completeness or incom-
pleteness, along with their characteristic modifi-

cations, and contrasts favourably with the complex
verbs of Latin and Greek. There are two genders
only, and no case-endings of the sort found in other
languages. Hebrew syntax has rejected the elabo-

rate formulation of subordinate clauses for a series

of simple sentences coordinated by the copulative
conjunction. This has given simplicity and vivid-

ness to the language, making it a powerful vehicle

for conveying fundamental spiritual truths.

These factors largely compensate for the un-
familiarity of the language, and are always encourag-
ing to the beginner. The author has endeavoured
at every stage to introduce the various principles as
clearly and attractively as possible, and has stated
the main rules of articulation and grammar before

attempts are made to translate phrases and sen-

tences. In the writer's teaching experience this has
worked most effectively with beginners, as it appeals
to the rational processes of the mind.

Of a number of current systems of transliteration,

what appears to be the least complex has been
adopted. The mass of detail which characterises

advanced Hebrew grammars has been avoided in the

interests of presenting basic grammatical principles

simply. This procedure imposes obvious limitations

on the work, which nevertheless, as an introductory
manual, may encourage the student to master what
Ewald described as " the eternal mother-tongue of
all true religion."



INTRODUCTION

A certain professor at an English University is said

always to commence his initial lecture on the Hebrew
language with the words, " Gentlemen, this is the

language which God spoke Since substantial por-

tions of the Divine revelation were given through the

medium of this language, it is disconcerting to en-

counter such a marked resistance amongst Christian

students to the diligent study of Hebrew.
The present writer feels that one reason for this

state of affairs is the complexity and obscurity of the

bulk of grammars published in the last century, and
the present book is an attempt to state the basic

principles of what is, after all, a comparatively un-
complicated language, as simply as possible.

Since Hebrew is now the official language of the

State of Israel, it has gained in importance during
recent years, and this fact makes its study a matter of

more than purely antiquarian or theological interest.

The student will have sufficient equipment to

study the simpler prose passages of the Old
Testament when he has mastered the contents of the

book, and in addition he will derive greater benefit

from subsequent perusal of such works as Gesenius-
Kautzsch-Cowley, for the finer points of the language
as met with in more advanced Hebrew prose and
poetry.

This, then, is a book for beginners, and whilst the

writer makes no claim whatever to originality of

content or presentation, he trusts that the simplified

arrangement of the material will be of assistance to

students, and especially to those who are endeavour-
ing to learn Hebrew through private study. The
chapters follow the order observed by the majority
of grammars, and for the first few chapters the
Hebrew words are transliterated as they occur, to

vii



viii INTRODUCTION

enable the student to grasp their pronunciation and
inflection. Proper names and technical terms are

fully accented when they first occur, but subsequently
they carry the minimum of accentuation, in order to

simplify the format. The Divine Name is left

unpointed throughout, and certain phrases are

repeated in the exercises in a manner similar to the
Biblical idiom.

A pocket lexicon suitable for beginners is the

Hebrew-English lexicon published by S. Bagster and
Sons, while for more advanced study the Oxford
Hebrew Lexicon (Brown, Driver and Briggs), or the
excellent two-volume work, Lexicon in Veteris

Testamenti Libros, by Koehler and Baumgartner,
will be found to satisfy all normal requirements.

I wish to acknowledge the kindness of a Canadian
scholar, Rabbi David Kirshenbaum, of London,
Ontario, in reading the manuscript and making
suggestions for the improvement of this work. I

am indebted to the Rev. J. M. Wilkie, M.A., B.D.,

formerly lecturer in Hebrew in the Universities of

Durham and Cambridge, for his kindness and dili-

gence in correcting the proofs.

A number of changes in the arrangement of the
material have been suggested by scholars to whom
the book was submitted in proof, and the majority
of these modifications have been incorporated, so as

to make the book as useful as possible within its

obvious limitations. In this respect I am partic-

ularly indebted to the Rev. Robert Davidson, M.A.,
B.D., of Aberdeen. My final acknowledgment must
be to Mr. Leonard Cutts, Editor of the Series, for his

care and consideration in dealing with the book at

all stages of its development.
R. K. Harrison.
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CHAPTER I

THE ALPHABET

Form.
Primary or Final. Name.

1 rans-

literation.

Nu-
merical
Vain**

Aleph I

Beth bh, b 2

i a Gimel gh. g 3

Daleth dh, d 4

n He h 5

i Waw w 6

T Zayin z 7
n Heth h 8

D Teth t Q

Yodh y 10

D 3 1 Kaph kh, k 20

Lamedh 1 30

D Mem m 4°

3
]

Nun n 50

0 Samekh s 6o

57
4Ayin 70

/

S £>
i

Pe ph, p 8o

r ^adhe 9 90

p Qoph q 100

Res r 200

Sin, Sin s, s 300

n n Taw th, t 400

The Hebrew alphabet comprises twenty-two

letters, all of which are consonants, and whose
shapes in the first instance were similar to the objects

which they are supposed to have signified.

11



12 HEBREW

Hebrew is one of the north-west Semitic group of

languages which also includes Phoenician, Punic,

Moabitic and Aramaic. It has considerable affinity

with Arabic as well. From a linguistic standpoint,

Hebrew was probably at its best in the period which

saw the composition of the historical books such as

Samuel and Kings, and the pre-Exilic prophets.

Aramaic increased in influence particularly after the

Exile, and towards the start of the Christian era it

supplanted Hebrew as the spoken language of the

Israelites.

We will now look at the Hebrew alphabet in some

detail, considering each letter separately, and noting

the manner in which it is to be sounded in reading.

X must never be mistaken for the letter "a", since

it is always a consonant. It is represented by a

"smooth breathing" ('), and is similar in nature to

the silent "h" in the word '

'honour".

n is "bh" and is pronounced like a "v" ; a is a

hard "b" as in "bat".

i is transliterated "gh", and is pronounced with a

slight throaty sound; a is a hard "g", as in "get".

T is "dh" and is pronounced like the "th" in the

word "the" ; n is a hard "d", as in "day".

n is the letter for "h".

1 represents the letter "w'\

T is the letter "z".

n is signified by "h", the dot underneath helping

to distinguish it from n. It is pronounced like the
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"ch" in the German "ach", or the Scottish "loch".

B is transliterated "t", the dot underneath the

letter again serving to differentiate it from a sub-

sequent "t". It is pronounced as a dull "t" by
pressing the tongue to the palate.

- is the letter "y".

D is transliterated "kh", and is very similar in

sound, though somewhat lighter in tone, to the "ch"
sound (n) above ; 3 is a hard "k" as in "kept".

V represents "1".

& is the letter "m".

3 is transliterated "n'\

0 is represented by "s", to distinguish it from a

subsequent letter (to), and has a dull "s" sound.

V is transliterated by the "rough breathing" ('),

and is pronounced with a harsh guttural sound from
the back of the throat.

D is "ph", pronounced like "f"; s is a hard "p"

as in "peg".

S is transliterated "9", and has a sharp hissing

sound of "s", like the "9" in the French word
"gargon".

p is represented by the letter "q", and the sound
is like a "k" or a "q" pronounced from the back of

the throat.

n is the letter "r".

to with the dot over the right hand corner is trans-

literated "s", and is pronounced "sh" ; to with the

dot over the left hand corner is the letter "s".

n is the equivalent of "th" as in "these"
; n is a

hard "t" sound as in "tin".

It must be borne throughout that the sound for
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'Aleph amounts to nothing more than the emission

of the breath in preparation for pronouncing the

word or syllable of which it is the commencing
consonant. When it occurs within a word its effect is

much the same as if we were to pronounce the word
"re-educate", by pausing slightly after the enuncia-

tion of the first syllable, and then stressing the second
"e" by a fresh emission of the breath. The sound for

'Ayin is as though one were clearing one's throat,

without, however, uttering a clear, deep grunt. Many
of these sounds are difficult to articulate, and this is

rendered more complicated by the fact that we can-
not be absolutely certain of the original pronuncia-
tion. Furthermore, our Western articulation is

different from that in the Orient, so that each
experiences trouble in attempting to pronounce
certain words from the other's language. For
example, the Semites had a liberal sprinkling of

vowel sounds in their words, and seem to have been
almost unable to pronounce two or three consonants
together. Thus a word like "rhythm" would probably
have been broken up into three syllables by placing

a very short vowel sound between the "r" and the

"h", regarding the "y" as an "i" in sound, and
placing a further vowel between the last two letters

of the word.

However, our primary aim is not to secure a pro-
nunciation as near as possible to what the original is

thought to have been, but to ensure the mastery of a

working pronunciation adequate for the articulation

of the language as printed. Careful attention to the
table of pronunciation will enable the student to

acquire a reasonable accuracy in representing the
original sounds. The letters with a guttural quality
should be enunciated most carefully, as this is not
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always easy for Western people to master, to whom
the majority of guttural sounds seem alike.

In writing Hebrew we shall use the printed

"square" character, so that whilst we talk about
' 'writing' ' Hebrew we are actually ' 'printing"

it. Care must be taken with letters which look

alike but which in fact have some characteristic

difference. Looking through the alphabet in order

we notice that whilst the letters 3 and d exhibit

some similarity, the 2 (bh) has a small projection

"or" tittle at the bottom right hand corner,

whilst the d is rounded off to make "kh". j (gh) has
a slightly angular projection to the left of its base,

whilst 2 (n) is square at the top and bottom, and
thus is to be distinguished from d, as well as being

smaller in size.

*7 (dh) and *] (kh, final form) are frequently con-

fused at the start. The latter will be seen to come
below the line of writing, whilst the former remains

on it. Both must be distinguished from n (r), which
is rounded at the top, whereas both i and •] have the

-tittle".

The letter n (h) is different from the guttural n (h)

in that the top is closed in the latter, a fact which
tends to be a source of confusion. The letter n (th) is

unlike both of these in that, whilst it is closed at the

top, it has a "foot" at the bottom left hand corner.

Difficulty is sometimes experienced in distinguish-

ing between
]

(n) in its final form (which drops a
little below the line of writing), and the letter i (w),

which has a slightly rounded projection at the top
left, and also the letter t (z) which carries a small
angular bar on the top, extending to an equal
distance on either side, Of the primary or medial
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forms, qoph (p) is the only one to drop below the

line. The letter yodh (•») must always be written

above the line, on a level with the top of the other
letters except lamedh (V), which is the only one to

begin a little above the other letters. If the yodh
is lengthened unduly it can be readily confused with
res (i), and possibly with waw (i).

Final o (m) must be written as a square, and in

this way will not be mistaken for samekh (o), which
is round, or for teth (d), which, whilst also round, is

open at the top. Primary or medial d (m) is open at

the bottom left hand corner. The letter y (') has a

different curvature from s (9), or from its final form

(p), which drops below the line.

There are five letters which exhibit two distinct

forms, which we have designated primary or medial,

and final, in our table of the alphabet. These letters

are sbmd, and when they occur as the initial letters

(primary), or when they are found occurring within

a word (medial), they are written as above, resting

on the line. But when they constitute the last letter

of a word, their forms are altered to f*]]DT, coming
below the line, with the exception of d (m). This
latter, as we have already observed, is written like a

closed square when occurring in its final form.

Six of the consonants in the Hebrew alphabet have
an alternative hardened form, which one may pro-

duce by inserting a point (•) inside the letters them-
selves. The consonants thus affected are n&D*m, i.e.,

"bh", "gh", "dh", "kh", "ph", "th", but when read
with a point (i.e., n&STsa), they assume a hard sound
and are transliterated "b", "g", "d", "k", "p" and
"t"

We have seen that all the above letters are con-
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sonantal in force. In ancient times the Hebrew
words were written without vowels in what is called

"unpointed' ' script, so that each word consisted of a
group of consonants whose vowel sounds were sup-

plied from memory by the reader. The Hebrews
knew, from oral teaching and practice, which vowels
were associated with the different words, and it was
only after many centuries that a mechanical system
of vowel ' 'points' ' was devised, enabling the reader

to pronounce any word without prior knowledge of

its sound. Whilst a vowel-less text (i.e., unpointed)
might be thought to be fraught with difficulty for the

student, it must be remembered that some systems
of shorthand at the present time employ the same
idea with excellent results in intelligibility. If we
were to take, for example, the consonants BT, we
should actually experience little practical difficulty

in deciding from the context whether the word was
BAT, BET, BIT or BUT, and the same would apply
to more developed forms.

One of the stranger features of the Hebrew lan-

guage in occidental eyes is the fact that, in common
with all the Semitic languages, it is written across the

page from right to left. It is frequently perplexing

to beginners to have to commence writing the

Hebrew characters from the right hand side of the

page, but only a small degree of practice is necessary

to become used to this procedure.

On the basis of the information which we now
possess, we may begin to write some of the Hebrew
equivalents of the English letters in our table of the

alphabet. Let us take a number of English con-

sonants, such as "d", "ph" and "1". To write this

in Hebrew characters we commence at the right of
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our paper and work in the direction of the left,

thus* (1) (ph) d (d) *7, making the word
Vdt What might appear to us to be the "last"

character (i.e., t) is actually the first one to be written

down, followed by the second, (d) and third (*?) to the

left of it.

Now let us take a group of consonants and trans-

literate them into square Hebrew character :

i. nphs. 2. mwn'. 3. ph'r?. 4. tzsr. 5. syrm.

This would be rendered as follows, beginning to

write at the top right hand side of the page :

DTtf 5- iota 4- p» 3- aia 2. #di 1.

A similar principle applies to the rendering of

Hebrew characters into English, except that in

transcribing them the student will begin writing at

the left hand side of the page and continue to the
right in the ordinary way. For example, a group of

consonants such as

rmtoi 5- tnvtp 4* KO^n 3- pns 2. p 1.

will be rendered into English letters as follows :

I. hn. 2. ?dhyq. 3. hlmys'. 4. q'r\ 5. 'lmwth.

Care must always be taken to form the

Hebrew letters correctly, and to avoid confusion in

transliterating those which are similar in sound or

appearance in English as well as in Hebrew.

Exercise 1

Practice in writing groups of consonants in English.

irana 6. 5. vrfTfe 4- o^p 3. tfw 2. *ina 1.

rya&Vn 11. omit 10. kmVs 9. ¥>V» 8. fifan 7.

HKDDl 16. I^KpVfe 15. 0KTB 14. pTODn 13. D^DIH 12.

•fc&npm 20. V»sds3 19. n&to&o 18. vsmr^v 17.
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Practice in writing groups of consonants in Hebrew.

i.H*t&&* 2^-lph's. 3. 9rmyw. 4. sntfily. 5. fql'my.

6. sbhwy. 7. qphs'ft. 8. dh'rm'ly. 9. pmhts'nwn.

10. krm'sphqy. 11. 'zw'ghn'. 12. trsdhmw. 13. bghlsh*.

14. 9hwghl\ 15. qmthwy. 16. 'n^lyn. 17. hnbhts.

18. th9*ns'm. 19. 'myn'tw. 20. grql'myw.



CHAPTER TWO

VOCALISATION

Up to the first few centuries of the Christian era, the

Old Testament was written in unpointed consonantal

Hebrew, with the reader supplying the vowel sounds

from memory. As Classical (i.e., Biblical) Hebrew
fell into disuse for conversational purposes, it became

necessary to devise some system of vocalising the

text so as to enable it to be read correctly without

any necessary previous acquaintance on the part of

the reader with the sound of the words.

This difficulty had been partly met in the un-

pointed text by the use of certain consonants to

indicate the principal long vowels, the particular

consonants being he, yodh and waw. In practice

this was as follows :

H signified a ; hence ^ was read la.

signified e and i ; hence ^ was read le or li.

1 signified 6 and u ; hence ^ was read 16 or lu.

To show that these vowel-letters had a perma-

nently long sound in their pronunciation, the English

transliteration is accented by means of a circumflex

(

A
). A knowledge of the context was necessary, of

course, in deciding upon the correct word from the

alternatives which these vowel-letters supplied.

20
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When such letters are omitted in the spelling of

words to avoid reduplication of consonants, the

vowels are then said to be written " defectively/'

e.g., Vs for P1*. This is commonly found in the

Hebrew Bible.

About the seventh century a.d. a vocalic system

was introduced by the Massoretes, a group of people

interested in preserving and vocalising the tradi-

tional Hebrew text, and who derived their name

from the Hebrew word for "tradition". The system

consisted of vowel points or signs which were written

in and around the consonants so as not to interfere

with their traditional sacredness. We will now study

them in tabular form for convenience.

Table of Long Vowel Signs

Vowel Name Tran-
scribed

Pronounced

T Qarne? a As in calm.

4
}

£ere
:

}

As in obey.

•J

—

HirSq 1 As in morphine

(long)
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Table of Long Vowel Signs (continued)

Vowel Name Tran- Pronounced
scribed

o - \ Holem
:

}

As in tone.

• /

i Sureq u As in mute.

Table of Short Vowel Signs

Vowel Name Tran- Pronounced
scribed

Pathah a As in mat.

S egh61 e As in then.

•
Hireq I As in hit.

(short)

T
Qamec 6 As in top.

Hatuph

\
Qibbuc u As in shut.

The line on which they would be written is indi-

cated to show their relative positions as coming either

above or below the line. To acquire the correct pro-

nunciation of the various vowels it will be necessary
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to practise saying them very carefully. One will

notice from these tables that the vowel hireq has a

long and a short form, and also that the same sign

( T ) is used for a long "a" and a short "o". Whilst

this latter may appear confusing, we shall shortly

learn a means of differentiating between the two.

The three dots in qibbug are written at a slight

angle, whilst the yodh in full $ere f..) and hireq (long)

are written to the left of, and above the vowel

point. Because the consonants yodh and waw are

used with points to express the vowel sound, they

are said to have homogeneous vowels, and in trans-

literation this is indicated by a circumflex accent

placed over the corresponding English letter. Thus

full holem fi),
defectively ('), is written "6" as

distinct from the alternative rendering of holem as

"6". Exactly the same applies to $ere. In pronoun-

cing long hireq (\) and full ?ere (\) an attempt

should be made to recognise the place of the

quiescent yodh, analogous to the way in which

the personal pronoun is pronounced, when

a faint "y" sound is enunciated at the end. The

full form of these two vowels, i.e., including the

quiescent consonant as well as the vowel itself,

is said to be ' 'permanently long", since the form

of such vowels cannot be shortened under any

circumstances, as opposed to the "tone long"

vowels, which are only long in virtue of their relation
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to the tone or accent, and which may become short

in other forms of the same word.

All Hebrew words must start with a consonant,

and when vowels are added, each one is placed in

close association with the consonant with which it is

to be pronounced, generally directly underneath the

consonant. Thus, to write "ha" we would use a with

qameg directly under it, i.e., ?. A more complex

word "bara* " would be the consonant preceding

the vowel in each case, so that it could not possibly

be pronounced "baar"', which would need to be

spelled in a different way. When the vowel sign for

holem is used, it is placed above the consonant, as in

"IB, mor, or with full holem as in dor.

When holem precedes K, the point is placed on the

upper right of the letter, as with (yo'mar).

When it follows the. N, the point is placed on the

upper left, as in ^3^ ('obhedh). When holem pre-

cedes the points coincide, as with (mosel).

When holem follows the points again coincide, as

with (soten). The letter & will be "so" to com-

mence a syllable, e.g., (soma'), and "os" in other

places.

Exercise 2

(a) Transliterate into English as many renderings as

possible of the following vowel-letter combinations :

*?in 7. w» 6. ^Tii 5. n# 4. *o 3- n» 2. ^ 1.

.to
1

? 10. iro 9. vsm 8.
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(b) Transliterate the following into Hebrew vowel-

letters :

i. lala. 2. lild. 3. 161a. 4. bhana. 5. molti. 6. nelfi.

7. mune. 8. lele. 9. qina. 10. line.

(c) Write the vowels corresponding to the following

vowel points :

9. 1 8. 7. 6. 5. » 4. 3. 2. } 1.

12. II. * IO.
T ~

(d) Write the vowel points for the following vowels :

1. a. 2. u. 3. e. 4. 6. 5. I. 6. 6. 7. u. 8. a.

9. e. 10. 6. 11. e. 12. i.

(e) Write the following practice words in pointed Hebrew :

1. ben. 2. ben. 3. gor. 4. mem. 5. 'akhal. 6. saphon.

7. 'is. 8. mehen. 9. 'emeth. 10. qotel.. 11. hasim.

12. sepher. 13. gadhol. 14. hu\ 15. sureq. 16. molenu.

17. 'aphar. 18. hi'. 19. *ene. 20. 'ebhen.

(/) Write the following practice words in English, trans-

literating
(

T
)
by qame9 :

tv 6. niiM 5. 4. Qi^ 3. rn* 2. oik i.

cpmis 12: *nj? 11. d:» 10. xb 9. 8. n? 7.

npD 18. kt 17. nvtv 16. d^k 15. aw 14. rfc 13.

.nna 20. nitf 19.
T T ^



CHAPTER THREE

THE SYLLABLE AND THE $eWA

A syllable may be defined as a unit of pronuncia-

tion which in other than monosyllabic words forms

part of a word, and which contains one vowel sound

preceded—and often followed—by a consonant. Two
types of syllable in Hebrew emerge as a result, and

for convenience they are designated as "open" and

"shut".

An open syllable is one ending in a vowel, whilst

a shut syllable is one wrhich has the vowel shut in

between two consonants. An example of the first

variety is ?, ba, which consists of one consonant and

one vowel only, whilst the second kind is illustrated

by the word ^3, (bath,) containing two consonants

with a vowel in between. So the word (samar)

has the first syllable (?) open, whilst the second p?)

is shut.

Words in Hebrew are generally accented or

stressed on the final syllable, and in transcription

this is denoted by a small arrow-head over the

stressed syllable, e.g., li?.J (zaqen). When the accent

falls on the last or ultimate syllable it is said to be

Milra* (^H
1

?
7? means "from beneath"). But there are

also a considerable number of words stressed on the

26
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penultimate or next to the last syllable, e.g., T&fl

(hesedh) and this accentuation is said to be Mil'el

means "from above", i.e., above the end of

the word). The accent rarely if ever falls on the

ante-penultimate in a word of more than two

syllables.

The tone or accent is closely related to the vowel

properties of the syllable. An open syllable gener-

ally has a long vowel, but if it carries the accent it

can have a short vowel. The word for "heaven"

conveniently illustrates this point. The pretonic

syllable of (sa-mayim), i.e., ^, is open and has

a long vowel, but the syllable carrying the tone or

accentuation (?) is short, although it too is open.

Similarly a shut syllable generally has a short

vowel, but it may have a long vowel if the accent

falls on it. So with (dabhar) the accentuation is

milra
c

, and whilst being a shut syllable it has a long

vowel.

Out of all this may be stated an important rule :

Any syllable which is shut and does not carry the

accent must have a short vowel.

In addition to the long and short vowels, there is

another variety of enunciation which is in effect a

very quick vocalic utterance, amounting in tonal

quantity to about half of an ordinary short vowel.
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The ancient Hebrews called this hurried vowel-sound

the "sewa" from a root meaning "nothingness")

to show its lightness of sound.

Attempts to illustrate its function in English are

not wholly satisfactory, but an analogy may be found

in the pronunciation of the word "banana". When
we enunciate it, we do not split it up into evenly

balanced syllables and say "ba-na-na", as the word

is spelled. Instead we practically obliterate the first

vowel "a" and substitute for it a hurried, blurred

"e" sound as we press on to pronounce the second

and third syllables. If this were a Hebrew word, it

would then be transliterated "benana", the small

superscript "e" signifying that very short tonal

quality characteristic of the hurriedly pronounced

vowel. Similarly the word "police" is not uttered

as "po-lice", but the "o" again undergoes a change

of sound in the quickness of pronunciation, and

would be transliterated "pelice".

The sewa may be simple or augmented in nature,

and in addition to the quick, light vocal sound there

is also a silent form of sewa. The simple sewa, vocal

or silent, is represented by a colon-like sign (:) placed

under a consonant, while an augmented or composite

form (hateph) has one of three short vowels added

to the left of it. These may be compared as follows

:
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Table of Sewas

Sign Name Vocalised

: Simple It may be silent ; or it may

s cwa have a short " e " sound.

Hateph-Pathah Slight " a " sound, e.g., Ti^n

hamor.

t: Hateph-S cgh61 Slight "e" sound, e.g ,

' elohim.

n Hateph-Qame9- Slight " 0 " sound, e.g.,

Hatuph h°li.

The difficulty which the Semites apparently ex-

perienced in pronouncing two or more consonants

together perhaps explains the frequent occurrence of

the s
cwa in its various forms, some of which may now

be noted.

The sewa, simple or augmented, is placed under

every consonant which does not have a full vowel of

its own if the consonant is to be articulated, or if the

consonant is not the last letter of a word. So the form

^frp? (niqtol) would be incorrect as written, since the

p is pronounced, and thus needs a sewa under it to

ensure its vocalisation, e.g., ^^P?.

The simple sewa is vocalic (or sounded) when it

occurs under the first consonant of a syllable,
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whether at the beginning {e.g., q
etol) or in the

middle {e.g., ^?f? qatelu) of a word. When it closes

a syllable in the middle of a word it is silent, e.g.,

Vi&ttf? (yismeru), and is not represented by any

symbol in transliteration.

When two sewas occur together, as in the previous

example, the sewa which appears under the will be

silent, whilst that which is under the 8 is vocalic.

A sewa which follows a long vowel is generally

vocalic, e.g., VlBj? (qameru), whilst that which comes

after a short vowel is normally silent, e.g., ^3??

(ylkhbadh).

Four letters B n n K known as guttural letters,

from their throaty pronunciation, take a composite

or augmented sewa instead of a simple one. The

shapes of these have already been given in the fore-

going table. Like the simple sewas, these augmented

forms are placed under the consonants, and are given

the technical name of "hateph", from a word I?!?

meaning "hurried". * prefers hateph seghol
( vs ), but

the other letters within the guttural class do not

exercise any especial hateph preference.

A few rare words which terminate in two sounded

consonants have simple sewa under each, e.g., pjl

(yasq). A quiescent {i.e., not sounded) letter does

not take sewa, e.g., (bime), not (bieme). The

final form of kaph (1) takes simple sewa inside rather

than beneath, i.e., rf? (lakh).
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An important function of the simple sewa silent is

that it indicates a shut syllable, and thus the exist-

ence of a short vowel within that syllable. This

enables us to distinguish qame? (long "a") from

qame9 hatuph (short "o"), since if the vowel were

long "a" the syllable could not then be regarded as

shut. Thus reads yoqtal, not yaqetal.

If two sounded simple sewas come together at the

beginning of a word in process of modifying its struc-

ture, or even appear to do so, the first becomes hireq

(.) whilst the second is vocalised. This often happens

with a preposition which attaches itself to another

word, e.g., with HDna (berakha), to which we might

wish to add the inseparable preposition ("to" or

"for"). Ordinarily we would expect this to be

n?l?
1

?, but since it is impossible for two sounded

sewas to come together, the becomes V (li), hence

HD^V, "for a blessing", the point being taken out

of the letter 3 in the process.

The existence of a vocal sewa in words has been

held by many scholars to mark the presence of a

" half-open" syllable, neither completely open nor

yet fully shut. In effect this makes a syllable out of

each consonant with a vocal sewa, so that n^?^P.

thus becomes not q
etal-tem but qe-tal-tem, and T 1

??

becomes not y
eli-dhe but y

e-li-dhe. It must be

observed at this point that the vocal sewa not in-

frequently retains the force of what in other forms of
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the word may be a full vowel, a fact which would be

obscured if it were regarded as a silent sewa simply

marking a shut syllable, without any vocalic nature

at all. This may perhaps justify the term " half-

open syllable", which some authorities jettison.

Exercise 3

Transliterate and pronounce carefully the following

practice words :

jin 5. najr 4- ^ato 3. ewfti 2. 77$, 1. {a)

tnni n. ^na 10. niBK 9. n»s 8. a^n 7. TpVn 6.

DVfrK 16. O^IK 15. V?Xtf 14. DM1

? 13. 10T 12.
• v: • t-z t ' t t : ^ t:

.run? 20. ntfx 19. njn 18. acpnn 17.

(&) Transliterate into Hebrew :

1. s c16mi. 2. ylqtelu. 3. d ebhar. 4. b enS. 5.
,alekhSm.

6. k ena'an. 7. yar e'u. 8. ya tazobh. 9. hazaqa.

10. *aharoni. 11. haha16m. 12.
' anahnu. 13. mismar.

14. b crakMth. 15. hazaqoth. 16. b e*ene. 17. 'elayw.

18. ya,aseh. 19.
<adhath. 20. b ekhore.
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THE DAGHES

The word "daghes" is the designation applied to a

dot placed in the middle of a letter, and means

"piercing" ffii). There are two principal varieties,

daghes lene (or weak) and daghes forte (or strong).

We will first consider the principles underlying the

behaviour of daghes lene.

Acquaintance has already been made with six

letters which take a point in their bosom to produce

a hardened tonal quality. These letters, D D T 1 S

have this dot, called daghes lene, placed inside them

whenever they do not immediately follow a vowel

sound. In order to remember the letters, a mnemonic

word is made by pointing them thus :
A??!??

(beghadhkephath), and which at the same time

illustrated the use of daghes lene. The first letter 3

has the daghes because it is obviously isolated from

any preceding vowel sound, since it begins the word.

The sewa under it is vocal, and so * does not take

daghes lene, since in this instance a vocal sewa,

simple or augmented, has the same effect as an

ordinary full vowel. *T again has no daghes lene,

since it follows the vowel sound pathah under

We have seen that when two sewas occur together,

B 33
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the first is silent and the second vocalic. Therefore,

by our rule above, 3 will of necessity have daghes

lene, since it does not immediately follow a vowel

sound, the sewa under 1 being silent. & and n have

no daghes since they both follow a vocalic sound.

To summarise this we may say that daghes lene

is always found in the beghadhkephath letters at the

beginning of a word if there is no vocalic connection

with the previous word, and that it also occurs at the

beginning of a syllable if the previous syllable of that

word is shut.

Daghes forte was perhaps so called because it

hardens or sharpens the sound of the letters con-

taining it, whilst daghes lene indicated a softer or

lighter degree of utterance. Daghes forte has the

effect of doubling the letter in which it appears, so

that would be equivalent to ^Wpj?. For this to

take place it will be apparent that daghes forte must

follow immediately on a vowel sound. When the

letters yodh and waw appear as consonants they may

take daghes forte, e.g., P
9
? fciyyon). The guttural

letters » n n along with cannot be doubled in

enunciation very well, being throaty in sound, and

so can never take a daghes. An easy way of remem-

bering the function of daghes forte is to recall that

in music the expression "forte" is shortened to "ff\

i.e., the single letter is doubled.
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When daghes forte is found in the beghadhkephath

letters, the doubled sound is of course hard. Thus
IB? is "kipper" and not "kiphpher". There can

never be any actual confusion between daghes forte

and daghes lene, since the former is always preceded

by a vowel whilst the latter never is.

Certain letters when written with a sewa frequently

omit daghes forte. These consonants are 1 ^ p 3 »

(pointed ^f?J9 minqilu, for easy memorising). Ex-

amples of this are ^ (wayehi), not n?3 (wayyehi),

and ^5 (haMu), not -(hallalu).

Daghes forte is commonly employed as a charac-

teristic mark of certain grammatical forms ; for

example, in the "intensive" form of the regular verb

we would write rather than or ^PPp.

Occasionally a daghes is inserted in a consonant to

give greater strength to the preceding vowel, as in

na^ (lama), and less frequently in a consonant which

has a vocal sewa, to ensure its more audible enuncia-

tion, e.g., ntapp for rt3R» flqqebhdth). This latter

is called "daghes forte dirimens
,>

by some scholars

and "daghes forte disjunctive" by others.

Exercise 4

(a) Correct tke following words :

*?rw 6. wp 5. on* 4- 3TJ!J 3. 2. rn 1.

•dd^d 10. rrina 9. ftq?? 8. orta 7-
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(b) Write in Hebrew :

i. halle. 2. melq ekhath. 3. mekhebh. 4. sigger.

5. malk ekhu. 6. b ckhem. 7. la <arath. 8. ylbbam.

9. mldhb e
riji. 10. klppeni.



CHAPTER FIVE

THE GUTTURAL AND QUIESCENT LETTERS

We have already observed that the letters V H n K

are styled "guttural," and to these may now be

added the letter *\ which in certain respects may be

regarded as coming within the same class. Their

special characteristics are as follows :

None of these letters can take daghes forte, and

when the daghes ought to be present, a short vowel

preceding it is lengthened in compensation. For

example, whereas a certain form of the regular verb

^BpJ (qatal) is typ. (qittel), the corresponding form of

T!3 (barakh) is not T» (birrekh) but V* (berekh),

the hireq being lengthened to gere, since 1 cannot be

doubled. This procedure always happens before

and ^, and frequently before With H and H, on

the other hand, the compensatory lengthening is

seldom needed, since their sounds are by nature

almost as strong as a normally reduplicated con-

sonant. In such cases the guttural is said to have an

"implicit" daghes, i.e., not Kinn (hahu') but »ng

(hahu'), and is given the Latin name of "daghes

forte implicitum".

Gutturals never take a simple vocal sewa, but

always an augmented one, and often prefer a com-

pound sewa to a simple silent one. So we would write

37
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feiohim) rather than ff^K and ?W
(yahaziq) in place of ptrr. Whilst, as we have

already noticed, N prefers an "e" vowel (seghol or

hateph seghol), the other gutturals generally have

pathah under or preceding them. Thus, whilst we
would write (melekh) with seghol, the word nV»

(melah), ending in a guttural, takes pathah. Hireq

under gutturals, however, is rare. Any short vowel

occurring before a final guttural except N becomes

pathah. If a guttural is preceded by a short vowel,

the sewa resulting under the guttural is the short-

vowel augment of the hateph, e.g., (ba' ali),

TtoKJ (ye'emor), 'Vrft (16h°li).

In practice we shall see that when a final guttural

letter is preceded by any long vowel except qame?,

it is not easy to articulate, and this difficulty was

overcome by slipping in a pathah sound between the

long vowel and the final guttural. The pathah in

such a case is written under the guttural but is

pronounced before it, e.g., is pronounced "ruSh"

instead of being nvi (ruh). This device is called

"pathah furtive". When a word of this sort no

longer terminates in a guttural the pathah dis-

appears, e.g., (ruhi).

Exercise 5

Correct and pronounce the following words :

6. inn 5. nntfn 4. onfr 3. d^ddh 2. na*6 1.

10. ^yg 9. nat 8. o*tw? 7.
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The Quiescent Letters are * 1 n K, and they fre-

quently surrender their ordinary consonantal .func-

tion in favour of coalescing or uniting with surround-

ing vowel sounds, and thus becoming silent or

"quiescent". This, however, may happen only at the

end of a syllable or word. When they occur at the

beginning they are treated as full consonants. Final

N is always silent, whilst yodh and waw are only

silent when accompanied by a homogeneous vowel.

The latter two consonants coalesce to form full hireq

and <pere, and full holem and sureq respectively, i.e.,

V; 1; \ Thus T? is
" c

ene", not
" c

eyney",

and K'H is "hu"', not "huw"\ But when any other

sort of vowel than those which are homogeneous to

them, as above, is introduced, they retain their con-

sonantal pronunciation. Thus 13 is "haw" and ^
is "goy". Sometimes the consonants yodh and waw
combine with vowels to produce sounds analogous

to our diphthongs, as follows :

V or \ is pronounced ai as in aisle, e.g.,

(susay).

^- is pronounced oi as in toil, e.g., ^ (hoy).

T*7 is pronounced ou as in foul, e.g., (susaw).

When these consonants quiesce, they do not take

the silent sewa, e.g., (yo'mer), not "15$\ When

quiescent letters occur between a vowel and a
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strongly enunciated consonant, tftey are not pro-

nounced, e.g., tftfl (ro's). Where a quiescent letter

terminates a word, the final vowel is generally long,

since otherwise the syllable would be virtually left

open, e.g., (ma^a*) for



CHAPTER SIX

PRELIMINARY MARKS AND ACCENTS

Some notice may now be taken of certain accents and

their function in relation to words and sentences.

Mappiq (p'
,

P5, "extending") is the name given to

the daghes inserted in a final n to ensure its pro-

nunciation as a full consonant. Thus, whilst H»

would be "ma", HOT is "damah", with the n audibly

enunciated. Similarly, n?* is "gabhah".

Raphe pP*] "soft") is a short horizontal line

written above the letter to call attention to the

absence or omission of a daghes forte or mappiq in

the interests of smoother enunciation, e.g., nxffib)

(ulemiqgeh) for njppft

Maqqeph (li?.?, "binding"), is a small horizontal

stroke written at the top of the line, between two or

more words, to connect them in such a way that they

become one for purposes of tonal stress and accentua-

tion. Thus, whereas the words ^ (kol) and

('adham) would each have their own accents, when

joined by maqqeph the accent for the phrase thus

formed becomes milra
c

,
i.e., D"t?'

I?

?, and because of

this the holem of becomes the short vowel qame5

hatuph, since it is now in a shut unaccented

syllable. The same happens with the accusative

41
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particle AN, which, when joined to another word,

loses its own accentuation and thus has a short

vowel, e.g., atar^s-rrc ('eth-kol-'esebh). When HT

(zeh) and n? (ma) are joined to the next word

by maqqeph, a "conjunctive" daghes forte is

always inserted in the initial letter following

maqqeph, e.g., '•pwrnt (zeh-susi) or ^~n» (mah-lak).

Metheg "bridle") is a small perpendicular

stroke placed to the left of a vowel in close proximity

to the tone, to make sure that the vowel is properly

pronounced and not neglected in favour of accenting

the tone vowel. Metheg is placed by the second full

open syllable from the tone, whether it is long, e.g.,

cn$n (ha-'a-dham), or short, e.g.,
QV

1!?2 (he-ha-rim).

Metheg also stands by the vowel which precedes a

simple or augmented sewa, e.g., nVipj? (qatela), ^§
(po

<0
16), and thus indicates that the sewa is vocal.

Again, this helps to distinguish between long "a" and

short "o", as in n1?^ fokhla) and n^DK ('akh^la).

In the latter word the sewa with its consonant does

duty as a syllable.

Hebrew, as we have noted, is a strongly accented

language, and the purpose of the accent-symbols is

generally twofold. Firstly, they show the relation of

the particular word to the rest of the sentence by

acting as punctuation marks, and secondly they

serve to mark the tone syllable. For our present
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purposes only two major punctuation marks need be

mentioned, as follows :

The sign
( A ) or 'Athnah is placed under the

tone syllable of the word which constitutes the

most important logical pause within the sentence,

which in English would probably be marked by a

colon or semicolon.

Silluq is a perpendicular line identical in

form with metheg, and is always placed under the

tone syllable of the last word of a verse, which is

then always followed by the Hebrew ' 'period' ' or

"full stop" (:), the Soph pasuq (jWB *]1D), e.g./. H*7.

Though the same sign does duty for metheg and

silluq, and though they can both occur in the same

word, e.g., a7?#?? (meha/adham), there need be no

real confusion. If the perpendicular stroke comes

under the accented syllable at the end of a verse it

must be silluq ; if it is found under a word in the

middle of a verse it is metheg. If it is under the tone

it is silluq ; if it is under the second full syllable from

the tone and that syllable is open, it is metheg.

A word is said to be "in pause" when it has

'athnah or silluq as its accentuation, and any short
<

vowel thus accented becomes long. Thus, B?5

(maylm) in pause becomes :
Q?£ with silluq or B?£

with 'athnah. Most sentences in the Hebrew Bible
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will be seen to illustrate the position of these two

major stops.

When perusing a Hebrew Bible the reader will

notice in the margin at the bottom of the page a

number of variant readings, consisting of consonants

which are to be preferred to their counterparts in the

text. Because the ancient Hebrew text was regarded

as sacred, the consonants therein could not be

modified or disturbed at all, hence the variants were

assigned to the foot of the page in the printed text.

The original consonantal text was called the Kethibh

pTP, "written"), whilst the variants were named

O ere flft "to be read"). Generally an asterisk or

small circle calls attention in the text to the presence

of a variant. The procedure then is to read the

consonants of the Qere in conjunction with the

vowels already under the particular word in the

K cthibh. Thus, in Psalm ix. 13, the K ethibh is

whilst the marginal consonantal variant reads

np on» i.e., "D-is is to be read". Thus the

correct word combines the vowels of the K ethibh

with the consonants of the Qere, which is

In instances of such frequent occurrence that it

would be tedious to print the Qere each time the

K ethibh requires such modification, a permanent

O ere or "Qere perpetuum" has been devised, which

the student retains in his memory. In this, the
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vowels for the variant reading are placed in the text

as usual, but the consonants are omitted from the

margin, and the reader substitutes the reading for

the K ethibh without being warned to do so by an

asterisk or circle appearing over the word in question.

The Divine Name illustrates this adequately,

the name of the God of Israel, is generally

pointed Hjrr
i
from which by transliteration comes

our hybrid English form "Jehovah". It was

regarded as too sacred to pronounce in its original

form (which may have sounded something like

"Yahweh"), so another sound was supplied by the

word T^N ('adhonay), and the consonants HIST1 were

given the pointing of T% making the impossible

form iTjn? (the hateph under * becoming a simple

se\va under

The consonantal form of the third singular per-

sonal pronoun "she" appears frequently in the

Pentateuch as At some time confusion has

arisen between the masculine Kin (hu*) and the

feminine NVJ (hi'), and this is obvious from the

Kethibh (^?). Again, the Qere for the feminine is

not given because it occurs so often.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE

There is no indefinite article in Hebrew. Thus

(mayim) means "water" or "waters", and (yom)

means "a day", representing the noun in its simplest

form. When we wish to say "the waters" or "the

day", it is necessary to employ a prefix, the con-

sonant n, with various vowels accompanying it.

Originally the definite article may have been ^3 (like

the Arabic article "al" as in "algebra"), with the ^

being assimilated to the next consonant, and this

may be the reason why daghes forte is used frequently

with the article.

Generally the article is H, pointed with pathah and

followed by daghes forte in the first consonant of the

word to which it is prefixed. When such a word

begins with * n n X or 1, the daghes forte cannot be

inserted, since these letters are guttural in force, and

the pathah of the article in such cases is lengthened

to qame? in compensation, except with H and n.

When * and n as initial letters have the tone or

accent, and are written with qame?, the pointing of

the article is again qameg, but when they occur

with qame? and do not take the tone, the pointing

of the article then becomes seghol. Before I? and n

the article always takes seghol.

46
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These rules may be conveniently illustrated in

tabular form as follows :

JDCIUI

C

Consonants Pointing
Examples

Ordinary .n

1 SI K n
T T 1 • ~ T T

n n n ^tfnn ,Kinn

n b
T T

n
T

nnn ,oyn
T T T T

n s?
T T

n annn ,-)D»n•TV T T V

n n
t: t

n ,l?nn ,DDnn
• t: V T T V

In a few common nouns the vowel of the initial

consonant is lengthened to qameg when the article is

prefixed. These words include X*V* fSreg), *>3 (har),

Q? ('am), and »1 (ra
c

), which become (ha'areg),

^nn (hahar), Q?n (ha'am) and SHS? (hara
c

).

The article in Hebrew may be used demonstra-

tively, °isn means "this day" or "to-day". The

vocative is also expressed by the article on occasions,

as ^?3?7 "O Baal", and is sometimes used generically

to designate the member of a class where English
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usage would lead us to expect an indefinite article,

e.g., "an enemy" in Hebrew is ^Kn (ha'oyebh). The

article is also attached to an attributive adjective

qualifying a definite noun. So "the good man"
would be "the man, the good one". A further

distinctive use of the article is with proper names,

to show that the individual is supreme in his class,

e.g., "God" is O^an (ha^lohim).

From this point we shall abandon the practice of

transliterating each Hebrew word, except in special

cases where the modification of the word affects the

pronunciation, and which would not be recognisable

by other means. We shall also introduce a voca-

bulary before each subsequent exercise, which the

student is expected to learn carefully. In these

vocabularies all nouns will be considered to be

masculine unless otherwise marked.

VOCABULARY

flK earth (/).

DV day.

man.

Vlp voice.

king.

WftW heavens. good.

UV people. bad.

OVfrK God (pi.), eye (/).

")j?3 morning. *IDtf dust.

water(s) (pi.) STpn firmament.

iTOK woman (/).

On high.

TV city. bSll great,

^tfn darkness. TIN light.
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Exercise 6

Write out the following :

The man, the people, the waters, to-day, the king, the

firmament, the voice, the darkness, the eye, the morning,

a woman, a day, the dust, the light.



CHAPTER EIGHT

THE CONJUNCTION : ADJECTIVES

The usual form of the conjunction "and" in Hebrew

is waw with simple vocal sewa, but there are varia-

tions of this as follows :

Under ordinary circumstances it is ), e.g.,

ntifa^ (man and woman.) Because it is a labial it

cannot have a sewa before another labial sound, and

so it becomes ' before 2 1 & and e.g., fHM, (and

a cow). This is the only exception to the rule which

we learned earlier, that no Hebrew word begins with

a vowel, but even here the consonantal waw, in one

sense, still begins the spelling of the word, and only

becomes a vowel (sureq) by the addition of daghes

in its bosom.

If the conjunction comes immediately before the

accent, however, the waw may have qameg instead

of being sureq, e.g., D^J n^?, bread and water.

Before another sewa it also becomes sureq, e.g.,

Q^?T, (and words), but before a hateph it takes

the corresponding short vowel, "worn *vnf
9
ox and

ass.

When occurring before yodh with sewa, the yodh

quiesces and the conjunction then takes hireq, e.g.,

HTirn and Judah, not nflffl. Before nw the con-
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junction takes pathah, i.e., n3«H, but when written

to it takes gere, which is then assimilated into

the vowel sound under the 'aleph to become O^ 1

?**!!,

and God, for ^fl^l When a word is written with

the article, the conjunction does not displace the n of

the article, e.g., and the man.

Adjectives

When an adjective qualifies a noun in Hebrew, it

follows it in the order of words. Thus, "a good man"

would be "a man, a good one", i.e., 3te Bh?. The

adjective always agrees in gender and number with

its noun, as in other languages. Until we have

learned the inflections of the noun we will confine

ourselves to the masculine singular form as above.

When the adjective is used predicatively, e.g., "the

man is good", it does not take the article and

generally precedes the noun.

The present tense of the verb "to be" is not

normally expressed in Hebrew. Thus the sentence

"the man is good" would be rendered
'

'the man (is)

good" (31° ^?), or more frequently "good (is) the

man" (^n litt). When an attributive adjective

qualifies a definite noun, it has the article attached.

So, "the good man" would be ™Z ^n, i »e
.
, "the

man, the good one". If there is more than one

adjective, the article is repeated with each, e.g., "the

great and good day" becomes si&rn Vnan orn
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VOCABULARY

*1H mountain,

head.

la*5
! word.

a*}£ evening.

H1

??? night.

na"l! side (/).

am gold.

"ISj? short.

]as stone (/).

disease.
t:

V^H temple,

palace.

*qj? to call.

^05 silver.

T hand (/).

fl? daughter (/).

*T?2 prophet,

nnn sword (/).

nx*1 to see.

Exercise 7

Translate the following :

stern Vnan nj?an 3. ni&n *cnan 2. fcrnan rriD 1. (a)

nisi Vn* V^nn 6. iraam tzrxn 5. nnn on 4 .
; T T " - *T-: *T J TT T ^

aio 10. "qVan t^xn 9. nwxrn nan 8. oi9
ni nVVn 7.

.aronTT"

(6) 1. The great man. 2. To-day. 3. The evening and
the morning. 4. Gold and silver. 5. The king is great

and good. 6. The hand and the eye. 7. The woman
and the man. 8. The people is great. 9. The disease

and the prophet. 10. The great day and the bad night.



CHAPTER IX

THE NOUN AND ITS INFLECTION

There are only two genders in Hebrew, masculine

and feminine, and three numbers, singular, plural and

dual. The dual is used with nouns only, chiefly with

objects coming in pairs.

The masculine nouns in the singular have scarcely

any termination to indicate their gender, whereas in

the feminine there are several distinctive termina-

tions.

- Masculine nouns may be classified thus :

(a) Names of members of the male sex, with their

office, e.g.., *Vf% David, Ste horse, VP® judge.

(b) Names of kingdoms and peoples, e.g., "H^S,

people of Assyria, ^"Jfe?, Israel.

(c) Names of mountains, rivers, metals ; months of

the year, e.g., P^
1

? Lebanon, Euphrates,

19? silver,™ Abib.

The plural ending of masculine nouns is or

written defectively, °t, and is generally attached

to the singular form, e.g., O'WO, horses. The

ending H- modifies to
QnT in plural forms, e.g.,

H2jp becomes Q,
*?P, shepherds. Not all masculine

nouns have the normal plural ending, however ; 3$
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father, is rfa? in the plural, whilst others have an

irregular form, e.g., tf'N in the plural is BTJN.

Nouns ending in ^~ are generally feminine, and

this form was an original or ^7, the former of

which is preserved in some names, e.g., ^8 Elath,

rest. A great number of forms are construed as

feminine, however, which do not possess the feminine

ending.

Feminine nouns may be classified as follows :

(a) Names of females, with their functions, e.g.,

Miriam, ON mother, nV? bride.

(b) Names of the elements, e.g., W$ fire, TV$ earth,

15? stone.

(c) Countries regarded as mothers of their peoples :

0-w Persia, Zion.

(d) Organs of the body coming in pairs : hand,

foot, Hi? horn.

(e) Things abstract : soul, life, nTD? birthright,

goodness.

(/) Names of instruments and utensils : 0^ cup,

3*50 sword, couch.

The plural pnding of feminine nouns is rn-, or

written defectively n '~. When the singular form

has no feminine ending, the plural termination is

joined immediately to it, e.g., well, n^S?. The

ordinary feminine singular ending is replaced by the
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plural termination, e.g., fnfe princess, becomes

princesses.

The above inflections may be clarified by means of

a table :

Masculine
Singular

Feminine
Singular

Masculine
Plural

Feminine
Plural

010 noio
T

0*010 rrioio

XT31
• T t * :

n
T

nn
T T • T

rrin
T

The dual masculine and feminine of WO would be

0??^ and D??^© respectively.

The dual ending Q?t used above is found with

both masculine and feminine nouns. It is employed

for substantives and pairs of objects as follows :

(a) Bodily organs : Q?3I? ears, B^n two feet.

(b) Objects comprising two parts :
Q?0fJ^ tongs,

double-door.

(c) Double and quantitative numbers : 0?$ two,

sevenfold.

Adjectives, as we have seen, agree in gender and

number with the nouns which they qualify; e.g., the

good woman, rni&n nt&xn, good years, niate W??.
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Some nouns are found only in plural form, the

most common being heaven, 0?? water, 0*??

face, D-jn life, mp^jj youth, cnpj old age.

Some common nouns of masculine gender with the

plural form in are :

a? father. n?T* altar.

O^n dream. Bip» place.

well,

cistern.

^ heart.

to skin,

^ip voice.

11?^ table.

n^ 1

? night.

neW trumpet.

sign.

^RO staff.

0? name.

N§? throne.

Some common feminine nouns with the plural

form in Q^t are :

m stone. T» city. nntofr barley.

woman.
n?v dove.

wheat,

terebinth.

n 1

?? word.

ns«n fig tree.

I* ear (/).

ox.

S?0# to hear,

boy.

over, upon

unto.

tfK fire.

VOCABULARY

star.

13*TD desert.

T? tree.

HDfr lip (/).

ETTp holy.

p
,<!

!? righteous.

yVp, horn.

*?n foot (/).

sandal (/).

n fish.

nj?V to take.

to sit.

sabbath.

D^n hither.
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Exercise 8

(a) Translate :

oTo-rn 5 . d^th 4 . nina 3 . d^oio 2. onm 1.

D^n 10. on*? 9. nViKa 8. ninaV 7 .
o^jn 6.

(6) 1. Tables. 2. Stones. 3. Two-years. 4. Trumpets,

5. The horse and the mare. 6. Good fathers. 7. The
princess is great. 8. Two eyes and two ears. 9. Good
men and good women. 10. Sons and daughters.



CHAPTER X

PRONOUNS AND PARTICLES

Pronouns do duty for nouns, and may be separable

or inseparable. The Personal pronoun is used only

to express the nominative case, but in fragmentary

form it is attached to other words to represent the

oblique cases.

The Personal pronoun is as follows :

Singular Plural

I

"DiK I

UniK we.

nriX thou (m.) DfiK you (m.)

fig thou (/.) nifiK .jrix you (/.)

Kin he nan ,nn they (w.)

N-n she nin an) they (/.)

Modifications occur in pause, e.g., first singular

oiK, *l*
t

second singular masculine second

singular feminine £9, first plural Both

second plural feminine forms are rare.

The third person of the pronoun is sometimes used
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as a copulative in the appropriate gender and num-

ber in sentences where the verb "to be" occurs :

The woman is good, nniu *rn rrcten

The mountains are lofty. ^170

Jehovah is (the) God. *nn mrr

Sometimes the third person pronoun is used with

a subject of the second person, e.g., Thou (he) art

the God, ^nVxn wn nm

Demonstrative Pronouns

The pronouns used to indicate relative objects are :

Masculine Feminine

this nt nxt

these

that

those ran ,on
T " nan (15)

When a demonstrative is used adjectivally it

follows the noun, which is definite, and so it too takes

the article, e.g., "that day" becomes wnn Di ftn. When

used predicatively they do not take the article, and

the order of the Hebrew follows that of the English.

So "this is the good man" is 3*3 ^K<? '1. The
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demonstrative of the near object when repeated

acquires a correlative significance, "the one . . .

the other" (nj
. . .

HT 0r «*»... Mtt)
;
and "some

. . . others" (nft . . . Jtyj).

Interrogative Pronoun

The absence of a question mark in Hebrew makes

it necessary for simple questions to have some

characteristic interrogative prefix. One of these is

the particle n, which is pointed as follows :

(a) With ordinary consonants it is ij, e-g-> nlQ *s

this?

(6) With simple sewa as the first vowel it is e.g.,

"1*93, is it much ? This is sometimes followed

by daghes forte.

(c) Before gutturals without qameg it is 0, e.g.,

nrwn art thou ?

(d) Before any guttural with qameg the H takes

seghol, e.g., pjnn is it strong ?

Two other interrogative pronouns are also used :

^ "who ?" which is invariable in form, and HJO

"what ?" Both of these are indeclinable, and usually

come first in a sentence. The pointing of n& is

exactly like that of the article, and it is joined by

maqqeph to the next word, with the insertion of

daghes forte in non-guttural letters, e.g., n*~n» what

is this?,Wnl? what am I ?
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Htt may also be used as an exclamatory expression

with another word, e.g., nin Oip&n ania-na, how

dreadful is this place ! (Genesis xxviii. 17). Before

verbs and adverbs it frequently does duty as an

adverb, e.g., 2iD-n& how good. V? and ™ may be

used in an indefinite sense to mean ''whoever" and

"whatever".

Relative Pronouns

The word is indeclinable and is a general term

of relation which is made specific by some other word

in the context. Thus whilst we would say in English,

"the house where he dwelt" (]??), the Hebrew idiom

would render it "the house which he dwelt there",

the last word of the phrase defining the exact nature

of the relation, i.e., a* 13*^ Similarly, "the

house whence he came would be

Ottto, i.e., "the house that he came from there".

Notice should be taken of the following com-

binations :

there, 0*
. . . ^Sf where,

thither, na$
. . .

*WK whither.

Mto thence, B#»
. . . whence.

Other pronominal expressions are :

B«f . . .
Btf here . . . there.

. . . nobody ("not a man").
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or

nVa nVa

none ("not any").

one . . . another,

some . . . others.

nfe?

1?

010

msa

to do.

sun.

soul (/).

house,

son.

to go down,

horse.

command (/).

VOCABULARY

rnin law (/).

mouth,

to give, set.

IDT to remember

n?tf to forget.

blood.

*]0K to gather.

K 1

? not.

PinX alas ! blessing.

113? mighty man,

hero.

Tttf song,

nil wind,

spirit (/).

to keep.

sea.

queen (/).

^T?. way.

Exercise g
Translate :

nan m 3 .
n^n am Vran sftfnn 2 . Bftsn i.

rf?xn oniaan 6. ^n-na 5. aio tf^ am 4. niton

on-n» 9. arnn naion nan 8. nfry ntfa rxrn?
7.

•Kin "tk» nissn i0 . n*n oipan

1. These are the wise men. 2. Those heavens. 3. This

woman is good; 4. This good man. 5. This is the good and

powerful man. 6. What a city ! 7. What a palace

!

8. He is the man who was over the house. 9. I am the

powerful king who is over the great land. 10. These are

the heavens and the earth and the sea.



CHAPTER XI

THE INSEPARABLE PREPOSITIONS

Originally the prepositions with which we are now

concerned were nouns, but have become fragmentary

in process of time and are always prefixed to the

word which they govern. They are :

a, in, on, by, with (perhaps from an original ^?).

a, like, about, as, according to (from a possible ori-

ginal 1?).

at, to, for (perhaps from or **?8).

The rules for pointing are as follows :

(a) The general pointing is sewa, e.g., "Mpa in a city

jaio like a stone.

(b) Before another sewa they take hireq in the ordin-

ary way, e.g., n?l?V,, for a blessing, not n
?*]?V-

(c) Before gutturals with a hateph the sewa is re-

placed by the corresponding short vowel of the

augment, e.g., "HS? like a lion. The only excep-

tions to this are words like B^nVg which are

frequently found in the text, where the K becomes

quiescent, the hateph seghol is removed, and the

preposition takes 9ere, i.e., Bnn^^. The Divine

Name HITT^ taking its pointing from T*7^, has

pathah under the preposition in the same way,

e.g. ,
*fn*2 for \*n£?, and so nirr>.
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(d) If the preposition falls in the pretone, the vowel

under it is frequently qameg, e.g., in water,

securely.

(e) A word which has the article prefixed also gen-

erally surrenders the n, and the preposition then

assumes its vowel, e.g., to a man, becomes

ttrxV
;
^oons becomes ^??3.

The preposition V frequently indicates a dative of

possession, as in the phrase "the man has a daugh-

ter", which becomes ^3, "there is a daughter to

the man". The inseparable prepositions are fre-

quently joined with to form adverbs, thus na1

?

why ? ; ™3 or na^ wherein ? ;
n??, na?, how

much? ;
n»-w, na-™ how long?

;
na- 1

??, na- 1

?*

wherefore, whereupon.

The preposition V? is partly separable and partly

not. When followed by the article it may remain

separable, and is followed by maqqeph, e.g., T»rr]»
f

from the city, though the final ] may be dropped

and the hireq lengthened to gere as a compensation,

e.g., V? does not displace the consonant of

the article like the inseparable prepositions.

Before non-gutturals the weak terminal ] is

generally assimilated to the following consonant,

which being in effect doubled takes a compensative

daghes forte, e.g., li?^ from a king, instead of

The daghes may be omitted from a letter
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pointed with sewa, e.g., ni^V»D for ni^DD. When

the initial consonant is yodh with sewa, the daghes

is omitted whilst the yodh drops the sewa and

coalesces to form long hireq, e.g., ^TV, from

Jericho, for ^TD. Before gutturals or 1 the full

form may be used, ^V'V? from a city, or the final I

may be dropped and the hireq lengthened to gere,

e.g., from a tree, for T¥~1P, making the prepo-

sition inseparable.

VOCABULARY
beast,

cattle. (/)

Hltf to rest.

IJDttf to shed,

to ask.

n*??n prayer (/).

~*T? until, unto,

1*1 much

(pi,

bok food.

oVtofc from of old
T

Exercise 10
Translate :

n^Vi nr» 5. VaoDtf
1
? 4 . *bnb 3 .

t s "T ^ : • • t: it
^

-m» mid dh d^dj onV 7 .

a^xn 10. wm< n&™rr]»
9

lion,

liftn ass.

"7X7? very.

D"7K mankind.

HDIK ground (/).

DrD to write.

fHD to cut.

Joshua.

Egypt.

oVto age,

duration.

1YH21 covenant.

(/).

nbW'lV for ever,

(a) ^» to rule

(over).

"»» to do.

bwntf Samuel.

^OV Joseph.

nK brother.

*?"Tn to leave

off, cease.

nirr? 2 . niVtfa 1.

p 6. n^tfa on

oi»rri» ^tfna 8.

.run ^na Kin
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i. In God. 2. As a lion. 3. To Joshua. 4. Jehovah
is in the heavens. 5. From the mountain. 6. The son is

like the king. 7. On the lofty mountain in the morning.

8. The palace is for the king. 9. The wise people are in

the temple in the evening. 10. The prophet has a daughter

and a son.



CHAPTER XII

THE VERB: ORDER OF WORDS

In earlier chapters we have considered two important

groups of words which comprise the sentence,

namely nouns and particles, and on this basis we

have been able to build up small synthetic Hebrew

sentences. Now we have to begin consideration of

an important component of all sentences, and that is

the verb. In Hebrew there are a number of inflec-

tions and tenses which express developed meanings

of the simple verb stem, but we shall leave the bulk

of these to later sections, and concentrate on the

parts necessary for simple expression.

The verb generally stands first in order at the

beginning of a sentence, and elsewhere precedes its

subject. This structure emphasises the importance

of the verb as the ' 'action-word" of the sentence.

The presence of a direct object of a verb is indicated

by means of a particle, AK, which is the sign of the

accusative case, and is regularly used in prose before

the direct object. If a noun is indefinite, or if it is

the indirect object of a verb, the particle is not

employed, nor is it used very much in poetic

writings. ™ is largely joined to its noun by maqqeph,

and since it then becomes a shut syllable, the gere

becomes Seghol, i.e., "AN. If there are more than
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one of such nouns, the accusative particle is repeated

with each of them. Whereas in English and some

other languages the root or simplest form of the verb

is the infinitive, in Hebrew the third person singular

of the perfect active is used instead. Thus, *H£ does

not really mean 4

'to call", as is generally written in

vocabularies and lexicons, but "he called".

The inflection of the verb is made by adding the

endings of the personal pronoun to the root, observ-

ing the usual modifications in pointing with respect

to the position of the tone. The verb ^pT is used as

a model for the paradigm, since it illustrates these

inflections well, although it is a rare word found only

in poetry. The perfect tense is as follows :

^hpT he killed, he has killed (3rd sing, masc.)

n^tpft she killed, has killed (3rd sing, fern.)

tfivpr thou hast killed (2nd sing, masc.)

thou (/.) hast killed (2nd sing, fern.)

•nVDj? I killed, have killed (1st sing, common)

l^ttft they killed, did kill (3rd plur. common)

^X

?^?
;
ye killed, have killed (2nd plur. masc.)

JttVDj? ye
(f)

killed, have killed (2nd plur. fern.)

naVoj? we killed, have killed (1st plur. common)

To be strictly accurate we should speak of "forms"

rather than "tenses" of the verb, since it is the com-

pleteness or otherwise of an action which is being

expressed and not the time factor, as in English.

Thus the perfect expresses completed action and
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includes all perfect tenses such as future perfect and

pluperfect. The imperfect is concerned with un-

finished activity, and thus includes the future and

present alike. The various shades of the subjunctive

are also part of the category of the imperfect.

The inflection of the imperfect follows a similar

pattern to that of the perfect, as follows :

he will kill, may kill, was killing, etc.

(3rd sing, masc.)

*?k£ri she will kill, may kill, was killing, etc.

(3rd sing, fern.)

^Vffl thou wilt kill, mayest kill, etc.

(2nd sing, masc.)

^PR? thou (/.) wilt kill, mayest kill, etc.

(2nd sing, fern.)

^Vpti I will kill, may kill, was killing, etc.

(1st sing, common)

they will kill, may kill, were killing, etc.

(3rd plur. masc.)

nj^b^n they (/.) will kill, may kill, etc.

(3rd plur. fern.)

^Dj?n ye will kill, may kill, were killing, etc.

(2nd plur. masc.)

ni^pm ye (y.) will kill, may kill, etc.

(2nd plur. fern.)

we will kill, may kill, were killing, etc.

(1st plur. common)

When the negative form of a verb is required, the
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particle ^ is used, and immediately precedes the

verb. Thus the sentence "the man did not call the

boy" would be l^rn* WJR

VOCABULARY

|?# to dwell. Wl lad. f?n
1 - T

tO RO.o

fcHS to create. rnsi girl (/). nn
- T

to slay.

to say. *p» fowl. enemy.

to be. *7DX to eat.
- T

nan ,]n behold.
<

*1D0 book. tyw seraph. Isaac.

DDn wise. *inD to-morrow. nana
t :

•
desert.

pBS north. powerful. nnn
T T

to destroy.

Exercise n
Translate :

Vnan pa Vipn-nit ntfan rw&tf *6 2 . irairrnK nwatf i.
t - I- - i - V T • T T : |t • t - v • : - T

"nans 4 . nanaa OTn-nx tittf itfx tf-xn nx -mat
. . - T t T . . - t - v I - t v -: • t •* • : -t J

n&TKa mm ntfx nisnn rfwon nVx 5 . run aisa moa
t t-: t : -t v -: ti» - v - J

ntfxn-nx tf-xn np>V nam 7 . Va-na naian na^an nx ibsn 6.
t • t v • t I - t • • / t-- t - t: — •• :

•

rvatfo 9. xnxa nx» Vina pgy af-xrn 8. ntfx
1
? nxtn

o^Vxn xna ntfx tf>xn io. o^nVxn mi ntfx nisan-rx
v: t t t v -: * t • v: t I - t v : • - r

i. I will write in a book. 2. Who are these mighty
men and these prophets ? 3. One called to another and
said, Great is Jehovah. 4. Thou(/) hast eaten from the

tree. 5. Jehovah will hear the man wrho does not shed
blood. 6. Did not God give a son and a daughter to the
prophet ? 7. Ye (/) shall keep the words which are

in the book. 8. God has created good and evil and day
and night. 9. I remembered what I heard in the temple.
10. He will not keep the words which the prophet gave
to the people in the desert.



CHAPTER XIII

THE CASES

Case endings as such have not survived in Hebrew,

any more than they have in modern Arabic. Indeed,

it is difficult to think of cases at all in Hebrew in the

strictest sense. At an earlier stage of the language

there may have been three : nominative, accusative

and genitive. The first of these has no distinctive

indication, being recognisable either by its position

in relation to the verb, or by the general sense of the

passage in which it occurs.

The accusative is somewhat more clearly marked,

since it frequently has the particle which we

discussed in the last chapter, and which is the usual

sign of the accusative. A possible survival of an

ancient accusative case-ending is seen in the un-

accented ^7, the so-called "he locale", which

generally indicates "motion towards", e.g., towards

the north, is ; towards Babylon, is ^Vm.

The genitive relation has no case-endings, but is

characterised by an intimate connection of nouns,

and is known as the construct state. This may be

illustrated by saying that, whereas in English we

would say "the-word of-the-man," making "the

word" absolute, and expressing "the man" in the

71
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dependent genitive case, Hebrew reverses the pro-

cess by recognising that "the word" would be

dependent upon "the man" for its expression.

Thus Hebrew would say "the-word-of the-man", or

more accurately "word-of the-man", thus putting

"word-of" in construction with the absolute "man".

Similarly, in the phrase "the horse of the king", the

noun in the absolute would be "king", whilst

"horse-of" would be in this dependent relation called

the construct state.

Whereas the absolute is never modified in its

form, the construct is shortened as much as the

language will allow, so as to be uttered quickly, with

the principal stress in pronunciation falling on the

absolute noun. As a result the construct has certain

modifications in form, which may be seen in the

masculine word thus :

absolute sing. (word) ; construct sing.

(word of).

absolute plur. ^I?*] (words) ; construct plur.

(words of).

The construct singular shortens the absolute as

much as possible, whilst the construct plural elides

the terminal "m" of the absolute plural and changes

the full hireq to full £ere. A feminine noun inflects

as follows :

absolute sing. HOTO (mare) ; construct sing.

(mare of).
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absolute plur. niOW (mares) ; construct plur. nftno

(mares of).

Whilst the feminine construct plural ends like the

absolute, it must be shortened as much as possible.

Thus the absolute plural of righteousness, is

rop*J? but the construct is ™P!?, formed by rule from

™FH?- A dual construct from the absolute EPnoiO

would be ''PMO, the sewa being vocal to represent

an original full vowel.

A table of examples may assist in learning the

modifications of the construct state :

horse mare son star upright year queen

Ab. sing. 010 noio 3313
T T T TT

n3"?a
t :

-

Ab. pi. D'OIO nioio
• T • T • t : T t :

Cst. sing. 010 noio 1? 3313

Cst. pi. "MO nioio
.. . .

A.b. dual. troio DT010
• - T

Cst. dual. "now

Since the construct is as short as possible, it is

axiomatic that it never takes the article. This latter

is put with the absolute noun if it is definite, and in

this way suffices for both. For example, MO

means "the horse of the king" (literally, "horse-of
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the-king"), and n^TO "the man of war"

(literally, "man-of the war"). Because of the close

relationship between construct and absolute, and

adjectives qualifying the construct will naturally

follow the absolute, and will agree in gender and

number. Thus, "the good mares of the king" would

be rendered rriai&n niOTO, i.e., mares-of the

king, the good ones (/).

When two absolutes occur, the construct is

repeated with each, as with "the sons of the king and

queen", HD^n '•lM TjV&n •la. Adjectives and parti-

ciples may be placed in the construct before a noun,

thus showing that the construct is not a true genitive,

e.g., "the poor people" is VT??, i.e., the poor

of the people.

The deficiency which exists in the development of

the Hebrew adjective is frequently overcome by the

use of a noun in the construct state. Thus the phrase

"a holy mountain" would be rendered "a mountain

of holiness", i.e., tilp~^l, and "a godly man" as "a

man of God", O^g-ttrK

The preposition resolves the apparent confusion

which might arise in rendering the expressions "a

horse of the king" and "the horse of a king", for if

the article were attached to the second noun, both

words would become definite. Furthermore, accord-

ing to our rule above, the construct cannot take the
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article. Thus these phrases would be translated MO

"a horse belonging to the king", and^?^ 0?IDD,

"the horse belonging to a king".

DlVtf peace.

ninD Pharaoh.

upon, over.

D^n life {pi).

DnnnK Abraham.

VOCABULARY
"m David,

nytf year.

V*C0 Saul.

D^TDri perfect.

#V7j? holy.

"75? servant.

3j>aP Jacob.

upright.

TfWl flesh,

f3j? to gather.

Exercise 12

Translate :

tfBtfn-nK d^Vx jna 4 . ann •qVan \»n n*?x 3.

-Vs ^jb-^jti 6. "oiK omaa 122 n»x 5 . D-&tfn aj^pna
t ••

: - : • t t : - v v - r J • it t - - I • :
•

Ta amn am 9 . a^n^xn wai nai-nK Dsn vntf 8.- : t r - vv 7 • v: t • v t t - t

waa n»« "ton onagri omat *6 10. niaan.... « : • n •.• -: • t : - - v : -

:

v: i»

i. The God of heaven and earth. 2. The voice of God
is in the city of David. 3. The eyes of the man are upon

the horses of Pharaoh. 4. The words of the people are very

bad in the ears of the prophet. 5. The horse which belongs

to the good king is in the desert. 6. The mighty man of

Saul slew the prophets of Jehovah in the place where David

dwelt. 7. I am no prophet, neither am I a prophet's son.

8. And he said, I am the God of Abraham, the God of

Isaac and the God of Jacob. 9. The law of Jehovah is

good in the eyes of the people. 10. Hast thou(/) eaten

from the tree which is in the garden of Jehovah ?



CHAPTER XIV

PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES

The same closeness of relation observed in the

construct state marks the connection between nouns

and possessive pronouns. Hebrew does not say "my
word", but "word-of me", so that in effect we have

the noun in the construct and the pronoun in the

absolute. To this end, fragments of the personal

pronoun are attached in suffixal form to the noun

concerned. There are both singular and plural

suffixes, which may be added to singular or plural

words. Suffixes may be classed as "light" when they

contain one consonant, and "heavy" when two con-

sonants are involved. Suffixal forms are derived as

follows :

Masculine Nouns

Singular, DID (horse) "H?3 (overseer) IS'l (word)

Suffix i c. my

sing. 2 m. thy ?|Oio ?|Tj?D span

^™ 'TO? Till2 f. thy

3 m. his

3 f. her

Suffix i c. our

plur. 2 m. your

76
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2 f. your

3 m. their oow
T

DTj?S
t t :

3 f . their ]010

Plural. DWW (horses) CTpS (overseers) O'HS^
(
words)

Suffix i. c. my wo ''TP?? - t :

sing. 2 m. thy TppIO

2 f. thy TOW
l« - I- :

3 m. his row
T

•mi
tt :

3 f . her rrpw OTP? T v t :

Suffix i c. our vow
plur. 2 m. your ODWW

2 f. your

3 m. their arrow

3 f. their j?row T0^?1

Singular.

Feminine Nouns

HOW (mare) Hjtf (year)

(righteous-

ness)

Suffix i.e. my wnw
• T

tup
• t :

sing. 2 m. thy ?jnow TCP/!*

2 f. thy sjnow TO?
3 m - his mow

T t : ^P^
3f. her nnow

T T t t : TO?
Suffix I c. our www

" T .. T .

plur. 2 m. your oonow ODItttf
v : - :

°?i?p.*I?

2 f. your jonow

3 m - their onow
T T tt : t I t :

•

3 t their inow m ftp/!?
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(righteous-

Plural. fliOlO (mares) fliltf (years) rtp"TS nesses)

Suffix I c. my Tip"]?

sing. 2 m. thy
<

?prrioio
<

2 f. thy
<

Tprnpns

3 m - his rnioio
T T

vnip-rx

3*. her rpnioio

ounix I c. our

plur. 2 m. your DD-riioio

2 f. your 75**r>ij?-rs

3 m - their nrrnio'io

3f. their pvnioio Ijrriip-TS

It will be noticed that the sewa in the second

masculine singular and second masculine and

feminine plural of the singular noun is vocal, and

thus beghadhkephath letters will not have daghes

lene. The letter yodh persists in every suffixal form

of the plural words. Suffixes for the dual are exactly

the same as those of the plural, i.e., my lips,

TpriDip, thy (m.) lips, etc.

Prepositions may take suffixes in exactly the same

way, though feminine forms are sometimes wanting.

The following table indicates the inflections of some

of the more commonly used prepositions :

Singular

? r? •ins
(with)"

I c. "•in?

2 m. ?jnk Tin?
2 i. 1*
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3 m -

• 1

T T
ira ink inx

3f- TV * T T V T

1 nnx
T

nnx
T '

Plural
<

I c.

<

T

< <

ijhx
T

<

wnnx
<

ttflX
T *

2 m.
v :

•

2 f. Ivt
pnx jannx janx

3 m. on*? onx
T

onnnx DDK
T •

3«- ink jnnnx 19*

VOCABULARY
HX with nnri under Cnn new

'HID*? after *|T1 to pursue boy

before to sell atf* to sit

H fish ox pa between

towards |Ha priest DnV bread

Exercise 13

Translate :

jrrH0 6. tf«n nnx 4 .
ijnnx 3 .

wp» 2
. 059 1.

oa^ 10. onnan-ns vw&tf 9. ja^FH* 8. o^rrioio 7.

x-aan nbw 13. mm *y»a o^n on njrrn 12. nriV n.

I^P
-™ 14. ^II&tt

1

?? rrraa-nxi vja-nx

ria nnx 'nsnn x*?i 16. ?|rai ^a 15. o^nVxn Va^na

nsoa 18. Vxnfer •'nVg mm 'O'lT'ns •'rnntf •o i 7 .
apjr

ntfx mm nisa-nx natf xV i9 . mvm Vxntrr -oVa
v -: : • v : a ~ t •• t : • •• :

-

.tTjdV rBD&terVai 20. nna an 1

? ini
I v t : t t : • t : t t v t I - t

I. Before me. 2. After them(/). 3. Upon him. 4.

From thee(/). 5. Towards you (m. pi.). 6. Before you
(m. pi.). 7. Before thee(m). 8. My face. 9. Our hands.
10. Thy(/) lips. 11. Their(/) righteousnesses. 12. Our
words. 13. Their(m) horse. 14. Your(/) horses. 15.

Your(/) mares. 16. Between us. 17. Under him. 18.

Behold me. 19. Their(m) lips. 20. Thy strong hand is

with the people.



CHAPTER XV

THE VERB : OTHER FORMS

In an earlier chapter we examined briefly two of the

most important forms of the regular verb, where we

recognised that Hebrew has no "tenses" in the

normal sense of that word. Instead there are two

"states" : the perfect, which expresses any kind of

completed action, and the imperfect, which denotes

any incomplete action, past, present or future. Thus,

the perfect would be used to translate such phrases

as "he ate", "he would have eaten", "he had eaten",

whilst the imperfect state is reflected in such expres-

sions as "he will eat", "he eats", "he was eating,"

"he might eat", and so on. To express a develop-

ment of the basic verbal idea there are in all seven

"themes", including active and passive, intensive

and causative themes, and a reflexive.

Verbs are spoken of as "strong" where the three

radicals do not change, or where one of them is a

guttural, and "weak" where either one radical is

assimilated or where a verb ends in a weak consonant,

e.g., n. The "stative" verbs are so called because

they generally describe the state, physical or mental,

of the subject, e.g., to be heavy, to be old. Usually

they are intransitive, but not wholly so, and the
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term "stative" must not be taken as synonymous

with "intransitive". We can now study some

special forms of the verb in subsequent sections.

The Imperative

When the preformatives are dropped, the impera-

tive Qal is identical with the imperfect. It is

important to notice that the sewa in the first syllable

is sounded, making the syllable open in each case.

The imperative is never used with the negative to

express a prohibition, being employed exclusively

for positive commands, e.g., rule ye.

The Jussive

This is in speech a shortened form of the imperfect

to express the quick reaction of the mind to a

situation, generally in terms of a wish or a command.

It coincides with the imperfect in form in all parts of

the regular verb except the hiph'il (or causative)

but is used only in the second and third persons.

Its negative is not nV, It is used mainly :

(a) To express a positive command in the third

person, e.g., *riK let there be light.

(b) As a request or entreaty, e.g., ^BjPfl do not

thou (m.) kill.

(c) As a prohibition, e.g., fcBftrr'JK, do not kill.

When Divine prohibitions are recorded, the
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negative ^ is used in the sense of "thou shalt

not", often with the simple imperfect, e.g.,

nyjp (Deut. v. 17), "thou shalt not kill", as

a permanent prohibition.

The Cohortative

This form is generally confined to the first person

singular and plural, and in speech tends to lessen the

abruptness of a command, to exhort, or to express

the resolution of the speaker. It is marked by the

ending n- added to the imperfect, e.g., let us

keep, we would keep. An emphatic imperative

particle, is frequently added to the Cohortative,

Jussive and Imperative, as well as to particles such

as ™$ (behold!), to introduce an additional suppli-

catory note, or to strengthen the exhortation, e.g.,

go, I pray.

Waw Consecutive

The comparative scarcity of subordinate clauses

in Hebrew, combined with the limited modifications

of the verb, made it necessary to employ a special

device for denoting sequence of events in connected

clauses or sentences. The effect is to introduce a

subordinating quality into the initial verb of the

sentence or phrase, so that what happens as a result

is in direct sequence to the general tenor of the

preceding verb.
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In this construction, a consecutive narrative of

past events which commences with a perfect tense is

continued by a succession of imperfects coupled with

waw, which is pointed like the article under such

conditions. Conversely, when such a sentence begins

with a simple imperfect, successive events are ex-

pressed by means of waw with the perfect, when the

pointing for waw is exactly the same as for the

conjunction }.

Thus, in the sentence "he went out and pursued

and captured", the initial verb is in the perfect, but

since the succession of events depends so intimately

upon it, they are expressed by the waw consecutive

form, TbVl tfqn K£. Where, however, the sequence

is disrupted, the tense reverts to the perfect, as may
be seen from a continuation of the above sentence,

"he went out and pursued and captured, and did not

rest in the city", which would now become THH K-R

*V¥| rin^ xVl "T3*?n. Here the negative intervenes

between waw and the verb "rest", which according

to our rule necessitates a reversion to the perfect

form.

Similarly, in a sentence commencing with an

imperfect, subsequent verbs are perfect if imme-

diately preceded by waw, e.g., "he will remember

the prophets, and will go out and hear them in the

temple", which is rendered Q^??<rriK nsr
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Qpk Again, if a word intervenes between

waw and the verb, the latter reverts to the tense of

the first verb in the series.

It is important to grasp these principles clearly, as

the waw consecutive is found very widely in the

Hebrew of the Old Testament. We may summarise

the matter as follows :

(a) After a simple perfect, connected successive

verbs have waw with the imperfect.

(b) After a simple imperfect, verbs consequent upon

it have waw with the perfect.

In Hebrew narrative, the verb to be or

become, is usually followed by waw consecutive when

other words occur between the two verbs. The

imperfect of njn (nVP) has a shortened form, used

with waw consecutive, i.e., the daghes forte

usually being omitted with ?. In such a usage the

verb "to be" is generally rendered "and it came to

pass", e.g., . . . BR5 nVan Dnyp nrm «
and it

came to pass after these words that he arose . .

In the imperfect with waw consecutive, the accent-

uation is generally mil
c

el when the penultimate is

open, e.g., and he dwelt. Conversely, the per-

fect with waw consecutive has a milra
c

accentuation

wherever possible, e.g., $y*t\, and thou wilt keep.

Sometimes waw consecutive marks the consequent
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clause in a conditional sentence, e.g., . . .
^WfflaSDK

"if thou passest on with me, then thou

shalt be to me ..." (2 Sam. xv. 33).

A "weak" waw, or one which does not influence

the form of the verb, is normally only found in the

third person of the Jussive (^RT], and let him kill)

and with the Cohortative and let me kill).

The Infinitive

There are two infinitives in Hebrew, known as the

absolute and construct, of which the latter is the

more common. The infinitive absolute stands en-

tirely alone, having neither prefix nor suffix, and

serves principally to emphasise the verb. Thus the

sentence "he hath indeed kept my commandments'

'

would be rendered in Hebrew "in-the-act-of-keeping

he has kept my commandments", i.e., A*? *^
TO? 3?. It has thus an adverbial force, like "truly",

"certainly", "surely", and as such generally stands

in order before the verb. On the occasions when it

occurs after the finite verb it expresses continuity,

e.g. t
?nD# WDtf

y
"hear ye continually". Infrequently

it expresses the imperative sense, as in the injunction

"keep the sabbath day", r^n nt-n» itof

Unlike the absolute form, the construct may have

a preposition prefixed, as well as pronominal suffixes.

Most frequently the infinitive construct takes the
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preposition ^ as a prefix, e.g., to judge, ex-

pressing the English infinitive "to". The daghes

lene is inserted in the second radical only with
x

?,

and with other prepositions the first syllable remains

open, e.g., The construct is negatived by

removing V and prefixing it to ("so as not to"),

which then precedes the infinitive, i.e.,

(so as) not to listen. Often the infinitive is con-

nected by maqqeph to its object, e.g., &¥?~ny&
9 to

cut down trees. In form it is generally the same as

the second singular of the imperative. The suffixes

of the infinitive construct may be illustrated by the

use of the verb :

Singular Plural

I c.

iw*
nans

~ : t

2 m.
lw?

2 f.

him
3 m - iaro Dsns

t : t

3f. arm? I? 3
?
3

Hebrew idiom would say "in-the-writing-of-me"

for "when I wrote", hence the value of the suffixal

form for showing the gerund-like nature of the

infinitive construct.
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The Participle

In the regular verb there are two forms of the

participle, the active (^9P, killing) and the passive

killed). For their inflections in gender and

number they are regarded as nouns, thus :

Singular Plural

Absol. Cstr. Absol. Cstr.

Active m.

f. niVop

Passive m.

f.

The holem in these forms is invariably long.

They are frequently used as ordinary substantives,

and as such belong to distinct groups of nouns whose

changes will be noted in a later chapter. The par-

ticiples imply continuous activity, and this is espe-

cially true of the active form. In meaning they are

like gerundives or verbal adjectives, and may agree

in gender and number with a noun or pronoun, e.g.,

O^Eto Nntt^ we are ruling. When the third radical

of a verb is a guttural, a furtive pathah appears with

the passive participle, e.g., ?HJ
f
known. On occa-

sions the passive participle may have a future con-

notation, e.g., that which ought to be destroyed.

The negative T$ is generally used with participles

instead of
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DN *0 except.

*¥r t0 8° OUt '

to be angry.

D^p to arise,

stand.

"1?V to Pass over»

cross.

HEBREW

VOCABULARY

*inj river.

TinD glory,

to steal.

Kb) to lift up.

~]S lest.

"Tj?B to visit.

VDJ to fall.

riD dead.

F*aX poor.

*DT male.

Exercise 14

Translate

:

o^rfrg na^n 4 .
«j"na» 3. aan 2 . isttpn 1.

6. Tina isnn 5. o 1™;-™ ?ja *\&p$ ^ Vbi

iSDKi »na*?n 7. Vanir mrr min nana arc
: v t • : - t ' - t : • - - v - : :

•

-nx -i&tf n 1

?} *ca|n nrn-n? t^xn )?# 8. ^Tn?
ni&tf 10. ons? p^-^D- 1

?? ink jrn 9 . mrr rnin

DnaTrrna *caan n&pi n. nnirrnx nbtf?

-nK onat oriK 12. miss ognnx *|*n nVxn

-n« rfrtf -un 13. ntn ni»a maK ntfa Durban nai

T • T •
T-

1. Thou shalt keep my commandments. 2. May he

keep thee from all evil in the land. 3. Let me go, I pray,

to the house of the prophet. 4. And God made the

firmament between the waters which were under the

firmament, and between the waters which were above

the firmament. 5. Let me keep thy commandments. 6. He
kept on walking towards the house of Joseph. 7. I will
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keep thy commandments continually. 8. They left off

counting the stars of heaven. 9. They went down to

Egypt to buy food in that place. 10. And behold, he

sent the boy to watch the city of the mighty men. 11.

Jehovah is thy keeper in the day of evil. 12. The prophets

are keeping the law of Jehovah, the God of Israel. 13. The
king rules over the people in the land.



CHAPTER XVI

PARADIGM OF THE REGULAR VERB

In the last chapter we noted that there are a number

of "themes' ' which serve to convey a developed idea

of the simple verb, and these must now be given

somewhat closer scrutiny. Their names are a

reminder of the time when was used to illustrate

the paradigm of the regular verb, since the "themes"

are named according to the corresponding inflection

of in the third singular masculine of the perfect.

Thus the simple passive of would be and

so the passive voice in the regular verb is called the

Niph'al. has replaced
1

??? as the standard form

for the verb paradigm because having the

second radical a guttural, is thus unable to take

daghes forte in three important forms of the strong

or regular verb. The various forms, whose full

inflections will be found in the paradigm section at

the end of the book, are as follows :

Simple active or Qal. ^Sf?

Simple passive or Niph'al.

Intensive active or Pi 'el.

Intensive passive or Pu c

al.

Causative active or Hiph'il.

Causative passive or Hoph e

al. ^Ri?

Reflexive or Hithpa
c

el.

go
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These forms are derived by internal changes of the

root and other modifications. The second radical of

the Pi'el, Pu'al and Hithpa'el has daghes forte to

intensify the form. The Pu c

al and Hoph'al lack an

imperative and infinitive construct, and with the

exception of the Niph'al, all participles have a pre-

fixed

Niph'cu

In the perfect, the letter * is prefixed to the stem

and pointed with hireq, whilst the imperfect has a

prefixed T with the nun becoming assimilated to the

first radical, which then takes a compensating

daghes forte, i.e., The imperative is marked

by a prefix ]D, which by assimilation becomes

Before a vowel suffix the £ere under the second

radical becomes vocal sewa, except in pause, i.e.,

•^tpftn but in the second feminine plural it changes to

pathah, i.e., niVoj?n. This latter becomes qameg in

pause. The infinitive construct is like the imperative,

but in the absolute the $ere is replaced by holem,

^bpjn, with an alternative form ^j??. The Niph'al

participle may have gerundive force, and as such is

often used for phrases with a passive meaning, e.g.,

the broken of heart, would be sV^na^ i %e . y
the

broken ones ofheart, with "heart" appearingnormally

in such an expression in the shorter form in prefer-

ence to The Niph'al is inflected like the Qal.
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The primary force of the Niph'al is reflexive, e.g.,

he hid himself, though it is found in a reciprocal

or "middle" sense, e.g., they fought (one an-

other), and predominantly as the simple passive of

the Qal. V?, ? and V are used as the agent when the

Niph
e

al, has a passive force. Some verbs are used

only in the Niph'al e.g., QD
1

??, he fought, without

any reflexive or passive meaning.

PVel

A daghes forte in the middle radical is character-

istic of this form. In the first syllable the vowel is

generally hireq, whilst the second syllable may have

pathah or $ere. In three verbs, he washed,

he atoned, and ^37, he spoke, seghol replaces £ere.

The imperfect is inflected regularly, whilst of

the infinitives, the absolute ^bj? is less frequently used

than the form ^W, which is the same as that of the

construct. The participle has a prefixed B, pointed

with sewa. The Pi 'el is inflected like the Qal.

The Pi
c

el is an intensive form of the Qal, e.g., *]Tl,

to follow, in, to pursue. Where intensity becomes

iteration, a causative force may be evident, e.g., ^7?,

to be great, ^7*, to cause to be great, make great
;

V1p
r , to be holy, BHR, to hallow.

Pa'al

This form is marked by dull vocalic sounds, but

like the Pi
c

el has regular inflections. In the perfect,
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qibbu5 is found under the first radical, whilst the

pathah of the second radical becomes vocal sewa

before vowel afformatives. In this latter respect the

imperfect is similar. There is no imperative form of

the Pu'al, since it is properly the passive of the Pi 'el

in meaning.

VOCABULARY
J

nrv? to fight n?T sacrifice. *I*C river.

(Niph.).

"H&X Amorites. #?n to bind, gird. y\02 firstborn.

TO to repent to curse. HD thus.

(Niph.).

pDj? small, tfpn to seek (Pi.). ]j?T old, elder.

little.

HOD to conceal "ino to hide (Pi.). n?T to sacrifice.

DVs image, Vb; to be able. pHX Aaron.

likeness.

ViHT arm. nfltf to drink. Ta? to be heavy ;

(Pi.) to harden.

Exercise 15

Translate :

unit) 2. wn^n & nrjb nhx mrr i.

man-riM nfrr »» mm oran 3. Dm dw tfinn Dipsa
T T T V T T » .. T .- * IT *T ~ ' T ~

• n t - t " " v ~: • : ~ 'tv t \ :~ • i vt t

dsp1

? a
1

? nay1

? nVtfn 6. rnatf? nn crfrx ^nar 5 .
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?p»-nK to rctoa rn»K 8. ntfarrx 1

? nam onsw
I vt v ,tt r: - t : - t t : \ • : • - :

•

mtom ma uto mnxn-p nnx nnsn 9. tfpax
v: it tt v -: t t-: t I • t at t t - :

^

.oyrrrra n 1

?^ #7} iaV"^? nips ig?^ 10.

1. And the Amorites which dwelt in that mountain sent

and pursued you. 2. Do not fight (pi.) with small or great,

but only (except) with the king of Israel. 3. And God
said, Shall I conceal (part.) from Abraham that which I

have done ? 4. The one shedding man's blood, by man
shall his blood be shed, for in the image of God he made
man. 5. And in the books of the house of Israel they shall

not be written. 6. Behold thou hast sent me this day
from upon the face of the ground, and from thy face shall

I be hidden. 7. They were not able to drink of the waters

of the river. 8. And thou shalt say unto Pharaoh, thus

said the Lord, My son, even my firstborn, is Israel. 9.

And they will hear thy voice, and thou shalt come, thou

and the elders of Israel, to the king of Egypt, and ye shall

say unto him, Let us go, we pray, unto the desert that

we may sacrifice to the Lord our God. 10. And Aaron

spoke all the words which Jehovah said unto Moses.



CHAPTER XVII

PARADIGM OF THE REGULAR VERB

(continued)

HiphHl

This is the active causative form, and in the

perfect consists of the verb stem prefixed by n and

the vowel hireq (which occasionally becomes seghol),

with the insertion of a full hireq between the second

and third radicals, i.e., ^j??.

The Imperfect has the same final syllable, but

takes pathah under the initial letter, thus, It

should be noticed that in the Hiph c

ilonly there exists

a difference between the ordinary imperfect and the

jussive The gere may be shortened to seghol in

the jussive if the tone alters in position, e.g., from

to "^j?-. The inflection of the Hiph'il is regular.

Its typical meaning is the causative of the Qal,

e.g., to be holy, tf^lRfl, to cause to be holy, to

sanctify. It may als© have a declaratory meaning,

as with p^??, he pronounced righteous. Stative

verbs frequently appear in the Hiph'il, e.g., P???, to

become fat. If the Qal of the verb is transitive, the

Hiph'il may govern two accusatives in a sentence,

e.g., H?3~n? he caused them to inherit

the land.

95
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Hoph'al

The first syllable of this form is always closed, as

with the Hiph'il, though sometimes the qamef

hatuph may be replaced by qibbu$, and this is espe-

cially the case with the participle, e.g., for

The Hoph e

al is inflected in the normal manner, and

since it is passive in meaning it has no regular

imperative form.

Hithpa'el

This is formed by prefixing to the Pi'el, with

pathah under the first radical, e.g., ^Pp.^D. When a

sibilant follows the prefix, the sibilant and the taw

of the prefix exchange places thus, for ^5?^,

he was on his guard. With S and 1 the taw is

replaced by the appropriate hard or soft lingual,

emgtj pw»l for p!S?a, and for

In meaning it is primarily the reflexive of the Pi'el,

e.g., he avenged, Qpi^n, he showed himself

revengeful. It may also express reciprocal action,

e.g., they looked at each other, and infre-

quently may be intransitive and similar in force to

the Oal, e.g., ^Sflfl, to mourn. Another connotation

is that of "playing the part of" something, e.g.,

he pretended to be a wise man
;

Nairn, he

behaved like a prophet.
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At this juncture it may be advisable to notice the

structure of some rare intensive and causative forma-

tions of the verb. Occasionally full holem is inserted

in the intensives between the first and second radical

to form the Po c

el (Vrip), the Po'al (^p) and the

Hithpo'el (^Bipnn). Some intensive formations

have the third radical doubled, and these are the

Pi'lel (^?p), the Pu'lal and the Hithpa'lel

(Vp&p^n). Where the last two stem letters are

repeated, the form is called the PeC
al

l

al (^B^Bp). The

Pilpel repeats the first and third radicals (^pVp).

These forms are comparatively rare in their incidence,

and there are one or two others connected with the

Hiph'il which are even less frequently found.

VOCABULARY

nn# destroy

(Hiph.).

K13 to enter.

fS7 tree, twig.

nnSD opening,

gate.

tftfj? to gather,

collect.

W» to kill, put

to death.

D

*?#D to stumble. BEn wicked,

guilty.

]V7N lord, master. "Dp to bury.

15p grave.

& there is.

(Hiph.) to

cast.

^11121 among,

within.

]? so, thus.

K2n (Hith.) to

hide oneself.

^Vl middle.

£N no, none.
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JjVa to be king ; "Ij? to be holy ; j?Tn to be strong ;

(Hiph.) to (Pi.) to (Hith.) to

make king. hallow, take courage,

sanctify.

Exercise 16

Translate

:

f?a onV roVani oVipa s?atf Vxiatf-VK mrr -iari»i i.

onxi 3 . wits irotopa n#N atf mm T»n nns-Vx Kaji 2 .

na nrw *?di odttk nirp 4 . mrr rnina o-an orfrtfan

-iok»3 6. snn n« nfo» if tJ?»tf<na nrix? 5.

nnsaa onVtf' •o ^satf nan wnnn na*? na1

? apsr
• it ; • : v v v * • : - t **

" t : • tt tt: ' ~i~

T?n r*3 8. rotf» n?0"'?? n^ ^nrn nain 7 .

nnann nx irasn yatfai 9. VK-iftr1 tiSk mrr T3 mpDn
• t:~ •• • t ~ " •* t : • •* v: ~: ti : : t

T T I *• v-l

1. There entered a man of the people to destroy the

king. 2. Thou art come to me to bring to remembrance

my sin and to slay my son. 3. These are the luminaries

in the firmament of heaven to divide between the day

and the night. 4. And he shall be laid (Hoph.) in his

grave in the place which the king has given him. 5. And
Joshua said to the people, Sanctify yourselves, for Jehovah

is in this place. 6. His head was cast upon the ground

by the hand of the mighty man. 7. And they heard the

voice of Jehovah walking about in the garden. 8. And the

man and his wife hid themselves from before the Lord God
amongst the trees of the garden. 9. And Pharaoh said,

Behold, the people of the land are many, and you make
them rest themselves in this place. 10. And they

prophesied unto the evening, and there was no voice.



CHAPTER XVIII

DECLENSIONS OF NOUNS

It is generally found convenient to classify nouns in

declensions, according to the changes which take

place in the vowels when the tone is altered. The

first declension, which we have already noticed, deals

principally with nouns having qame9 in the tone, the

pretone, or both. Such nouns are similar to the

perfect of the verb.

The second declension, which has affinity to the

imperfect, consists of words formed from stems

which originally terminated in two consonants but to

which an auxiliary vowel, usually seghol, has been

added. For this reason they are called "segholates'\

and fall into three principal classes, governed by the

original vowel. The "a" class is like formed

from 7*?- ; the "e" class is illustrated by from

an original ; whilst the "0" class is represented

by formed from if™.

In inflection the singular construct is the same as

the absolute. For the singular of the noun, the

suffixes are added to the stem, and the dual is formed

in exactly the same way. But the plural absolute

99
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has qame? under the second radical, and the first

vowel then becomes sewa to accord with the tone.

The following table will illustrate these changes :

" a " class " e " class o ciass

Singular abs. cstr. IT,
.<

light suff. ill
™ in

• : t

heavy suff. QJUr in
v : : t

Plural abs.
• t :

anao
• t : • tt:

cstr. "Or. - : t

light suff. - t :

•HBO
-t :

"" TTt

heavy suff.

Dual absol. •-: t

cstr. •aw
••: t

light suff. -: t

heavy suff.
v :

• v t

These nouns are inflected regularly, but care

should be taken to ensure the proper recognition of

the sewa, whether silent or vocal. When the terminal

letter is a guttural, the preference for pathah is

noticed throughout, e.g., *TB, seed, ^V"]!, my seed,

^SHl, thy seed, etc. The absence of an auxiliary

seghol in this type of noun indicates something of the

inadequacy of the term "segholates" as a class

designation.
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Feminine segholates are formed by adding n- to

the original or primitive stem, e.g., queen, and

in the singular are formed regularly. The plural has

rri— added to the masculine singular, e.g., and

the construct is inflected normally, i.e., Some

feminines have a primitive A as the final letter

attached to the stem, e.g., which takes

suffixes in the normal manner, e.g., ^15^9, etc. A
group of feminine nouns, mostly prefixed by B, have

an ending ^— , e.g.,
n?

1

?
7
?

)5, kingdom. The construct

singular becomes segholate, i.e., with suffix,

whilst the plural is nto
1

??©.

A third declension may be made up of words

similar in form to the active participles. Such nouns

generally have an unchangeable vowel in the pen-

ultimate, and a tone long ?ere in the ultimate syllable.

They are declined like participles, whose form has

already been noted in Chapter XV. Some nouns are

not participial in form, and generally relinquish the

gere in declensions, e.g., altar, cstr. sing, ngrc^

suffix *n?TD piur. rfnata with suffix 'tfnam etc.

We may now notice the inflections of some

irregular nouns which belong to the various declen-

sions. Where relevant, the particular one is indicated

by number.
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Singular

father
son

(3)

daugh-

ter (2)

bro-

ther
name

house

(2)

Sing. abs. 3K
T 1? n?

T

constr. D3 rps

suffix
• T

"?? via
• T

<l?a ?|iv3

rax
* T

113 ina vrw
• T

totf lira

Plural

father son

daugh-

ter
brother name house

Plur. abs. niax
T

tria
• T

rms
T

DTia
• IT

cstr. niax niia nintf -na
" IT

suffix. ^niax ^a
- T

"nil? "UK "na
" IT

Singular

wife sister mouth man day (2) city(2)

Sing. abs.
T '

i rrirw
T

nt»

cstr. rrinx •»b nv

suffix TV
?pB IT?

Plural

Plur. abs
• T

(nrnx)
t -: • t-: * T • T

cstr.
- T

suffix TO
- T -T-: -T
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pi? righteous-

ness.

m?£ bow (/).

0^5 vineyard,

foot (/).

HE* lip (/).

VOCABULARY

greatness. messenger.

HDDn wisdom (/). force, army.

HS? counsel (/). Vtt? calf.

n&JJl vengeance (/). nrtDff handmaid (/).

nrw now, shortly. ^"13 knee (/).

Exercise 17

Translate :

inn^a 5 .
nyntoipip 4 . orrctf 3. ratfw 2. D^n 1.

l^Tfa* 10. arrwa 9. on^? 8. wnlsw 7. 6.

°??*!? 15. VI? 14. ftH? 13. to*p 12. tprriraptf n

1. Two eyes. 2. Two ears. 3. Their(m) hands. 4.

Your(m) blessing. 5. Their(m) words. 6. Your(m) brother.

7. Their(/) houses. 8. Their(w) daughters. 9. My(m)

brothers. 10. Their(w) heads. 11. His righteousness.

12. Their(m) calves. 13. My greatness. 14. Your(m) king.

15. Our armies.



CHAPTER XIX

DEGREES OF COMPARISON: NUMERALS

In a relatively primitive and simple language such as

Hebrew it would be out of place to expect special

forms to indicate degrees of comparison. It is pos-

sible, however, to express such ideas, though a

certain amount of circumlocution is involved.

The comparative degree of superiority or inferior-

ity is expressed by attaching the preposition p after

the positive adjective to the word with which the

noun is being compared, e.g., THP1? greater

than David ;
onnnw? aio

>
better than Abraham,

where V? ("from") has the force of "in comparison

with".

The superlative degree may be indicated in a

number of ways, as follows :

(a) By prefixing the article to the positive adjective

coming after a definite noun, e.g., ^T|3 ]?n
> the

eldest son (i.e., the great one amongst those sons

mentioned).

(b) By placing the adjective in the construct before

a definite noun, e.g., ^J? Tty?, his youngest son

(i.e., the young one of his sons).

104
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(c) By using the preposition 3, "amongst", e.g.,

Tl?? the strongest man in the earth ; or

the comparative with e.g., ^V? ^9 ^*7
?, the

greatest of all the people ; or by using a pro-

nominal suffix with an adjective, e.g.,

their greatest (i.e., the great of them).

(d) Absolute superlatives use adverbs like Ttop after

the adjective, e.g., "TW^T? *?Vtt, very great ; or

nouns in the construct, e.g., B^T^tf the most

excellent song (i.e., the song of songs).

Numerals

The numbers one to nineteen have masculine and

feminine forms, whilst numbers one to ten have a

construct as well as an absolute state. Numbers may
be described as "cardinals" (answering the question

"how many ?") and "ordinals" (answering the

question "in what order ?"). The cardinal numbers

are as follows :

With masculine nouns With feminine nouns

3

4

5

6

2

I

Cstr. Abs.

- :
-

Cstr.

nni?
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7 t :
•

8 t :

nsbtf rnbtf

t :
•

TOOT)

10 f 1 Pw*
tt -:

* 1 iw it
V v "1

1 1 lw# 4 *L' —

ii
/ twit r)W3t
[ t t - :

- .. . v .. . -

f 1 IWif U iMUf

12
y t t :

i^ T T T

14

etc. etc.

20 0*HtP37 60

40 ff»?fiK 80 B'Sbtf

50 o^&fj 90 awf$

100 "KB
(/.), cstr. ™» plur. rt«9

f hundreds.

200 (dual for

300 nlwa tfVtf 400 riiKJ? snnx 500 rriaa tf»n etc.

1000 ^(m.) 2000 B?»^« (dual). 3000 tnp^K

4000 tretoc nvyiK 10,000 hm*) 20,000 ortnsn (dual).

The numeral "one" is an adjective, and generally

follows its noun, agreeing with it in gender, e.g., njtf

nnx, one year. The number "two" is a dual form,

and agrees in gender with its noun, e.g., *TNf
9

two women. As a construct it precedes the word

numbered, but as an absolute it follows it in

apposition.
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The cardinals from three to ten are nouns which

disagree with the noun in gender, the masculine form

standing with the feminine noun, and vice versa, e.g.,M rafrttf, three sons ;
rito ttfrtf three daughters.

The numerals from eleven to nineteen have the unit

before the ten, and the noun is generally in the plural,

though after common substantives such as day, year,

man, the singular is used. The tens from thirty to

ninety are expressed by the plural of the correspond-

ing units, whilst twenty represents the plural of ten.

Tens and units are usually joined by the conjunction

waw, e.g., seventy-seven (i.e., seventy

and seven). The numerals occasionally have

suffixes, as with Bffijfy* they three.

The ordinals have distinctive forms for the

numbers one to ten only, as follows :

first

second

Masculine Feminine

T

eighth

ninth

tenth

third

fourth

fifth

sixth

seventh

-:
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These ordinals are adjectives, agreeing with the

substantive in number and gender, and coming

generally after the noun. After ten, the ordinals

have no distinct form, and the corresponding

cardinals are then employed. The age of people is

normally expressed by ''son of" or "daugh-

ter of", e.g., B-Wf D'tfVtf-l? tf'N a man of thirty. In

dates, the cardinals frequently replace ordinals

in usage, e.g., ^Ip
1

? ^^7??, on the first of the

month.

About the Maccabean period the consonants of the

alphabet came to be used as numerical signs, with

the values assigned to them which we have already

included in our table of the alphabet. From this it

will be seen that the letters N to & comprise the first

nine numerals, the letters * to * the tens, whilst the

hundreds are signified by the letters from p to *\

In combinations of numbers the greater symbol gen-

erally precedes the lesser, e.g., ^ equals 12, i.e., 2 plus

10, the latter number being written first. Thus &
equals 3 plus 30, equals 1 plus 10 plus 200, *W

equals 200 plus 400, and so on. Exceptions to this

are numbers 15 and 16, which are not symbolised by

*P and T» respectively, since these combinations are

fragments of the Divine Name. This difficulty was

avoided by using W (6 plus 9) for fifteen, and w

(7 plus 9) for sixteen.
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VOCABULARY

nn*t to love.

tribe, sceptre.

rpa tall.

Vrn Rachel.

HS1

? Leah.

"TDn kindness,

to grow,

HbVtf Solomon.

ttn.H month.

lord, master,

become great. husband.

nj?B Pekah.

Vm Babylon.

to know.

TO3 to trust.

n^nV? battle,

war (/).

Exercise 18

Translate :

p&j?n i3a 3 . rnxa *?njn in 2 . vn*H» p&j? i.

in* 7. «9» *oiK nia 6. ?|&& 5 . onay in?; 4 .

nibtf njtf 10. or nfcy rnfona 9. ra ntfVtf 8. ?pMtf

#irn 12. njpo
1

? D?ntf nitfa n. ntirtb rnfcw

*?*ni?r •qVa
1

? nnfcw mb# rutfa i3 . n^Vfn mtfa nfcy

.030 15. orp$ i4 .

1. Better than gold. 2. His youngest daughter. 3. He
is taller than his wife. 4. From the greatest of them to

the least of them. 5. Jacob loved Rachel more than Leah.

6. I am not better than my fathers. 7. The two mountains.

8. Her three daughters. 9. Fifteen sons. 10. Sixty-two

years. 11. Twenty-seven. 12. Eleven years. 13. The

first earth. 14. The tenth month. 15. In the second year.

Translate from the Hebrew Bible, using a lexicon where

necessary : Jeremiah 52, verses 28-32.



CHAPTER XX

VERBAL SUFFIXES

The pronominal accusative of a verb may be ex-

pressed by ™* with the appropriate suffix, or by a

pronominal suffix attached to the verb. Normally

only a direct object is implied by the use of a verbal

suffix.

The form of the suffix itself is similar to those

attached to nouns, except that in the first singular
n
? is preferred, whilst in the third plural we find 0

and 1 more often than B?7— and ]n—
. The addition

of a suffix naturally affects the tone or accent, which

tends to move in the direction of the suffix, and which

modifies the pointing accordingly.

The inflections will be seen from the following

tables

:

3 m -

Regular Verb

Perfect Qal Singular

3 f . 2 m. 2 f. i c.

Sing.

2 f.

I C.

no
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3 m - 3f- 2 m. 2 f.
'

I c.

3 m -

(vnV&j?)

WW!
t • : - 1

:

Plur.

I c.
t VI: : - t 1

:

2 m.
« . r » r

2 f

.

_ —

3 m -

3f.

Perfect Qal Plural

3 c. 2 C.

l

lc

I c.

2 m. ?|V?tjj?

2 f.

3 m. wwfrDpj

3f-

I c.

2 m. (ddiVor)

2 f.

3 m - oin*?BR

3f-

The student will not encounter undue difficulty in

learning these forms, as they inflect quite regularly.

In the ordinary way only active verbs take suffixai
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forms, since the reflexives and passives cannot

govern an object. Where forms are exactly alike,

as with the second singular feminine and the first

singular common with the third masculine suffixes,

the context determines the meaning.

The Pi
c

el and Hiph
c

il follow the same general

scheme, as the following two examples will indicate :

Pi'el Hiph'il

3 sg. m. 3 pl. c. 3 sg- m. 3 pl. m.

I c.

2 m. I^R iV^R? I^ORH
2 f. •^i^Rn

3 m - iniyoRn

3*. n^BRn

I c. iiV'&Rn inV-DRn

2 m.

2 f. J^R l^i^PRn

3 m. d'TPR*

3f- ifoRn

The suffix of the imperfect generally prefers an "e"

vowel where the perfect has an "a" vowel. The
imperfect has regular suffixal endings because the

change of persons occurs with the commencing syl-

lable. The imperfect and imperatives often have an

assimilated called "nun energicum" before the
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suffix, with daghes forte, e.g., T$t- for TOft
This is common in pause.

The following tables indicate the suffixal forms

found in the imperfect and imperative :

Imperfect Qal Imperative

q ssr mO 05. 111. ^ ssr. m.
with nun
energi-

cum

3 ol. 2 sg. m. 2 ser. m.
with
nun

energi-

cum

2 pi. m.

1 c.

<

TlVop.

2 m. — — —

z i.

3 m.
v : 1 t

imVtpp

if. t : It tv : It

1 c.

<

2 m.

2 f.

j m. B^Dj?

5 f- r^p

Infinitive constr. Pi'el 3 sg. m. Hiph'il 3 sg. m.

I c.

2 m. 'i'TPR-

2 f

.

^<?p:

3 m - in"?Pp-? 'in'rpp:

3f- O'TPR-

t • 1
:-
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2 m.

2 f.

I c.

3f.

3 m.

The student should notice that the vowel under

the second masculine singular and plural of the

imperfect Qal is qameg hatuph, as also in the shut

syllables of the infinitive construct. The participle

generally has the suffixes of the noun rather than the

verb, e.g., T*#J3?, rather than VSftaa, "those who
seek him".

The infinitive construct has the force of a gerund,

and can govern an object. Thus the phrase "when

he kept the man" may be rendered Bft*iJ~nK

with ? prefixed to the infinitive. If the object is a

pronoun, AN in suffixal form is employed.

The suffixes to the verb might at first glance

appear confusing and highly intricate, but with even

the slightest degree of familiarity they become

apparent as an ingenious method of expression

involving a direct relation between subject, verb and

object, and the economy of language which results

is in many ways typical of the Hebrew idiom. Thus

one word, D0*Wtf, means "she has kept them (m)",

just as ^^V?. does duty for the expression "they

(w.) will make me (c) king". A glance at the suffix
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is sufficient to indicate the person of the object, whilst

the state of the subject and verb is readily deduced

from the remainder of the word.

tfp3 (Pi'el.) to

seek.

TQtf (Hiph.) to

destroy.

to find.
T T

2^*1 famine,

.^fr to burn.

n»K truth (/).

KT to fear.

mD to make a- T

JYH3 covenant.

VOCABULARY

0"Tj? east.

in order

that.

rPK where ?

how ?

HST) shepherd.

to judge.

*ina to choose.

ONE to reject,

despite.

TWft Moses.

Tlbw burnt-

offering,

rij seed.

ptfV tongue (/).

nniTD meal-

offering.

HIS to build.

n« also,

moreover.

*n friend,

companion.

Exercise 19

Translate :

*rirn»tf 5 .
|3ri»«h 4 .

•»nl

?7?: 3. iriatf 2. 'itfpjn* 1.

spatfj?? 9. rna orns nn» 8. )w 7. T*H&# 6.

ovfrx ion 13. ntn D^n-Vy irro^an 12.
• ~. v ™ T T ~ • :

-
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i. She has made me king (Hiph.). 2. I have kept thee.

3. They have kept them. 4. Make me king. 5. They(w)

will seek me. 6. Ye(/) have sought me. 7. We have kept

thee(w). 8. In thy(/) keeping. 9. When the man
remembered thy law. 10. In the day when I visit them.

11. He will honour me in that city. 12. I will judge thee(f)

according to thy ways. 13. God has sent me before you.

14. They sought him with their whole heart. 15. Hast

thou found me, O my enemy ?

Translate : Isaiah 41, verses 8-12.



CHAPTER XXI

WEAK VERBS : PE NUN, PE GUTTURAL,

PE 'ALEPH

Weak verbs are normally classified in terms of the

old paradigm verb which earlier grammarians

regarded as the typical regular or strong verb, later

being displaced in favour of because of its

guttural content, as we have seen. Thus, the first

radical of any verb is designated the
"D letter ; the

second is styled the letter, whilst the third is

called the letter. On this basis ]"» verbs are

those which have * as the first letter, and 1"S are

those which have waw as the second radical. Since

N and n are gutturals at the beginning, and quiescent

letters at the end of a word, they have a twofold

designation, e.g., is a^ verb, but is a"&

guttural. Where a verb has the second and third

radicals identical it is called a Double
e

Ayin verb,

e.g., 339.

These verbs are styled "weak" because of the

necessary modification of certain forms in the para-

digm where the radicals are normally doubled. Since

many of these radicals are gutturals, daghes forte

cannot be inserted, as in the strong or regular verb.

The student should avoid the term ' 'irregular" as far
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as possible in this connection, since the form which

ensues is fully consonant with the normal procedure

governing guttural letters, already familiar to us.

Pe Nun Verbs

This type is marked by the ready assimilation of

the radical * at the end of a syllable, since in this

position it does not carry a full vowel. This assimi-

lation occurs in the imperfect Qal, the Niph
c

al perfect

and participle, and throughout the Hiph e

il and

Hoph'al. Thus becomes «&? ; becomes

and so on. In this type of verb, qibbug replaces

qameg hatuph in the Hoph'al.

The nun is dropped in the imperative by stative

verbs and those with pathah under the second

radical, e.g., & for draw near. If a verb has

holem with the second radical, the nun is generally

retained, e.g., ^2, fall thou. The infinite construct

relinquishes the nun, but assumes the feminine ter-

mination to form a segholate noun, e.g., ^With

^ as a prefix it is pointed with qameg, e.g., to

draw near. With a suffix this becomes "for

my drawing near". But verbs which have holem in

the imperative form the infinitive construct in the

usual manner, retaining the nun, e.g., ^f? to fall.

The verb nj?
1

?, to take, is treated as a Pe Nun verb

in the Qal and Hoph'al. Thus the Qal imperfect is
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Oj??, and the Hoph e

al imperfect is In other

formations, however, the ^ is not assimilated, e.g.,

Niph'al, In the verb 1???, to give, set, the

final nun is assimilated where pointed with silent

sewa, e.g., ™£fl becomes 5™. The initial nun is

also assimilated in the imperfect Qal and takes $ere

under the second radical, e.g., ]???. The imperative

likewise has £ere, but before maqqeph it becomes

seghol, i.e., The emphatic form of this is ™^
and with suffix is *BB. The infinitive construct is

ro?, from and with a suffix is etc. With ^

the infinitive construct is ^0^- Fuller forms will be

found in the paradigm at the end of the book.

Pe Guttural Verbs

These verbs are modified because of the peculiar-

ities of the guttural letters. As we have seen, these

letters cannot be doubled by a daghes forte, and also

they prefer a hateph to a simple vocal sewa. In the

imperfect Niph'al and related forms the initial radical

has the hireq lengthened to ?ere in compensation,

e.g., "I??- In the perfect Qal, the second plural

masculine and feminine have hateph pathah as the

guttural vowel, i.e., D£?I¥ and K1?!?, where the

regular verb would have simple sewa. In the im-

perfect the hateph occurs consistently under the

guttural, and corresponds with the vowel of the

prefix, e.g., Normally the vowel preferred by
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the guttural is of a different class from that of the

last syllable. So in the imperfect Qal, with a final

holem the guttural vowel is generally pathah, e.g.,

fksr* and with a terminal pathah the vowel chosen

is usually seghol, e.g., However, seghol is

regularly found with the first person singular of the

imperfect Qal, whilst in the imperative the

hateph is usually hateph pathah, e.g., 7^2. Where

forms end with a vowel letter, the hateph becomes a

full vowel before a sewa. Thus whilst the third

singular masculine imperfect Qal of *T?¥ is the

third plural is with the sewa under the mem
being vocal. Obviously a form would be im-

possible, since two vocal sewas cannot occur together.

Pe *Aleph Verbs

Because * is a quiescent letter as well as a guttural,

it relinquishes its consonantal force in the case of five

verbs, and these then form a subdivision of the Pe

guttural class. They are 13$, to perish ; to

say ; ^3$, to eat ; to bake, and n??, to be

willing. The last two are A"1

? verbs also. One or

two verbs have both Pe guttural and Pe 'Aleph forms,

e.g., to seize, and 19?, to gather.

In the perfect Qal they are like the Pe gutturals,

but in the imperfect * quiesces to the vowel holem,

f°r ^-J- In the infin. const, either hateph

pathah or hateph seghol are found under the K, e.g.,
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^3**, Whilst the infinitive construct when

governed or preceded by V normally has hateph

seghol, one verb only, has a contracted form,

10*^? for In the imperfect with waw con-

secutive, has seghol, and he said, but in the

first singular pathah is found, e.g.,

VOCABULARY

ttl (Niph.) to (Hiph.) to "SH half.

draw near. deliver.

Dpi to avenge. KM (Niph.) to IBS to stand.

prophesy.

pBfa to kiss. Kt?n to sin. to sleep.

p^n to divide. ?n to dream. #*Tp holiness.

(Pi.) to speak. HIS? to answer.
T T

trflliT Jonathan.

D?n to be wise. TfttWS Anathoth. SNJ to touch,

reach.

nVnj possession, HD1 (Hiph.) to 122 to serve,

inheritance (/)i. strike, kill. till ground.

pn"J to be distant, tft?3 to leave, to count,

withdraw. allow. write ; (Pi.)

to recount.

Exercise 20

Translate

:

rra 4 . Tft»0""C? uroi d#» ink inpjVi Vvs
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xaan ti? -ibxV Tp??pa-nK a-t^aon ninw •nfcx'? mm
*>?T3 6. )K?n-'?» ids? mrn nbh nsnsi 5. mrr atfa

aerr- 1
?!* v"?k iax»"i vax "?wtf

_l
?x ai» ma pairr

t v:i» - T - v * T T v • t : I T t :

mrr ?ja anW] -rate ?pate-nx rnasi 7. rrasa ^an
•aa

1

? ptfjV x"? 9. "iron ••a ;jxnj?x snn Qi-a 8.

.nasn xin ^V,,,

? orr^y pVrm 10. TijaVi

i. Ye(m) shall serve God upon this mountain. 2. And
thou, son of man, prophesy unto the mountains of Israel.

3. And they dreamed a dream in one night. 4. And he

said, Draw ye near hither, all the people. 5. For the place

on which you are standing (part.) is holy ground (ground

of holiness). 6. And thou shalt not cause the land to sin,

which the Lord thy God has given thee for an inheritance.

7. Thus saith Jehovah, send out (Pi'el) my people, that

they may serve me. 8. And Jehovah will answer and say

to his people, Behold I am sending(/w/.) bread in the desert.

9. In all these words he did not sin with his lips. 10. And
his father said unto him, draw near, I pray thee, and kiss

me, my son.

Translate: Genesis 28, verses 11-15.



CHAPTER XXII

eAYIN GUTTURAL, LAMEDH GUTTURAL

AND LAMEDH 'ALEPH VERBS

%Ayin Guttural

Because the second radical in this type of verb is a

guttural, certain modifications associated with gut-

turals take place. Thus a vocal sewa under a

guttural becomes a hateph, and because of the pre-

ference for "a" sounds it is usually hateph pathah,

e.g., for ^na. The perfect Qal follows the

normal pattern except for the third feminine singular

and third plural, which have the hateph under the

guttural. This occurs also in the second feminine

singular, third masculine plural and second masculine

plural of the imperfect, and also in the cohortative.

In the feminine singular and masculine plural of the

imperative the first radical takes the short vowel

corresponding to the hateph, e.g., WEjf? instead of

^n^. In both the imperfect and imperative Qal,

pathah may replace holem, e.g., rather than

The Pi
e

el, Pu'al and Hithpa'el naturally omit

daghes forte from the middle radical, being a

guttural. The preceding vowel is lengthened in com-
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pensation before ^ (^3 for Tl?), and often before

for n, n and * generally require no such

compensation.

Lamedh Guttural

This is a type of verb whose third radical is a

guttural, and includes final n with mappiq. Final

and n simple are quiescent, and fall into different

classes to be considered later. Verbs of this general

class are peculiar because of the rule that all final

gutturals must have an "a" sound connected with

them. The imperfect and imperative Qal and

Niph'al have pathah before the guttural, whilst

pathah furtive occurs after a fully accented vowel in

the infinitives Qal and in the active participle. When

the guttural is final and preceded by a permanently

long vowel, pathah furtive is employed in the normal

manner, e.g., tPVtf?. An auxiliary pathah is placed

under the guttural of the second feminine singular in

the perfect Qal and elsewhere without altering the

pointing of the taw, e.g., ^D
1

??, not nnVtf

Lamedh 'Aleph

In this class it is important to bear in mind the

quiescent nature of the final guttural, as we men-

tioned above. Apart from the third and second

person feminine plural of the imperfect, the pre-

ceding vowel is always long when the N quiesces, for

the syllable thus has the effect of being open.
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In the perfect Qal, qamef is retained throughout,

except in the stative verbs, which have gere, i.e.,

but 9**^?. The infinitive construct Qal may
be regular, e.g., N&D, but may be formed by adding

T)
,
e.g., fi**V?p. The imperfect Qal has qame? as the

second vowel, but an accented seghol precedes the

in the third and second persons feminine plural, e.g.,

There is a tendency to confuse forms from this

class with corresponding forms of the class of

verbs, as in 1 Samuel xiv, 33, where we find EPKDft

for
Q,,Ntpn. X may relinquish a vowel in contraction,

e.g., riK?b for or it may drop out itself entirely

in writing, e.g., for

VOCABULARY

-pa (Pi.) to bless. *6» to be full, IMA spear.

(Pi.) to fill.

(Niph.) to lean. n'ptP to send, let go. 0&n violence.

yyti (Niph.) to swear, fri} to break down. T\TW to be

corrupt.

NJfr to hate. TWft to anoint. ]V7N lord,

master.

]KD (Pi.) to refuse, p?J to pour out. 7\V*\ evil (/).

be unwilling.

DX if, whether. nntfB unction. 032 to look.
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Exercise 21

Translate *

dvh nx n
1

?^ jxd nins a^-ias ntfa-^x mrr n»x9
i 1.

nrixi 3 . can pian xV&rn n^rfrx to 1

? jnxn nntfrn 2.

]N??3 4. HDDn nn rnxVa ntfx aV-^sn-^s-Vx na -™
V?-#?-ntfx ^bi •nx *rr-*6 )n ranx n#x-*?x n^x*]

o^nVxV Tix&m nViian nsnn nx nizrax rxi 5 . •Ta
• • t t : t : - t t t v v: p rx : I - x

DDTpsa :n 0x1 7 . ai& xaiiv xV •»? rnxjfe "uxi 6.

Q^p??fi 8. Tnayn w-nx Disn dd1

? nna mrr-nx ihvb

x 1

? 9. ddV ornna ntfx to 1

?? King ova

ogV satf? ntfx ?pr>ax nna-nx n?tf: xVi ^rrntf:

•T*?$ i»fc~T«flS nx **? nntfni 10.

1. And God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it.

2. He will not repent, for he is not a man, to repent. 3. He
will send his messenger before thee. 4. And he sware

to him concerning these words. 5. And behold,

Saul leaned upon his spear. 6. And the blood of thy

sacrifices shall be poured upon the altar of the Lord thy

God, and thou shalt eat the flesh. 7. Her poor will I

satisfy with bread. 8. And he said unto Jacob, I find

her not. 9. Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thine

heart. 10. And thou shalt take the oil of unction and

pour it upon his head and anoint him.

Translate : Genesis 6, verses 5-8.



CHAPTER XXIII

PE YODH, PE WAW; CAYIN YODH

AND CAYIN WAW VERBS

Pe Yodh and Pe Waw Verbs

The majority of the Hebrew Pe Yodh verbs origin-

ally had waw as the first root letter, but since few

words ordinarily begin with waw, and in those in

which it would appear as a radical it becomes yodh,

the true difference between these types is less

apparent in the Qal than in the Niph'al and the

Hiph'il. Thus the verb 3?J, to be good, is a genuine

Pe Yodh, whilst 3#J, to sit, comes from an original

3t?J, and is thus a Pe Waw. In the Hiph e

il these

become ^Vh
k! 9

retaining the original after the*, and

n^n, with the original \ now quiescent, following

the *

The original
v/& verbs are few in number, the most

important being P£, to suck, to howl (Hiph.),

3?*, to be good, and TK, to awake.

The imperfect Qal is regular, with the yodh

quiescing in the long hireq and pathah as the final

vowel, e.g., 3B*. The infinitive construct Qal is also

regular, 3b^ whilst all Hiph'il forms have ?ere under

the preformative n, followed by quiescent \ e.g.^Wi!.
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A number of verbs with 2 as their second radical

are like verbs in the Qal, but in other forms are

like TD verbs in assimilating the first and second root

letters, and using daghes forte. These verbs are

to place, 3??, to stand, ^Trt to burn, and pTT , to pour.

Assimilation takes place chiefly in the perfect

Niph
e

al, and all forms of the Hiph c

il and Hoph c

al.

Thus the Niph
c

al of is na the Hiph c

il is n-api,

and the Hoph c

al is The verbs to fashion,

and to go out, are exceptions to this

procedure.

Many original verbs surrender the consonantal

force of the quiescents with many preformatives, but

the Hiph'il and Hoph c

al retain them to a certain

extent. Thus the perfect Hiph'il of MfJ is ^Tin, an(j

the imperfect is The waw also reappears in the

Niph
e

al, The imperfect Niph'al has waw with

consonantal force, i.e., ^#3?. The first person im-

perfect singular has hireq rather than seghol under

the K. The Hoph'al *t}*} becomes 3#n.

The imperfect Qal varies somewhat in formation.

In certain verbs it follows the pattern of the

class, e.g., NT?, from ^T, to fear. These include tfT,

to inherit, T?t, to take counsel, *]???, to be weary, and

Wl, to fall asleep. It will be seen that such verbs

change waw to yodh in the imperfect, forming it like

that of the strong stative verbs.
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In other verbs the initial yodh is dropped, and a

permanently long ?ere appears under the first con-

sonant, with either $ere as the last vowel, or pathah

before a guttural. Thus^ becomes 3ft in the im-

perfect Qal, and becomes ST. The most

important of these verbs are ^TT> to sit, dwell, TV,

to go down, I 1

??, to bear, beget, to know, and

K-R, to go out. to go, is regarded also as one of

these, except for the perfect and infinitive absolute

Qal, and the Hithpa'el.

Adverbs

These are less developed in Hebrew than in other

languages, and in addition to their derivation from

nouns and pronouns may be rendered idiomatically

by Hebrew verbs. Thus the perfect Hiph'il of is

employed for the adverb "well", e.g., ^31^ ^trn,

they have spoken well, is literally "they have

'made good' in speaking* ' ; the phrase "and she bore

again' ' becomes "she added and bore", i.e.,

or ^™ lOini (and she added to bear).

'Ayin Yodh and Waw Verbs

These classes have a quiescent yodh or waw as the

middle radical, which does not appear in the perfect

Qal. Thus an original 0?£ becomes and Q%
becomes Though W verbs are more common,

both types are identical in conjugation except for the

imperative, imperfect and infinitive Qal, where the
E
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original medial root letter is found as a vowel, i.e.,

m?l> In the perfect, waw is omitted through-

out, whether the vowel is "a", "e", or "o", e.g.,^,

]?, A?. The Jussives of and OR are^ and &Pl

respectively, and when waw consecutive is added to

the shortened form of the imperfect, the accent falls

on the yodh, making the last syllable shut and the

vowel short, i.e., DF£3, wayyaqom, 0^3, wayyasem.

A number of statives are included in this class but

do not conform to any particular set pattern. Thus
W» has a Qal perfect nriD etc, whilst has

holem instead of sureq in the Qal, fi^a etc. In

the imperfect full holem reappears, ^^1, etc., as in

the infinitive and active participle, Bfta. The verb

Nta, to come, conjugates like Mp, save that it has i

instead of Hence the imperfect is *tfaj
f and the

infinitive construct is ^a(^). nwf is found in an

idiomatic form meaning "to do over again". The

phrase^ and he arose again, would thus be rendered

QF£3 3Bh, and he returned and arose. Some

verbs have Po'lel as an intensive to replace the Pi'el,

e.g., (imperfect a^p?), and occasionally a Pilpel,

VOCABULARY

rflft to die ;

(Hiph.) put

to death.

to come

;

(Hiph.) to

bring.

mtf to return ;

(Hiph.) to

restore.
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atT to be good.

stream,

ntt to rest.

Elijah.

^ to sleep.

H^aj corpse (/).

Dip to arise.

P^TDtP Samaria.

tfia to be

ashamed.

rPT olive.

N£ to go out.

a *1?S to urge.

Exercise 22

Translate :

?k sftn Dp
r
n 2 . T^n ,,2D- ,w ntfK *?ma a#n ^3 1.

Tin an -o Vdk Dip 3. nsnan-TO Kian Wdi

? ngxrn 5 .
rnai?? ^ja-n

1

? aw y^k mrr 4 .

^ ugtfn 6. ^prm njn iVirrrw ^Vin nins-na

urr^afc nmn nriNi 7 . n& rnx-o aaay "»ia it
T t t • vv: P t - : ' •• • T v t • • :

r 9. lira nnrn 8. cnVx nrr Wr^ftK

wa na ^aiK 10. Va^nrrV? ^a^m ?prth-nx nine

.rutin naian pwrrng ontfTi anas? d^ki n*tin

1. And he said, Go out and stand upon the mountain.

Go, return, for what have I done to thee ? 3. And he

ose and went after Elijah. 4. And they urged him

itil (TS7) he was ashamed, and he said, Send. 5. And
e king died, and he was brought to Samaria, and

cy buried the king in Samaria. 6. And all the men of

lour arose and went all the night and took the corpse

Saul. 7. And the woman took the boy and nursed (pp)

n. 8. And they shall fear the name of Jehovah in the

y. 9. His seed shall inherit the earth. 10. And he

id, I will certainly return to thee in the day of evil.

Translate : 1 Kings 17, verses 10-12,



CHAPTER XXIV

DOUBLE 'AYIN, LAMEDH HE, AND

DOUBLY WEAK VERBS

Double c

Ayin verbs are very similar to the
c

Ayii

Waw class in many respects, exhibiting a weaknes

in the second and third radicals, which are identical

Some authorities think that the stems are in fac

only biliteral, since the two radicals in question an

frequently written as one letter, e.g., V?p become

^i? in the perfect Qal. Where these forms tab

endings, daghes forte is used to indicate the preseno

of a double letter. Hence Wgj? becomes and s»'

but the daghes is omitted in simple forms.

From this it appears that there are two forms o

perfect Qal. The longer one, e.g., 3?9> is conjugated

like *7?R, but seldom appears except in the thin

person singular and plural. A shorter, form, 20
1

i

much more common, and takes daghes forte in thi

3, and full holem, as will be seen from the paradigm

The longer form is transitive, the shorter one in

transitive.

The imperfect Qal has two forms also, one of whicl

reflects affinity with W verbs. This is the mos

common, and using the previous verb would be 2^

with the original "a" vowel under the prefix, as ii

132
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m verbs. With waw consecutive the accent falls on

the yodh, leaving the last syllable shut, e.g., 30*1,

wayyasobh. A resemblance to TD verbs is seen in

the alternate form with the first radical doubled

instead of the second.

The original ''a" vowel occurs in the perfect

Niph'al, 3?}, whilst the imperfect, 3??, is similar to

the imperfect Qal. The Hiph'il perfect is like the

Niph'al perfect except that it has two 9ere vowels,

which appear also in the participle, 295. In-

tensive forms such as the Po c

el
(
a5^), Pilpel (^1)

and Hithpalpel, (^-^^)* are sometimes found. A
reduplication of the first radical, similar to that

found in Aramaic, occurs in the imperfect of some

verbs, e.g., Q?? from and Tp? from "Hp?.

Lamedh He verbs originally ended in yodh or waw,

e.g., derives from an original
t
*
l

?\, and from

fyf. The final H is really a vowel-letter, since were

it a consonant it would of course take mappiq, and

thus bring the verb into the Lamedh guttural class.

The third masculine singular perfect in all forms

terminates in n, but otherwise the n disappears. All

imperfects terminate in n- in the third masculine

singular, but this disappears before a vowel

afformative e.g., The original third radical, yodh,

survives as a quiescent letter in the second and first

persons perfect of the Qal ^V?) and Niph'al
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flvVu J?"
1

???). The jussive is formed throughout by

dropping the ^7 of the imperfect by a process called

"apocopation". Such forms are known as "apoco-

pated forms", i.e., "cut off". Thus the jussive Qal

becomes the Niph'al ^|?, and so on, with seghol

as an auxiliary vowel where two consonants would

occur together. The cohortative ^7 is never attached

to n*
1

? verbs ; instead the simple imperfect is em-

ployed to express the cohortative concept.

Before a mute second radical p, 3, P, n
) a mono-

syllabic apocopation takes place, e.g., fi#3, from *T)%
y

and from pe Guttural verbs which are

also ^ in class will retain pathah in apocopated

forms, and so the imperfect Qal and Hiph'il of

are apoc. The verb nxn to see, has an

imperfect n?T, and a jussive but in the waw
consecutive the * quiesces, The common verb

n^n
>
to be, has its imperfect njn?, and the jussive TP,

or in pause ^J. A similar verb H^n, to live, is formed

in exactly the same way.

nntf, to bow down, is used in the Hithpa'lel,

reflecting the original terminal radical waw. The

perfect is ninri^n (with the n and # interchangeable

by rule) ;
imperfect is n3D™??, and the apocopated

form is Vifltf?. Apocopation of the Hiph e

il imperative

takes place chiefly in the verb as illustrated by

the phrase, r
n$, let me alone.
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Doubly weak verbs have more than one weak

radical, as with to lift up, which is both ]"B and

N"1

?. Some of the more common verbs and their

principal formations are as follows :

to go out. imp. imperat. Hiph. K^Sin,

etc. (K" 1

? and V'D).

Nia, to come. perf. etc. impf. NW,

imperat. Hiph. K^D, with suff. generally

wnq (X"
4

? and V'*).

to lift. impf. imperat. (with suff. *H$fe

etc.), infin. cstr. nicfe (ngtpa etc.). and ]"»)

^JJ, to touch, impf. imperat. Hiph. perf.

TO, Hiph. impf. ST (1"D and 17
gt.)-

Defective verbs are those which function in part

only, but deficiencies may be supplemented by allied

defective verbs which differ in one radical only, e.g.,

and to place. The commonly used defective

verbs are :

I
1

?!?, to go. perf. rf?J}. imperf. "fil, imperat. ^2 ;

Hiph. T^n (from 1*).

to be good, perf., particip. and infinitive from

Sit? (l"S)
;
impf. I*", and Hiph. (from SB").

nw, to drink, regular in Qal
;

Hiph. nRfr1
, etc.

(from nptf).
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""J, to be able, perfect like pj?, infin. cstr. rbi*
;

impf. (thought to be an imperfect Hoph'al,

but probably a modification of or ^V).

^3, to be ashamed, perf. imperf . imperat.
«fa Hiph. (regular)

; Hiph. also «^3in

(from W).

VOCABULARY

n*?s? to go up. HDa to weep. iKH to multiply.

n*1H to conceive. )jn to pity. rutf to take

captive.

MO to turn, luminary. n»1W breath,

turn away. life (/).

ffifa desolation. n^P dry land (/). ^n*! to hover.

soar.

JTH to be, become. iPn to live. nns to be

fruitful.

to be light, 1? earthen jar, "in; (Niph.) to

trifling; (Pi.) pitcher (/). remain.

to curse.

Exercise 23
Translate

:

wk 2. n» nte teK-n*o rrw-nx ntfx tfn*n 1t ir • %• : • t v - r-: v -; • t

£#3 sp1

?? riB mrr xfe? 3 .
^nxsg niw inw Tjxaa nr>x

•waa ar-Vy an? "nrn ttk nritf -wtfrn .4 aiVtf rf?
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*m 8. nfca i^-nin nb*6 *?v or-i 7. ^an or

nan ^ 9 . natt fcrmrtrtfV itfx *ts nxa pm rbn~ t t : t : v -: ~ : I t t : t

mn oisa nnV "?n» -oix rrVs? -ntf mw "rata mmy- - -t : •• - • t t v t • : rif v -: • t

ate" 1

? trsjVg inn 10.

1. And he said to her, fear not, go, do according to your

word. 2. And they called on the name of their god saying,

Baal, hear us, and there was no voice and no one answering

them. 3. Arid the word of the Lord came to him saying,

Arise, go to the desert. 4. And a messenger of Jehovah

came to the woman and said to her, Behold, now, thou

dost bear not, but thou shalt conceive a son. 5. Let there

be luminaries in the firmament of the heaven. 6. Be ye

fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth. 7. And
he said unto Joseph, Behold, I die, but God will be with

you, and will bring you again to the land of your fathers.

8. And thou shalt keep all that I am commanding thee

(part.) to-day. 9. And he went up and looked towards

the sea. 10. And the king did according to all that God
commanded him.

Translate : Genesis 1, verses 1-8.



VOCABULARIES
Numbers in brackets refer to the chapters where the words
in question receive their principal treatment. Declen-

sions of nouns are indicated numerically where they
might not be obvious, and nouns unmarked as to gender

are masculine

T? AT T T C T-Th, JN KJ L0 i b xi t u r T) T? r "\xr1 U rlh*x>KJiW

A answer, to, n}57 (24)

Aaron, pijN arise, stand, to, D^j? (23)

able, to be, Vbj (24) arm, an, ?Pf /.

above, up, VtfB army, valour, force, V?fJ

Abraham, 0$*]?$ ashamed, to be, #121 (23, 24)

accusative, sign of, ask, to,

ass, an, *lton

after, behind, irm, ^)TW avenge, to, Dj?l (21)

age, duration, 0*7157

alas ! nnN B

all, Baal, lord, husband,

allow, leave, to, tfDJ, 7m/>/. Babylon,

bad, Sn

also, moreover, bare, to lay (lead captive)

altar, n?T» barley, nTtofr /.

among, within, ^1^3 battle, war, HIDnVD /.

Anathoth, ninitf be, to, become, TVTf, impf.

and, 1 (conj.) 7V7V, apoc. VP

angry, to be, *]?JJ beasts, cattle, nBHSl /. 1

anoint, to, IWD before, ''JD
1

?

138



begin, to, V?n, Hiph.

("?nn) 24 )

behind, (after)

behold, ]n, nan

between, pa (prep.)

bind, gird, to, tf?n

bird, fowl, ^itt 2

birthright, nniDa /.

bless, to, Pi. *]nn

blessing, HD^S /.

blood, 0*7

blot out, to, (destroy)

book, "1?0 2

bow, rrofj?./. 2

boy, T^J 2 (18) ; 1?! 2

bread, D^1

? 2

break down, to, ffil (22)

breath, life, n»tfl /.

brother, n« (18)

build, to, nia

burn, to,

burnt-offering, nViS7/.

bury, to,

C

cake, 3fltf»

calf, bXg 2

captain (prince)

VOCABULARY I39

captive, to lead, lay bare,

n^J ; take captive, n^tf

capture, to, a city, 1?V

cast, to (send)

cattle (beasts)

cease, to, leave off,

choose, to, "in3 ; search

out, nm (23)

city, T2? /. 2

clean, to be, become pure,

*intp ; Pi. to cleanse

collect, gather, to, Wj?

come, to Hia
; Hi^A.

(^?D), to bring (23, 24)

command, to, Pi. HIS (24)

command, a, HJ^ip /. 1

companion (friend)

corpse, H
1

??? /•

corrupted, to be (destroy)

couch, feO.SJ /. 2

counsel, HlttJ /.

count, write, to, ")?0
; Pi.

to recount

courage, to take, (strong)

covenant, TVHSl f, 2

cover, to, Pi. HDD

create, fashion, to,

cross, pass over, to, (21)
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cry, call, to, ; cry out,

curse, to (24) ; Pi. V??

cut off, cut down, to, fHS

D
darkness, ^tfn 2

daughter, rn /. 2 (18)

David, T)% "TH

day, Or 2 (18)

dead, flfc

death, put to, kill, to HID (23)

deliver, to, Hiph. ^21

(r?n) (21)

desert,

desolation, infa

despise, reject, to, ONtt

destroy, blot out, to, TITO
;

TBtf ; to be cor-

rupted, nntf

dig, to, rns

disease, sickness, 2

distant, to be, withdraw, to,

divide, to, p^T\
; Hiph.

do, make, to, HEW
;

(£00/.) (22)

door, rhl.f- 2

LEW

dove, HIV /. (9)

draw near, to, ttfrl, impf.

on?y in Qal; Niph. to

draw near (21)

dream, to, 0*?n (21)

dream, a,

drink, to, firitf

dry land, Htf2P /. 1

duration (age)

dust, 1

dwell, sit, to, ^ ; ]?#

E
ear, ]TK /. 2

earth, land, f^K /. 2, />/.

t-:

earthen jar (pitcher)

east, Q*T.j?.

eat, to, V?K

Egypt, OH??

Elijah, injVx

en6my, 3

evening, 3*W 2

ever, for, D^yT?
evil, to do, ffi/>A. SttH

evil, nri/- 2; («*/.)

except, DN ''S

eye, /. 2
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face, O^Q i

fall, to, Vol (21)

fashion, to, (create)

father, 3K (18)

fear, to, KT, impf. «T? (23)

few, a, little,

fight, to, mph. nnb

fig tree, njKfl /.

find, to, NS& (22)

fire, #K /. 2

firmament, Spj?*} 1

firstborn, TIDS

fish, a, n 1

flesh, "1^3

food, VDK 2 (HVdX /. 2)

foot, /. 2

force (army)

forget, to, rDtf

four, (19)

fowl (bird)

friend, ?H (ASH)

fruitful, to be, rHS (24)

full, to be, KV» ; Pi. to fill

garden, )? 2

gate, opening, flflS

141

gather, to, im£/.
;

f?PJ ; collect,

gird, bind, to, #?n

girl n-]W/. 2

give, set, to, ]T)1 (21)

glory, Tiarp

go, to, ^Vn ; Hith. to walk

(24) ; go down, *TT
; go

out, KSJ, im£f. K?P (23,

24) ; go up, Tfrv, impf.

apoc. V$P

God, trrfrg

gold, 3HT

good, to be, 3tT (23)

good, 2i&

goodness, rnitt /.

good things, goodness,

grave, *15j?. 2

great, to be, grow, V"7J ; Pi.

to magnify

great, Vn*
; great, much,

greatness,

grievous (strong)

ground, HDIX /. 1

guilty, Vti*)
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H
half, '•SH

hand, T /. i

handmaid, nnDtf /.

hate, to, KSto (22)

head, tfiO
'

health (peace)

hear, to, V&tf

heart,

heaven, 0?&tf 1

heavy, to be, ISS ; Pt. to

harden, honour ;
Hiph. be

honoured

hero, mighty man, "113?

hide, to, Pi. and

nno

high, lofty, on

hill, mountain, 2

hither, D^H

holiness, Vhjp

holy, to be, ; Pi. to

hallow, sanctify

holy, tfHj?

horn, Hf?/- 2

horse, 010 2

house, IPS 2 (18)

hover, to, ^TH

how ? how
!

JIB, Ipg

REW

how much ?

husband (Baal)

I

I, -OK (10)

if, whether, OK

image, likeness,

inherit, possess, to tfT
;

(tfniH), to dis-

possess

inheritance (possession)

iniquity (sin)

in order than, (prep.)

Isaac, pn2P

Israel, ^NnftT

is, there, are, was, were,

J

Jacob, aj>JP

Jehovah, MITT

Jonathan,

Joseph, ^OV

Joshua, OTBfinj, srcfifp

judah, nTirr

judge, to,

justice, ordinance, OBttftp
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K lift up, to, KfW (22, 24)

keep, to, taw light, insignificant, to be,

1 -11 .1... j _ ktrntja J
kill, slay, to, * in ; put to '7j? ; to curse (24)

death, JjTO (23) ; kill light, TIN 2

smite, Htph. HDj (n3n). likeness (image)

itnpf. apoc. ^JJ (21, 24) lion, j$5 2

kindness (mercy) hp, TOP /.

king, to be, :]79 ;
Htph. to little, a, (few)

make king live, to, n;n (24)

king, :J7D 2 living,

kiss, to, pEtt (with 7 of lofty (high)

persons) look, to, J/i/>/l (& ?H)

knee, /. 2, dual u;3 j3 (22)

know, to, S?T 1 J /T~» 1\ 1 1 1

lord (Baal) ; lord, master.

P"9 1

L love, to, 3nN. 3n«;
#

land (earth) luminary, TlNft

law, nliD /.

lead captive, to, lay bare, M
to, (captive) magnify, to, (great)

Leah, nN7 make, do, to, TWV

lean, to, iV*/>/*. JOT male, i3T 1

leave, to, (allow) man, mankind, DIN ; man.

leave on, to, (cease)

lest, ]S master (lord)

let go, to (send) meal-offering, "ruD /. 2

lie down, to (sleep) mercy, kindness, TOn 2

life (breath) messenger, ^nVd
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middle, ^Jfi

mighty man (hero)

month, &H.n 2

moreover (also)

morning, 2

Moses, JWD

mother, ON /. 2

mountain (hill)

much (great)

multiply, to, HI*]

N
name, Otf 3

new, tznn 1

night, n
1

?^ 2, />/. rrtV^

no, none,
; no, not,

(with prohib.) ; not,

north, JIBS /. 1

now, shortly, Hri?

number, ^&07?

O
oil,

old, old man, ][?T

old age, 0"?j?T (PlftT/.)

old, from of, dVISO

olive, IW

REW

one, *TnK (19)

opening (gate)

ordinance (justice)

over, upon, (prep.)

ox, TIP

P

palace (temple)

pass over, to, (cross)

peace, health,

Pekah, nj??

people, OS? 2

perfect, D^DH

Pharaoh, rttHD

piece, a, DB /.

pitcher, earthen jar, *7?
f.

pity, to, ]3n

place, set, to, WWt
CND (23)

place, a, 01p9

poor, ]TOX 1

possess, to (inherit)

possession, inheritance,

pour out, to,

powerful, UVZV

prayer, JlVofi /.

priest, )HD 3

prince, captain, Ifi?
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prison,

promise, to, (say)

prophesy, to, Xiph.

prophet, *C33 i

pursue, to, ^T^

Q
queen, nS*?Q /. 2

R
Rachel,

reach, touch, to, tttt (24)

refuse, be unwilling, to, Pi.

reject, to, (despise)

remain, to, Niph. "irP

remember, to 1?T
; Hiph. to

bring to remembrance

repent, to, Niph. 0112 (22)

rest, to, ntt (23) ; T\2V

return, to, DIP (23)

righteousness, pi? 2

river, 1$ ; ^ (of Nile)

rule, to, ^ttfa (over, 3)

S

sacrifice, slaughter, to, n?T

sacrifice, a, n?T

LARY 145

Samaria, fh?D$

Samuel.

sanctify, to, (holy)

satisfied, to be, ; Hiph.

to satisfy

Saul, VttTO

say, to, promise, (21)

saying (word)

sceptre, tribe, M#
sea, 2

search out, to, (choose)

see, to, H*n

seed, jnt 2

seek, to, Pi. #p3

sell, to,

send, let go, to, nVtf

seraph, ^ff 1

servant, slave, 72$ 2

serve, till the ground, to,

T?¥ (21)

set, to (give) ; (place)

shed, to,

shepherd, HSp

short, "ISp

shortly (now)

sickness (disease)

side, HDT/. 2
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sign, niK

silver, *]0D 2

sin, to, KDn (21)

sin, iniquity, ptt 1

sit, to (dwell)
.

skin, nto

slay, to (kill)

sleep, to, 1^, Impf. )

lie down,

smite, to (kill)

soar (hover)

Solomon, Hb^tf

son, J? 3 (18)

song, Ttf

soul, life, # /. 2

south,

speak, to, Pi. *m
spear, IV?n /.

spirit (wind)

staff,

stand, to, *7»V »
to

place, set (21) ; (arise)

steal, to, 3&

stone, 2 (18)

stream, torrent,

strong, to be, pTH ; //i/A. to

take courage ; f&X ; Pi.

to strengthen

EW

strong, grievous, ptn

sun, tffctf

swear, to, Niph.

sword, /. 2

T

table, inVttf

take, to, T\pb

tail, rpa

temple, palace, ^D^n

terebinth, nVK /.

thence, DtfB

there, Otf

thing (word)

this, SIT (10)

thither, T\ftti

throne, seat, KO?

thus, S"D

till the ground, to (serve)

tomorrow, inTD

tongs (dual) 0?nj?*?D

tongue, ptfV /. 1

torrent (stream)

touch, to, (reach)

towards (unto)

tree, twig, fV 1

tribe (sceptre)

trumpet, IDltf
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trust, to, nt?3

truth, nag/. 2

turn, turn away, to, 3?0 (24)

U
unction, nntffc /.

under, nnri

until, unto, (prep-)

unto, towards, (prep.)

unwilling, to be, (refuse)

up (above)

upon (over)

upright,

urge, to, 3

valour (army)

vengeance, HDj?! /. 1

very, "WD
; very good,

vineyard, DHD 2

violence, Ofcn 1

visit, to,

voice, *?1p 2

water(s) 0?D

way, *5J"Y7 2

weep, to, HD3

well, *1K? / 2

wheat, Htpn/. (9)

where ? rPX

wherein ?

whether (if)

who, which, (10)

why ? na1

?

widow,

wind, spirit, |Tn

wisdom, HDDn /. 2

wise, to be, D?n

wise, DDn

with, UK (prep.).

withdraw, to, (be distant)

within (among)

woman, ffltfK /.

word, thing, 13^ ; saying,

rfy?/.

write, to, 31)2)

W
walk, to, (go)

war (battle)

Y

year, Hltf

youth, DTOlVs
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'Aleph

3X father (18)

JVSX poor

)3X stone /. 2 (18)

OrnriX Abraham

0"TX man, mankind

HDIX ground /. i

}Y7X lord, master

anx to love, im^/. an^r

flHX alas!

pHX Aaron

niX light 2

XY1X sign

]TX ear /. 2

TO brother (18)

inX one (19)

*™X ,nnX after, behind

TX enemy 3

n*X where ?

IpX how ? how!

]?X no, none

tt^X man

iTOX woman /.

*»X to eat

*»X food 2 (H^DX /. 2)

no, not

{prep.) unto,

towards

nVx terebinth/.

D^H^X God (/>/.)

irr
1™ Elijah

HwVx widow /.

DX if, whether

OX mother /. 2

7?X to be strong ; pi.

to strengthen

1DX to say, promise

(21)

riDX truth /. 2

I (10)

to gather, impf.

*]X also, moreover

MnX four (19)

nx Uon 2

fn^l earth, land /. 2

(/>/. rrisnx)

"HX to curse (24)

tfX fire/. 2

ItfX who, which (10)
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nx (~T\X) sign of accus.

(12)

rm (prep.) with

"»?3

«?aa

«?-ra

nana
t *•

:

Kia

tfia

*ina- T

rwa

n?a

naa

»
roa

tfj?3

*na

Beth

well /. 2

Babylon

to divide

beasts, cattle /. 1

to come ; Hiph.

(*C3n) to bring

(23, 24)

to be ashamed

(23, 24)

to choose

to trust

{prep) between

house 2 (18)

to weep

firstborn

birthright/. 1

wherein ?

son 3 (18)

to build

lord, husband, Baal

morning 2

Pi. to seek

to create, fashion

IVH3 covenant/.

^HS knee /. 2 (dual

713 Pi. to bless

HD^S blessing

1fr3 flesh

Ha daughter / 2 (18)

*?|ina within, among

Gimel

rpa tail

niai hero, mighty man

*?*T| to be great, grow
;

Pi. to magnify

^1^ greatness

VVT| great

to lay bare, &iph.

to lead captive

32* to steal

Daleth

"131 Pi. to speak

na^ word, thing

n a fish

TVT ,TTT David

door / 2

blood

^TJ. way 2
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He

ICn, Kffi pronoun (10)

rrn to be, become,

impf. rrrr, apoc.

TP

^D^H temple, palace

to go ; Hi/A. to

walk (24)

D^H hither

)n nan behold

*in mountain, hill 2

jnn to kill, slay

Waw
1 (cow;.) and

Zayin

n?T to sacrifice,

slaughter

rDT a sacrifice 2

HT this (10)

am gold

olive 2

"IDT to remember

;

Hiph. to bring

to remembrance

"IDT male

p?T to cry out

EW

]j?T old, old man

0"?pj old age
, ipJT /•)

?1^T an arm /.

SHT seed

Heth

Knn Hith. to hide

oneself

tf5$ to bind, gird

^"in to cease, leave off

tf*7t1 new

in month 2

Htn to search out,

choose (23)

ptH to be strong ;

Hith, to take

courage

j?tn strong, grievous

Ntpn to sin (21)

Ktpn wheat/. (9)

rrn to live (24)

TT living

D^n Hfe

*??n force, army, valour

DDn to be wise- T

DDn wise
T T

HDDn wisdom /. 2

disease, sickness 2
• t; *



- T

nV?n

lion

onn
T T

iron

W

"^n

3ln

aw
aw

naio

ntfai

T
T

VOCABULARY

mph. (Vnn) to

begin (24)

to dream (21)

a dream

to divide

an ass

violence

spear /.

to pity-

kindness, mercy 2

half

sword /. 2

darkness 2

Teth

to be clean, become

pure ; Pi. to

cleanse

good

good things, good-

ness

goodness /.

Yodh

river

dry land /. 1

hand /. 1

to know

nTn
?

mrr

nv

T

T

apsr

TT

p*:

"T

IT
-r

POT
t

at
-̂T

151

Judah

Jehovah

Jonathan

,*N2firP Joshua

day 2 (18)

dove /. (9)

Joseph

to be good (23)

to be able (24)

boy 2 (18)

sea 2

Jacob

to go out, Impf.

*¥. (23, 24)

Isaac

to pour out

to fear, Impf. K*J*

(23)

to go down

side /. 2

to inherit, possess ;

mph. (tfnin) to

dispossess

there is, are, was,

were

to sit, dwell

to sleep, Impf

upright
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- t :
•
Israel M 1

? ,l)> heart 2

Niph. to remain Ivljsrl. tvJ IlgilL

un / bread 2

Kaph f 1 r r
t :

- nignt 2

T
to be heavy ; Pi. - T

to capture (city)

to harden, f l/flf r
T T

why ?

honour ;
Niph. UILIC1 tllclt

to be honoured UC1UI c

Tins
T

glory to take

earthen jar, fnnornp /*

pitcher /.

nib thus lYlclIl

I - priest 3 VArv • IKfc Ufa

ON •»»
• • except very good

prison
T

lUIIUIlcU y

•?i all ItVJ Pi. to be unwilling,

T - how much ? ff^Tt1CP

HDD seat, throne - T
tu reject, uespise

HOD Pi. to cover
T 1

'
uesert

lv V
silver 2 m IliW JClljsn. to Kill, put tO

ma
TT to dig aeatn ^23/

on? vineyard 2 1 laJIfJ..... altar 3

ma
- T

to cut off, down nno
T T

to destroy, blot out

to write
T T

tomorrow
*****

waters

Lamedh - T
to sell

not
~ T

to be full ; Pi. to

T ~ Leah fill
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|K7J? messenger

n*?» saying, word /.

HOI V» battle, war /.

to be king ;
Hiph.

to make king

•5|^0 king 2

its
1

?'? queen /. 2

O^nj^n tongs (dual)

nma meal offering /. 2

*1B0?D number

3fa» cake

O^tolO from of old

B»» a little, few

above, up

8S» to" find (22)

iTlSfc command /.
t :

•

DnSB Egypt

OipB place

staff

ntfB Moses

to anoint

nn^T? unction /.

(3) to rule (over)

Otfft thence
T •

ordinance, justice

n?D dead

Nun

K33 iV#>/*. to prophesy

8*01 prophet 1

Dai Hiph. (tran) 'to

look (22)

nV33 corpse /.

3$ south

57*3 to touch, reach (24)

ttfal ow/y Impf. in Qal.

;
Niph. to

draw near (21)

ini river

ntt to rest (23)

torrent, stream 2

nVnj inheritance,

possession

Dm iVi^A. to repent

(22)

tfttt to leave, allow,

Impf.

HDl Hiph. (H3H) to

smite, kill, Impf.

apoc. T\\ (21, 24)

nVJ lad 2

n^3 girl /. 2

^Dl to fall (21)

soul, life ?
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Vsa mph. (V*n) to

deliver(2i)

Dj?J to avenge (21)

HDjl?3 vengeance /.

mm breath, life /.

pttfa to kiss (with ^ of

persons) (21)

Kftfl to lift up (22, 24)

|ri2 to give, set (21)

frij to break down (22)

Samekh

MO to turn, turn away

(24)

horse 2

HDD to count, write ; Pi.

to recount

1DD book 2

nno P/. and Hiph. to

hide

'Ayin

I?? to serve, till the

ground (21)

72V servant, slave 2

"ny to pass over, cross

(21)

calf 2

EW

(prep.) until, unto

n^iy burnt offering /.

D^iy age, duration

(tfyv-lV, for

ever)

J\V sin, iniquity 1

^iS? fowl, bird 2

liS7 skin

JIV eye /.
'2

Ttf city/. 2

(prep.) upon, over

to go up, Impf.

(24)

BWhV youth

OS? people 2

1?» to stand ; to

place, set (21)

to answer (24)

nim$7 Anathoth

dust 1

f? tree, twig 1

n^y counsel /.

OTOy powerful

D"iy evening 2

ttn? couch /. 2

Htoy to do, make

nriy now, shortly



VOCABULARY

Pe

"]S lest

m& face {pi.)

??B to do (22)

3 ")ED to urge

*Tj?S to visit

nj?D Pekah

rnD to be fruitful (24)

nfc-)S Pharaoh

flD a piece

nriS opening, gate

Cadhe

pi? righteousness 2

iT)2S Pi. to command

(24)

image, likeness 2

north/. 1

Qoph

T3R to gather

to bury

"13j? grave 2

ttHlj? holy

0"Tf? east

EHj? to be holy ; Pi. to

hallow, sanctify

holiness 2

1?PT

Hi?.

T T

T

nm
T T

nn

Vm
" T

m
an

T

m

i55

voice 2

to arise, stand (23)

to be light, insig-

nificant ; Pi. to

curse (24)

to be angry

short

to call cry

to draw near

horn /. 2

to gather, collect

bow /. 2

Resh

to see

head

great, much

to multiply

foot /. 2

to pursue

wind, spirit /.

Hiph. to do evil

Rachel

to hover, soar

to be distant,

withdraw

high

bad
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SH friend, companion

famine

evil/.

HSp shepherd

Wp.*} firmament

Btth wicked, guilty, evil

Sin

SnfP to be satisfied ;

Hiph. to satisfy

Otf? to place, set (23)

Nlfo to hate (22)

rniSW barley/.

TOfr lip/.

prince, captain

to burn

seraph

Sin

**Hf Saul

to ask

rn&? to take captive

Dltf tribe, sceptre

iVi£/*. to swear

rQtf to rest

l^tf to return

trumpet

EW

ox

flnitf to destroy, be

corrupted

Ttf song

to sleep, lie down

n?# to forget

P# to dwell

peace, health

tfyti to send, let go

ytfTti table

Solomon

Dtf there
T

0$ name

T&tf ifi^A. to destroy

riDfr thither
T "

Samuel

D?5^ heaven (/>/.)

]H«f oil

SJDtf to hear

"lDtf to keep

pITptf Samaria

tffctf sun

ni# year

iVi^A. to lean

nr?D# handmaid /.
*

BDtf to judge

1JD# to shed

nrittf to drink



Taw

HjXn fig tree /.

^nn desolation

rjin middle

VOCABULARY

rrrin law/.
T J

rnn under

D^n perfect

nVsn prayer /.



PARADIGMS
The Reg

Oal

Active Qal St ative Niph'al

Perfect.

^in&- 3 m * -It ** T I
WK -1.7

* f
T . I It t : it t : 1 r» t : K-

o mx in •

t : - t
Dibi?
t : It V : - K-

2 I. v7°B i 1 1 mm m*
: : " t ™i? i 1 fw7i

I C. il \mlmJ
• : ~ t V : yp.7

Plur. 3 c »
: In

1 1 mmmj
: n : 1 er

•i 7U|7J

2 m. LJi)

2 I. lv?7K

I c. U /U /
r - ' t

U 1 mimJ
: - t

Imperfect.

Sing. 3 m. ^p; .

3 *•
task* MM

etc. ''Pi?1?

2 m. Vbpn

2 f.
• : 1 rt

•

I c. Vbpx

Plur. 3 m.
: In*

3*. ruVbpn
t : :

•

2 m.

2 f. n^bpn nnasrt
t : -It*

I c. Vbpi ''Op,?

i. or *7Dj?a 2. or ^ttj?^

153
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ular Verb

sri ci Pn'al Hiph'il Honh'al Hithna'el

^R ^?Rn *?t?R?n 1

t : J : t
n^tppnn

tf>t?R
| t : - J : t fi^R?*

: : - 1
•

^BR?
W

:\\
1 r Wlr * If 1

: 1- s
•

on^R Q?Y&Rn D^R3 nri^pnn

til fwir IV : - 1\ IV J 1?

T

tm € mm lr ' 1 •

^R- ^WR??

^Ri™
*?&R?fi

-Vtppn

^R*

niVopri njV^R^J?

^PR?
niVPj??

^?R? ^r?

2. or *?tpj? I. or ^Bjjnn



i6o

The Reg
Qal.

Active Qal Sta.tive Niph'al

frVhrirt" t cot\_AJ11U1 L. 1
t : : V

Tncc o cor m
J ubb. ^ sg. 111. 133-

- :
•

Waw cons.

impft. •

waw cons.
t : - It:

ni33i
t : - t :

pft.

impcidtive

Sing. 2 m.

2 f.
• : In •

Plur. 2 m. V733 iVtspn
: lit •

2 f.
: - It •

Tirfiniti vpX 1111111 LI V \s

absol.
T

Participle

active 133M T PR
passive

i. n^DJJ (emphatic imperative).



i6i

:lar Verb

Pi'el Pu'al Hiph'il Hoph'al Hithpa'el

t : - 1 •

:

Veprin

>Vt?j?nn

0?Bj?n)

(Vtsj?n)
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The Regular Verb with Suffixes

Perfect Qal

O 05. xxx.

*

t : lit

2 se m

t j "It

2 SSI. f.

riVe;

Suffixes

sing, i c.
• - : -

1

1

2 m. 1*?R
2 f.

3 m -

3 f.
T tI«

nn^&P

.

t - t 1

:

plur. i c.
t t l

:

2 m. ddV»R

2 f.

3 m - ^?R DJ^&R

3f. 1m ft^R
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The Regular Verb with Suffixes

Perfect Qal

I sg. c 3 pi- c. 2 pi. m. I pi. c.

: J it

Suffixes

sing, i c.

2 m.

2 f.

3 m -

t 1

:

etc. etc.

3f.
t t i

:

plur. i c.

2 m.

2 f.

3 m -

3f.
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The Regular Verb with Suffixes

Imperfect Qal Imperative Infin. Constr.

3 sg. m. 3 rn- sing. plur.

1 :• : 1 :
•

bbp i^ap
1

:

Suffixes

sg. 1 c.

2 m.
1 : t 1

:•

2 f.
1 - s It

3 m -

1 f

.

tv : 1 :
• t : 1

nVt>j? etc.
t : It

pi. I c.

2 m.

2 f.

3 rn.

3f. f?9R
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The Regular Verb with Suffixes

Pi'el Hiph-il

Perfect Imperfect Perfect Imperfect

3 sg. m. 3 sg. m. 3 sg. m. 3 sg. m.

(fixes

I c. ^BR*
2 m. ^PRD
2 f. ^PR-
3 m. etc. etc.

3*.

I c.

etc. etc.
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Pe Nun
Qal 1 Niph'al

1

!Hiph c

ii

1

Perfect

Sing. 3 m.
- T

3 *• regular
t :

•
rrcran

T •
•

2 m*

2 I.

I c.

"Pint* onur. j u #

2 m. ontfan

2 I.

I C. wan

Imperfect

Sing. 3 m.
"T*

_ X
3 f • &ran

Z III. r Sill 1 tran

_ x
2 I.

***** ««

7?v •^ran

I C. 7Sf\

Plur. 3 m. TCra:

3*. t : - • t :

mtfan
t :

•• -

2 m. wan isran

2 f. nwfcn
t : - •

natfan

I c.
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Verb

Hoph'al Qal

rerlect

Sing. 3 m. -\

3 f-
t : \

n.uu
t : p

2 m.
t : - \ T "IT

2 f. ana
: — t

regular

1 c. etc.

IMur. 3 c.

2 m. onp?

2 f. rPP?

1 c. - T

Imperfect

Sing. 3 m. njp;

3 -\ |PP
******

2 m. 1- • r- •

2 f. etc. •inn

1 c. 1P*<

Plur. 3 m. !

&P?

3 f. T- *
njnj?n

2 m.

2 f. (nanrO
T '

1 c.

Niph c

al

i :
•

T " •

regular

etc.
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Qal I Niph'al

Pe Nun

Hiph'il

Cohor. i sg.
t : v t : v T •

"

Jnss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons. imp. ti&\

Waw cons. pft.

Imperative

Qincr o tinollig. ill. VI liar*' w* bbi
: ~T *

2 f.
• : • t

•

Jriui. X ill.
1

' .7

2 f.
t :

- t : :

rvsthsn
t : -T-

Infinitive constr. ?£>?
-T •

absol.
-T •

Participle active tin

passive
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Verb

Hoph'al Qal Niph'al

Cohor. 1 sg. rurw
t ; v

Juss. 3 sg. m. -\ 18? rig:

Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pft. mrui
t -it:

1 mijciativc

Sing. 2 m.
T S •

nnp ,np>
t 1 : i~

2 m. etc.

Plur. 2 m.

2 1. (nam)
T-

Infinitive constr.

•

** \
nru nnj?2

absol. -\ ]iw nip
1

?
than nbVn

Participle active W»
passive pnj

1. with suffixes ^ri etc. 2. with suffixes •<nnp etc.
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Pe Guttural

Qal Niph'al Hiph'il

Perfect Active Stative

Sing. 3 m. - T - vip
1 /j * 1

• vir

mar
t : it

etc.
t : vp

HTDOT
T * VI F

2 m. JHOyi
t : - nr

IHOOT
t : - vi r

2 f. may
: :

** t : : - vir
1H»OT
: : - v: f

1 c. •may
* : - t

•morn
• : - vi n

Plur. 3 c.
: it

rmm
: v p

m&OT
• v: i»

2 m. Dn-T»S73
v : - v: p v : ~ vi r»

2 f. jrq&OT

1 c.

...

ihdot
: - vi i»

Imperfect

^in6- 3 m -

-:r
rasp"TP TOST

• ir

3 *
-: r

pmn
• -v: r»

TOOT
• t r

2 m. toot
• v: i»

TOOT
- t r

TDOT
• -1 r

2 f. HOOT
•

: - r r« : v w
HOOT •TDOT

. • -» r

1 c.
v: p 1 -v: r - t r

T&SX
• -1 r

1 jur. 3 m *
: - r TlVr HDSP

: it-
}TD5T

* -:r

3'. t : - : r tT:-:n r
nn»OT nn&OT

2 m. HOOT
: ~: r

ipmn hdot
: if -

2 f. nnbOT
t : -: r

nn»OT
t : - r»

- nnoOT
t ! *• *: r

1 c. m T»3tt



I7i

Verbs

Hoph'al
|

Qal

Perfect

Sing. 3 m. - t: n • T

3*. m&yn
t : t it

regular

2 m.
t : - t: i»

2 f.
: : - t: it

I c. r) 173 2/ ft
• : - t: it

Plur. 3 c. nosn
: t p

2 m.
V S " Tt |T

2 f.

I c.
: - t: it

Imperfect

Sing. 3 m.

3*.

2 m.

2 f. nasn
• : t it • : i

I C. - t; it

Plur. 3 m.
: tit : i

3*. t : - TJ IT

2 m.
: t it : i

2 f.
t : - t: i»

I C. nasi
- t:p
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Qal

Pe Guttural

Niph'al
!

Hiph'il

Cohor. 1 sg. n iuytK
T : V IT

Juss. 3 sg. m. Pin:

Waw cons. imp. ptrrc •rasm
.. -;r-

Wciw cons. pft.
t : - it :

4 1 l/Jj/ f 1 1

n : - -: r :

Imperative

Sing. 2 m. nbs pin novn
•• T r - -: r

2 f. Tin • • -: r

Plur. 2 m. i i/jy 1 1 q w n 11 /,J ar 1

1

* r

2 f. nnbv
t : -:

nnom
t :

- t ••
nrrovn
t : •• -: ,-

Infinitive constr.
T M TOM

• ~: r

absol.
T .. ..

Participle active
t r:v

passive raw
T
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Verbs

Hoph'al I Qal

Cohor. i sg.
t :

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons, impft.

Waw cons. pft.
t : - it :

Imperative Sing. 2 m.

2 f.

Plur. 2 m.

2 f

.

T :

Infinitive constr.

absol. ir ;n
• • t: it

Participle active

passive
T TS It T
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'Ayin Guttural Verbs

Qal Niph'al
*

Pi'el Pu'al
1

Hithpa'el

Perfect

sing. 3 m- - T

m*fm^* •q-13

3*. mna
t-: n

mnai nana
t -: - HDia

T t : it :
-

2 m. mna
t :

- t
rnnaj
t :

- :
•

rona
t : - ••

rcna
t :

- ronann
t : - t :

•

2 f. mna
: ;

- t
etc. etc.

I c. -mm
• :

- t • : - t :
•

plur. 3 c - nna
-: it

2 m. ornna crcna oronann

2 f. fronann

1 C. mna
: - t

urnann

Imperfect

sing. 3 m - TO: T37y.

3*. nnan ">nan TO? ^nan TO??
2 ni. nnan nnan TO? ^nan TO??
2 f. "HO?? nnan ^nan

I C. nnax• T V to??

plur. 3 m - N III J
-: it

* -: r •
: it :

•

3 lU II I ml* 1

t :
- :

•
nnnan

t :
- V •

rwian
t : - t :

n^aian
l t :

- 1 IJW 1 ml I 1 J 1

t : -t :
•

2 m. rran man
-: it

•
to-ian

~: t :

^onann
: i» :

•

2 f. nnnan
t :

-
:

•
nnnan

t :
- t •

mma^
T ; ~ T :

naman
t : * :

niDiann
t : - t :

•

I C. ">nai
i

in;?
i TO? TO 1

??
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'Ayin Guttural Verbs

Qal Niph'al
|

Pi'el
i

Pu'al
|

Hithpa'ei

!>olior i sc mnax
t-: : v

nnnaa
t-: r»

•
i HD13K

t : i* -:

Juss. 3 sg. m. ina^
•* T •

Waw cons, imp
.. T

^^^^

VdW i^<Jiib. Ul.
t : - it

rnnan

fmnpra 4-iup
l ill VJKZLalive

>nici. ^ ill. II la*
- :

^nan TO?*
2 f

.

•nna... P

>lur. 2 m. nna
-: r

Tinan
it

laiann
: it :

•

2 f. nrma Hainan
t : - t •

maia
r : " i

manann
t : - t :

•

Infinitive

constr. ina man TO TO TO*
absol. -rina

T
nna? spa

Participle

active TO?
passive *nna

T
inaar:.

J

to?
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Lamedh Gun

Qal 1 Nioh'al1 111 L/ll C4.1 Pi'el
1

Perfect
i

sing. 3 m. - T

3 f.
t : it

t :
- t

t : :
* T ;

•

2 m. t : - •

2 f.
:

- - t
etc. etc.

1 c.
• : - t

plnr. 3 c.
: n

2 m.

2 f.

1 c.

1 v : -
:

:
_ t

Imperfect

sing. 3 m. - T •

3 f- - T *

2 m.
- T *

2 f.
• : :

•

1 c. - T V

plur. 3 m.
: it

•

3f
»

t : -
:

• t : - t •

2 m.

2 f.
t : - :

• t : - t •
mnVtfn

1 c. - T •
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ural Verbs

Pu'al l Hiph'il
1
Hoph'al Hithpa'eJ

1

Perfect

sing. 3 m.
- s

Tyvwn
- : t

t : \ t :
• t : ; t t : - :

•

2 m.
t : - : t :

- :
• t : - : t t :

~ " :
*

2 f. etc. etc. etc.

I c.

plur. 3 c.

2 m.

2 f.

I C.

Imperfect

sing. 3 m. n 7tZ - : t

3 *.
- : t

2 m.
* ! T

nVntfn

2 f. etc. etc. etc.

I C.

plur. 3 m. II 1 /V_

3*.
t : - :

-

2m.

2 f.
t : - :

-

I c. CP
1

? ;j
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LAHMED GUTT

Qal Niph'al Pi'el

Cohor. 1 sg.
T : r •

Juss .3 sg. m. - T •

Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pf.
t : - i» :

T ni t\*>t"q 4- i * • gxJ II1JJCX a 11 \ C

sing. 2 m. nVtfn

2 f.

plur. 2 m.

2 1.

Infinitive constr.
- T *

nVtf

absol.
T

Participle active
- - - :

passive rvbtf
• T t ; •
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jral Verbs

Pu'al

Zohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons, imp

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2lf.

plural 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive

constr.

absol.

Participle

active

passive
t \ :

|

Hiph'il Hoph'al
j

Hithpa'el
i

t • :
-

- - . •

1 1 /Wi 1
- : t

t : t
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Lamedh
Qal

Active Stative 1 Niph'al
I

! Pi'el
I

X CI L

sing. 3 m.
T T ** T t :

•

i f
t : it t : i» t : :

• T ;
•

2 m.
T T T

i IC\ SfJ
T ** T t ••

:
• T •

2 I.
T T - T

etc.

I c.
T T

i as

Niph.

plur. 3 c.
: it

2 m.
t :

2 f.

I c.
T T - T

Imperfect

sing. 3 m.
t :

• t :
•

KM*
" T •

3f-
t :

• etc.

2 m.
t :

•

2 f.
•

: it
•

I c.
t : v .. T v

plur. 3 m.
: t •

etc.

3*. t v :
• T V T •

1

as

Niph.

2 m.
: t •

2 f.
t v :

• T V T '

I c.
t :

• ~ T •
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'Aleph Verbs

Pu'al 1 Hiph*il

1

Hoph'al Hithpa'el

Perfect

sing. 3 m.
T \

asan
t : s

3*. rra^an nxsan
t : : \

nxsann

3 m -

T - \
pNsan

t ••
: \

rmsann
t •• -

:
•

2 f. etc. nxsan etc. etc.

I c. as
.. .

.

as as

Niph. Niph. Niph.

plur. 3 c.

2 m.

2 f.

I c.

Imperfect

sing. 3 m.
t \

:

t : \ .. - .

.

3f. 3f. xsan
t \ : t : s .....

2 m.
t s :

icxan
t : \

2 f. etc. etc. etc.

I c. as as as

plur. 3 m. Qal Qal Niph.

* f
T VI-

2 m. wsan
2 f. nmari

I c. x-xai
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Qa!

Active Stative

Cohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2 f.

plur. 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive

constr.

absol.

Participle

active

passive

t : : v

t :
•

rxxai
T T T

t :

wsa

rrorea
T V t

*&a

xisa

Lamedh

Niph'al I Pi'el

rwsax
t : it

•

M T '

.. T ...

wsan
• : if

•

wsan
: n •

naxsan
T V T •

asari

xsai

xsai
t :

•
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Aleph Verbs

Pu'al

Cohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons.

imp.

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2 f.

plur. 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive

constr.

absol.

Participle

active

passive

Hiph'il Hoph'al Hithpa'el

t \ :

t • :
-

T V 2
~

irsaa

Kitan
t ; \

Nsaa
t : \

etc.

as

Niph.
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Pe Waw and

Perfect

sing. 3 m.

3*.

2 m.

2 f.

1 c.

3 c

2 m.

2 f.

I C.

plur.

sing.

plur.

Qal Niph'al ! Hiph"il

SET" XT

t : it

t : -t

etc.

3 m -

T *
atfr

.. T .
a-rtr

3«. atfw
" T •

a-rtin

2 m. atfw a^rtin

2 f. ••atffl
•

: r • : it
•

••a^n

I c. atfw aw
3 m -

: r : it*
wtfr

3f- matfri
T 1 * " martin

t : - t •
(martin)

2 m. latfn
: r : t •

2 f. rnatfn martin
t : - t •

(martin)

I c. m?2 artu 3^1

ami

Hoph'al

artin

na^n
j
nasnn

t •
I T :

nartin
1

n irtin

etc. etc.

artr

artin

artm

etc.
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Pe Yodh Verbs

Qal. Hiph'il

Perfect

sing. 3 m. atr
-T

3 * • f Mw
t : it

nanrn
T ' -

2 m. 4. _
etc. MDfl

t : - -

2 f

.

WTO
I c.

plur. 3 c.

2 m. on??''!?

_ x
2 I.

I C.

Imperfect

sing. 3 m. SB"

3 f Jw i'l a^n

2 m. JWfl awn
2 f.

I c.

plur. 3 m.

3*. matrn
t : - •

matrn

2 m. latrn
: i*

save

2 f. matrn
t :

- •
nja^n

I c.

G
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Pe Waw and

Qal Niph'al Hiph'il ,Hoph'a

Cohor. i sg. rQt?£

Juss. 3 sg. m. 2&
Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing,. 2 m. (iU0) 3tf

2 f. "atf

plur. 2 m.

2 f. roatf
t :

-

Infinitive constr. H5#

absol. Ditt^
T

Participle active 20*

passive 318^

t:

hxt
t :•

KT

••aBftn

latftn
: it

•

niatrtn
t : -t •

atfin

atfii

atfv

acns
i

atfin

••a-^n

niairfin
T {

~

aitfin

atfin

aiina
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Pe Yodit Verbs

Qal Hiph'il

Cohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2 £.

plur. 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive constr.

absol.

Participle active

passive

no*;

atr*i

(3W
:

aitr

aw

wn

awn

a^a
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'Ayin Waw and

Qal

Active Stative Niph'al

Perfect

sing. 3 m. tfia Dip}

3 t n?fe T - ntfia
T t r t

2 m.
T " intra

t :

nbipi
t r ;

2 f. no TO nbipi
r :

I c. «» •>nbipi

plur. 3 c. iap
T

ii)D
r t

2 m. c?"?p
to* .tut.

v : t
onbipi

r :

2 f. IV? tnbipi
1 V • i

I c. ubipi
r :

Imperfect

sing. 3 m. Dip;
T

ip;

3f. mpri etc. tfian Dipn

2 m. Dipri tfian Dipr>

2 f. •wipri •tfiart 7?ipn

I c. D1PK tfiaN DIpN

plur. 3 m. «Wa;;

3* t :

2 m. ?,tthari i&ipn

2 f. ruffian
t :

I c. tfiaj oipi
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'Ayin Yodh Verbs
*Ayin Yodh Verb

Hiph'il Hoph'al Qal

sing. 3 m.

napin nafe
T T

2 m. rib^n nppin
t :

-

2 f. nb-pn riapjin

I c. -riapin etc. as Oj?

plur. wp-n lapin

2 m. oriapjin

2 f. K^-pn

I c. uapin

Imperfect

sing. 3 m.
• T

3f. n-pri Dj?W
• T

2 m. apin
• T

2 f. •wpn rapw
• T

I c. DpW
• T

plur. 3 m. inpr
• T

3f- niapn2

t : I •• t
mapjin

t : t

2 f. wpn
• T

2 f. niapjin
t :

•• t

I c.
• T

2. Or, nra'pri i. or, nnrfcn
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'Ayin Waw and

Qal

Active Stative Niph'al

Cohor. 1 sg.
T 1 T

1

T T T

Juss. 3 sg. m. Dp;
T

Waw cons. imp. OjgJ
T T*

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m. Dip oipn

2 1. etc. •npa n»ipn

plur. 2 m. IDIp rcna wipn

2 1. rotfa
t :

rwppn

Infinitive contr. Dip ma tzna Dipn

absol. nip nte tfia Dip}

Participle active tfia Dipii

passive Dip

1. fem. nnipi
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'Ayin Yodh Verbs

Hiph'il I Hoph'al

Cohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing.

plur.

2 m.

2 f.

2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive constr.

absol.

Participle active

passive

"TO

Dj?in

•Ayin Yodh Verb

Qal

T • T

T

V T~

t : - :

Dip
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Double *Ayin

Qal

Perfect

sing. 3m.
- T

1 I^W
T - f MatW

t : it
etc

2 m. JTI30
T

2 f

.

* 1 I miW

1 c. "niao

f*\ I lit" O />piur. 3 c. IJJw
: r»

As

2 m. Ui 1uu

2 1. jr» 1jo

t r»

Imperfect

sing. 3 m. no 1
*

T
as: ?»:

3 *•
T

JUrl 7j7Ji 7/aPi

2 m.
T

'-inn

2 1.
T

1 c.
T

plur. 3 m.
T

3f- nraon
t v \ :

nanbn
t : t : - •

2 m.
T

2 f. nraon
t v \ :

nnbn
t :

1 c. aw ab?

T

Va?
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Verbs

Niph'al 1 Hiph'il Hoph'al

Perfect

sing. 3 m. 302
- T

son apin

3 *• f I^JUJ
T "T

f I^IUf 1

T " t JJvli l

T "

2 m. niaoi rriapn niacin

2 f. rriap2 rriapn etc.

I c. vriap2 •rriapn

plur. 3 c. topn

2 m. oniaoa orriapn

2 f. irriapn

I c. *riapn
i

Imperfect

ac ao* aor
- s

son aon
" T

apin

2 m. 3©r> aon
•• T

2 f. etc.

I c. 30X 30X
•• T

13©: !)2p:

3f- nraon nraontv* :

2 m. iaon
" T

2 f. nraon
T V " *

nraonTV'S

I c. ap? ao2
-T
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Double 'Ayin

Qal

Cohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2f.

plur. 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive constr.

absol.

Participle active

passive

Stative

nabtc naox

3CP
T

ao*n

naoi
t -

:

30?

son

3b

Tab

lab

nrso

3b

3130
T

a?b

3130

Active
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Verbs

Cohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons. imp.

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2 f.

plur. 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive constr.

absol.

Participle active

passive

Niph'al

30?

son

'?on

toon

nraon

aon

aion

303*
TT

Hiph'iJ Hoph'al

30-
" T

son
•• T

aon
• " T

toon
" T

nraon
t v • -:

son

son
T

noa

i. fern. sing. H301
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Lamedh He (Lamedh

Qal Ninh*al1 i XL/11 CX

k

Pi'el

Perfect

sing. 3 m.
t :

• T •

3 *• nn
t : it

nnba
t : :•

nn?a
t :

•

2 m.
T * T

ntoi nto
T • *

2 f.
• T

etc.

I c.
• T

•ntoi

piur. j T
to?

2 m. Qflto?

2 f. intoi
i v .. .

.

I C.
• T

^toi

Imperfect

sing. 3 m. rto: nVr
VT'

3 f.
V T •

2 m. 2 m. n*?an
V T '

nVin

2 f. "ton
• T * etc.

I C. to** n*?ax
V T V

plur. 3 m. to? to*
T*

3f- njton niton
T V T •

2 m. ton ton
T '

2 f. niton
t v :

•
niton
T V T '

I c.



Yodh and Waw) Verbs

Pu'al Hiph'il Hoph'al Hithpa'el

Perfect

sing. 3 m.
t :

• t : t

t : \ t : : t t : -
:

*

2 m. J)
T -\ t • :

•
ivVan
t ••

: t

2 I. etc. etc. etc. etc.

I C.

plur. 3 c.

2 m.

2 f

.

I c.

Imperfect

sing. 3 m.
v\:

flTT

f 1 /M']
vs : v : t

nVanri

Z. 111.
v \ :

2 I. etc. etc. etc. etc.

I C.

plur. 3 m.

3f.

2 m.

2 1.

I c.
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Lamedh He (Lamedh

Qal Niph'al Pi'el

Cohor. 1 sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons, imp,

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2 f.

plur. 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive constr.

absol.

Participle active

passive

rvVtf
t • t:

rffn
t

Van

• T •

T V T

rtas



Yodh and Waw) Verbs

Pu'al

Cohor. i sg.

Juss. 3 sg. m.

Waw cons. imp. nVri

Waw cons. pf.

Imperative

sing. 2 m.

2 f.

plur. 2 m.

2 f.

Infinitive

constr. niVa

absoi. rfra

Participle

active

passive

199

Hiph'il Hoph'al jHithpa'el

Hp

....

etc. etc.

: t
nVanrj

- : t

v - 1
*

v: t



KEY TO EXERCISES

Exercise I

(a) i. 'thph 2. blnw. 3. qtlm. 4. slhyny. 5. mslkh.

6. 'rbhynw. 7. zphsln. 8. klwthy. 9. 9rph\ 10. zrghhra.

11. tltm'yn. 12. hwkhrym. 13. hph'zyq. 14. tyr's.

15. slq'lw. 16. dpht'nyn. 17. 'lysmw. 18. smtsbh.

19. k^ph'yl. 20. hzqhms.

•tt^pxn 5. ^najo 4. wis 3. 2. atzton 1. (6)

p3srcton»D 9. ^Konsn 8. ptwoep 7. •nafc 6.

rnO^a 13. IDTtthB 12. 11. •'pDOSHns 10.

wviin 17. p'wsiK 16. map 15. sarins 14.

.r&*6p-ia 20. idspbk 19. Dsoixsn 18.

Exercise 2

(a) 1. li or le. 2. ma. 3. khi or ktie. 4. §a. 5. lalo

or lalu. 6. mimo or mimu or memo or memu. 7. hole

or hule or holi or hull. 8. nami or name. 9. senu or

sinu or seno or sino. 10. lomi or lumi or lome or lume.

5 nina 4- nVi
1

? 3. ^ 2. rfrn
1

? i. (ft)

.t4

? 10. nrp 9. ^ 8. »ri» 7. 1^2 6.

200
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(c) i. u. 2. e. 3. e. 4. i. 5. a or 6. 6. u. 7. e.

8. 6. 9. I. 10. 6. 11. a. 12. o or a.

,7. 1 6. .5. 3. 12.
t

I. (tf)

11 12. * II. IO. 9.
T - ^

jiDs 6. 5. aa 4. Hia 3. ]? 2. ]a 1. (*>

-iDO 12. vryn 11. Vt?p 10. 9. jrra 8. era 7.

nay 17. ir^b 16. pnw 15. wn 14. 13.

.]ax 20. v» 19. fcrn 18.

(/) 1. 'adham. 2. 'erith. 3. salom. 4. mime. 5.

9aph6na. 6.
c

ir. 7. bath. 8. 'elomi. 9. lanu. 10. maylm.

11. qara\ 12. kokhabhim. 13. yeleth. 14. gamanu.

15. 'elem. 16. 'a^um. 17. yare\ 18. kopher. 19. sor.

20. mahah.

Exercise 3

(a) 1.
,adh6ni. 2. mispat. 3. tobhim. 4. yiqb e

rft.

5. hanan. 6. malk ekha. 7. h°lenu. 8. 'arr^dhfl. 9.
>em6r.

ro. g
edhole. 11. koh anim. 12. y

edhamer. 13. l
ebahbham.

14. sa' alu. 15. >anasim. 16. >e16him. 17. heh eti\

18. t ena. 19.
' aser. 20. mah aneh.

a?'1

?? 5- 1?4- 3- ^BR? 2. ftVtf 1. (b)

»rm& 10. np^q 9. ate 8. «rv 7. g.

•ripjn I 5- T 4- "*a#» 13. ujiik 12. oV?nn n.

niDa 20. rny 19. ntor 18. tVk 17. T?a 16.
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Exercise 4

"nrr 5. CH? 4. ^.j?. 3. 2. 1. (a)

dqVd 10. rrinn 9. omns 8. dhn 7. Vna 6.
t : t : v : - : t -: ' t

.*3©s 10. mia 9. Da'1 8. my1

? 7. o^a 6.

Exercise 5

inn 5. nqtfa 4. onto 3. ffwn 2, na«^ 1.

.t?s£ 10. ^a 9. ngr 8. o-tkb 7. •q'rn 6.

As pronounced :

1. le' emeth. 2. h*khamim. 3. sarim. 4. mish adhu.

5. ruhu. 6. h ayelekh. 7. me'adham. 8. zebhah.

9. ba' a
li. 10. la

Ca
bhir.

Exercise 6

«f?an 5. Q^n 4. D;»n 3. tmn 2. shan i.

nj?an 10. 9. nn 8. Vipn 7. srpnn 6.

nton 14. nD»n 13. or 12. nwt 11.
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Exercise 7

(a) 1. The prophet is good. 2. The good prophet.

3. The great and good morning. 4. The mountain is high.

5. The man and the prophet. 6. The temple is great and

good. 7. The night and the day. 8. The daughter and

the woman. 9. The man is the king. 10. The gold is good.

am 4. nparn anyn 3. ovn 2. *?rnn tfna 1. (&)

ntfan 7. ]??m th 6. atei Vna ijVan 5. «iodi

Vnan oi9n 10. *cam ^nn 9. osn b<n* s. izr»xm
T ~ - * T *"

I * TS V TT T *T:

jrjp nfcto)

Exercise 8

(a) 1. Words. 2. A pair of horses. 3. Fathers. 4. The

two hands. 5. The two sides. 6. Old age. 7. Hearts.

8. Wells. 9. Cities. 10. Two feet.

oron 5. rrtioW 4. trnjaf 3- trcaK 2. min^tf 1. (6)

d^? 8. rnfen n^iia 7. D^aio rriaa 6. noioni

rmai D^ia 10. rriaitn D^aiD 9. train
t «T ; —:ti
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Exercise 9

(a) 1. I am the man. 2. The great darkness is the

night. 3. Thou art the good daughter. 4. That is a good

man. 5. What is it ? 6. These heroes. 7. What is this

that he has done? 8. That fair daughter. 9. How lofty

is this place ! 10. Is he very powerful ?

rni& 3. nann DTOtfn 2. o^Dnn otokh nVx 1. (b)

rri&n tfnjin nj 5. n*n ni&n «rxn 4. rwn rreton

ttrnn mn 8. Vyn-n)? 7. T?-no 6. orcsrn

parr 1

?? ntfx nreyn *?|Vfcn 9. r^arr*?? ntfa

.o*m r-iKm o^tfn nVx 10. n^n
t - t I V t t : • - T - V - t :

-

Exercise 10

(a) 1. In peace. 2. Like Jehovah. 3. For sickness.

4. To Samuel. 5. Day and night are in the heavens. 6. The

king has a son. 7. Bread and water are very good. 8.

From darkness until the day. 9. Dust from the ground

are we. 10. God is in this temple.

D^tfa win mrr 4- ytfirr
1

? 3. "I*?? 2. dviVk? i. (b)
• IT T ~ \ •

-ij?aa onn in? 7- ift»9 wn jan 6. ">•?•?-]» 5

a-n?a ^na nann D»n 9- ^Vs1

? Vs-nn s.

.icas
1

? jai ra 10.
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Exercise n
(a) i. I have heard the prophet. 2. The woman did

lot hear the voice in the great garden. 3. I remember
he man who shed the blood in the desert. 4. I wrote in

he book in that day. 5. These are the bad mares which
ve killed on the ground. 6. May he keep the good queen
n the palace. 7. And behold, the man took this woman
or a wife. 8. And the man Isaac was very great in the

and. 9. You shall keep the commands which God has

[iven. 10. The man whom God created is good.

HR 3- nVxn anpasni aniaan •»» 2. naoa arpa 1. (b)

>af? 5- TWW B^a? 4. mm Vna na*n nnVa m
rn^xn jru xbn 6. a^ ^stfraV ntfx ^n-nx mrr

)Doa ana^rrnx nnbtfn 7. nai ja

itfa-nK wat 9. riV^i arn sn aia a^a *na 8.
v • :

- t t j ft t : tt • v tt

mn ini ntfa anairrna k 1

? 10. ^a*na ••iwatf
• t - 1 - t v -: • t : - v : * it - - • :

- t

t : • - T T

Exercise 12

(a) 1. The good mares of the king. 2. The prophet took

horse belonging to the king. 3. These are the days of

le years of the life of the bad king. 4. God set the sun

t the firmament of the heaven. 5. He said, I am
le servant of Abraham. 6. And in the presence of all

le prophets shall he dwell. 7. Thou hast kept the heart

: the great king from evil. 8. The people did not hear

le words of the prophet of the Lord. 9. The sword of

>ld is in the hand of the mighty man. 10. You did not

member the words which the sons of the prophets of

ie Lord spake.
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•vya a^nVxri Vip 2. fyxn *nVKi 070*3 ^nVx 1. (&)

an oyn na^ 4. ninon wo-,
?» Iran w 3. ttt

-did? aion ^Va1

? ntfx oion 5. *can ••nxa ™» n^n

th aar ntfK oipaa mrr nrarnK Viatf niaa nn 6.
• t - t v -: It- - • : v t • - t

armx ,ni?K -six n»x 8. irai-ia kVi "-ik K-ai «V 7.
t t : - t - t • t 1 v : • • t '

•»rya nato «nn mrr rnin 9. af?sp 'n^w pns? •rfw

.mrr )?a ntfK f?rr]? ^??ri 10. orn

Exercise 13

(a) 1. From you. 2. From him, or, from us. 3. After

thee(/). 4. With her. 5. Before the man. 6. Their;/)

horses. 7. Their(w) mares. 8. Your(/) righteousnesses.

9. I have heard their(m) words. 10. Your(w) hands.

11. To them(w). 12. Their(ra) words are evil in the sight

of Jehovah. 13. The prophet sent his sons and his

daughters toward the desert. 14. We have heard thy

voice in the temple of the Lord. 15. Between me and

thee. 16. And I did not pursue after the sons of Jacob.

17. For I have kept the ways of Jehovah the God of Israel.

18. In the book of the kings of Israel and Judah. 19. They

have not kept the commandments of Jehovah which he

gave to them on the mountain. 20. And all his judgments

are before thee.

5- ^I?9 4- T»!?» 3- KP^S 2
- (&)

^riDfe 10. vtj 9. 8. tJ^dV 7. UD^pb 6.

ja^oio 14. 0010 13. una 15

!
12. ijvrripis n.

orrnofe 19. niin 18. rnng 17. wa 16. p^rrioio 15.

t t • I tt-: - I :t
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Exercise 14

(a) 1. Be not (ye) angry. 2. Thou shalt not steal. 3.

Speak, I beg. 4. And God said, fall thou down before me,

and I will not be angry with thee for ever. 5. Pursue ye

after him. 6. Let him not write in the book of the law of

Jehovah, the God of Israel. 7. I went and sold the boy.

8. The man forgot the words of the prophet and did not

keep the law of Jehovah. 9. And he set him over all the

land of Egypt. 10. He will surely keep the law of God.

1 1 . And when the prophet remembered these words he said,

Pursue (thou) after them northwards. 12. Ye are

remembering the words of God which I spoke in that day.

13. Behold, I am sending the prophet towards the city.

•paa ^V 1

???? ?|nk nbtf? 2. TrtSBp-nK nbtfn 1. (b)

ypnrrrw d^hVk ton 4. *ra§n rra- 1™ arnaVa 3-

srpnrrV?? ntfa D?&n pai spfnV nnn ntfa o:&n pa

nbtfa 7. *]0Y» wz-bx yhn •sjVn 6. 7pnte»-n$ nn»tfK 5.

nystii} •aaia-nx nsoV Vrm 8. ?prri3&-nK

n*?tf nam 10. *nnn oipaa ^afc-natf
1

? nans? HT9.

?p»ff mrr n. nniaan Ty-nat niatpV iV»rrnx

mrr mirrnK onatf owaan 12. snn ara
v: - v • : • • : - tt :

>fwa ova Vtfa ij^an 13. "?$nitp
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Exercise 15

(a) 1. And Jehovah said unto me, Say unto them, do

not fight. 2. And we rested in that place many days.

3. And Jehovah repented that he had made man on the

earth. 4. And all the great mountains were covered,

which were under all the heavens. 5. The sacrifices of

God are a broken spirit. 6. Thou wilt send to thy servant

an attentive (hearing) heart to judge this thy people.

7. Son of man, I have broken the arm of Pharaoh, king

of Egypt, and behold, it has not been bound up. 8. Thou

hast said, seek ye my face, thy face will I seek. 9. And
now thou art cursed from the ground which the Lord has

made. 10. And Pharaoh hardened his heart and did not

let the people go.

rtV 2. dddx »m *nnn *ina atf*n nbxn nVtfn 1. (b)

tnxa mxn ai ttV*. v\im ntfx omaxa noaan mrr
T T T T T T - I " ' * ' T V "I T T ! ~ ** V - :

-

•nDoai 5. mxn-nx nfry o-n*?x obsa rs Ttt>& iai..... w» T T T V T T ¥| V ¥ : * I " T • T

•sb Vsa ni8n tik mbti p 6. iana"> xV Vx-itr-ma

nirnw nntfV iVd^ k 1

? 7. onox tj^sdi n&nxn

9. V*n6r nba •aa mrp n»a na mns-Va mow 8.
i p i

•• t : • - t : - vt:-t:

v^x o?naxi on?a "^Va-Vx Vxnftr- nnx nxai TjVp1

?

tnnx -ia-m 10. irrftx mrr"? nnatyi -taiaa xi-naVi
• -: " •* ~:~ v: " t : : • : t : • - t t :

-

.ntfa-^x nin- nai itfx onam-^a-nx
V V v • V • t : ™ T V
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Exercise 16

(a) i. And Jehovah said to Samuel, listen to their voice

and make a king for them. 2. And he came to the gate

of the city, and behold there a woman gathering sticks.

3. As for you, you have caused many to stumble at the law

of Jehovah. 4. And behold, their lord was fallen down dead

on the ground. 5. And thou art cast out of heaven with

everyone who does evil. 6. And Jacob said to his sons,

Why do you look upon one another, behold, I have heard

that there is bread in Egypt. 7. And they said, we have

walked to and fro in the earth, and behold, all the earth

is still. 8. She is the city to be visited by the hand of

Jehovah the God of Israel. 9. And as the prophet heard

these words he took courage. 10. I saw the wicked buried

and they were forgotten in the city where they had so done.

T?tnV "bx nxa 2. ^VarrnK n^ntfnV oyn»^ 1. (&)

trv^j sppn? rhiK»n hVk 3. ^srriK tm$p ™-r)$

Dips? rop? s?tfrn 4. n£Vn D™3 T? ^"l?^

"riaan T? nyjKn-^s tftf9 6. n*n oip&a mrr

o-ixn ««nnn 8. p •qVnnfc mrr Vip-na 7.

nsns -ina*] 9. j|n ^$7 ^na d^h^k mrr *» intf*o

mairw 10. njn oip&a onk onatfm fian os d^t |n
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Exercise 17

(a) 1. Two feet. 2. His messengers. 3. Their years.

4. Your places. 5. In his heart. 6. Thy(/) calf. 7. Our
counsels. 8. Their (w) women. 9. Their (m) waters.

10. Their (/) oxen. 11. Thy (m) handmaidens. 12. Your
(m) mouth. 13. Their (/) cities. 14. My vineyard. 15. Two
V nees.

QD'^T 5. o???!? 4- D£PT 3. 0??!$ 2. o?r?7 1. (b)

Dsroftn 10. vm 9. ononis 8. ]0^a 7. 6.

•w^;q 15. d^ 5? x4- ^1? *3- I2 -

Exercise 18

(a) 1. Younger than his brother. 2. David is the

greatest of his brothers. 3. His youngest son. 4. The

most servile slave. 5. I will be greater than thou. 6. I

am taller than he. 7. One of thy tribes. 8. His three

sons. 9. On the fifteenth day. 10. The eighteenth year

of Solomon. 11. In the second year of Pekah. 12. In the

twelfth month in the third year. 13. In the eighteenth

year of the king of Israel. 14. Those two. 15. Two by two.

irnrtoa mn naa 3. n|&p>n ima 2. arm? ate 1. (b)

Tti&tz Vrn-na apg: an*r 5. Df&p>—ran 4

rrnfaa tfVtf 8. onnn •utf 7 . vukd •oix ato-riV 6

onfew n. nitf D*h D^wtf 10. n^a nfcw niton 9.
• : v tt ••: • - : • t tt t •

~

f*iKn 13. nitf nntf» rnx 12. onto?} nsatf or n»aon

.n"#n rntfa 15. Ttojp tfinn 14. ni^xin
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Exercise 19

(a) 1. He will seek me. 2. Our keeping, or, keeping us.

3. He will make me king. 4. They (m) will keep you (/).

5. You (/) have kept me. 6. Thou (/) hast kept me. 7. He
has kept them (/). 8. After they had made a covenant.

9. We have sought thee in the temple. 10. Seek him
in the morning. 11. When he kept thy words. 12. Make
him king over this people. 13. He who justifies me is God.

14. He will destroy me in that day. 15. For those who
honour me I will honour.

-r\x trrxn nbn> 9. •qi&tfa 8 - ^PHPf 7- ?PB'?R? 6 -

*rnn T?a ^na?* n. onx np>© ova 10. ?|rnin

vwp>a 14. o^rfrK ^inVtf i3 . ipsTP I2 -

/alK wiraan 15. oaa^-Vsa
• 1 t : - tt: t:
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Exercise 20

(a) 1. And he said to me, Son of man, stand upon thy

feet and I will speak with thee. 2. I will serve thee seven

years for Rachel thy younger daughter. 3. And the elders

of his city will send and take him from there, and will

give him into the hand of the king. 4. Thus saith Jehovah

unto the men of Anathoth who are seeking thy life, saying,

Do not prophesy in the name of Jehovah. 5. And Pharaoh

dreamed and behold he stood by the river. 6. And
Jonathan spoke good of David unto Saul his father, and

said unto him, Let not the king sin against his servant.

7. And thou shalt serve thine enemies which Jehovah

shall send against thee. 8. In the day of evil I will call

upon thee, for thou wilt answer me. 9. Thou hast not

allowed me to kiss my sons and my daughters. 10. And
he divided himself against them by night, he and his

servants.

Dnx-)3 nnxi 2. njn "inn-*??? nvfrg-nK jnrwri 1. (b)

tv t : - : -: : - r- J •• t : • •• t v t •

na» nnN *ifx Dipsn *»3
5 . D»n "?3 oVq ^ i?*] 4.

mrr "rate pnxrrriN. x^nri xb) 6. thp-flQix rV»

•rav?} -ay-nx n"?tf mrr im ro 7. nVm ift jni TpnVx

Vna 9. naiaa onV nbv run -ram mrr rosn 8.
t : ^ i» : • - v v - •• • : • - : - t : t t :

rax rV« 10. rnswa K&n n^xn onrn
• T T - - T T : • T T V •* T * T :

-

.-33 "'i'npm K3-n^j
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Exercise 21

(a) i. And Jehovah said to Moses, Pharaoh's heart is

heavy, he is unwilling to let the people go. 2. And the

earth was corrupt before God, and the earth was full of

violence. 3. And thou shalt speak unto everyone who is

wise of heart, whom I have filled with the spirit of wisdom.

4. And he refused, and said unto his master's wife, Behold,

my lord does not know, and everything which he has he

has given into my hand. 5. And how shall I do this great

evil, and sin against God ? 6. As for me, I hate him,

because he does not prophesy good unto me. 7. And if

it is evil in your sight to serve Jehovah, choose ye to-day

whom ye will serve. 8. And ye shall cry out in that day

because of your king whom ye have chosen for yourselves.

9. He will not destroy thee, nor forget the covenant of thy

fathers which he sware unto them. 10. And thou shalt

anoint for me the one whom I shall tell unto thee.

onr *6 2. ink vhja yatfg nr-na crfrx •q-jnn i. (&)

T'" " I VT ! T : - - - . . J "T • : TT

win- 1

??? 'jwtf nirn 5 . nVsn d-na^rr 1

??? V?

boxri "ifoan? Tprfrx mrr najd-V? ijbi£ 5pna|-oT) 6.

ttoksb tf? absr-^K rntri 8. an1

? srafex rwax 7.
t • t : I -:- v v v it - • : - t v : v /•

nntfan patf-nx nnj?
1

?! 10. laa^a ?pnx-nx xiipr> x1
? 9.
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Exercise 22

(a) 1. And he went and dwelt by the stream which is

before the city. 2. And he arose, and went for his life,

and came unto the desert. 3. Arise, eat, for the way is

too difficult for thee. 4. And Jehovah said unto him, go,

return on thy way towards the desert. 5. And the daughter

of Pharaoh said unto her, cause this child to go away, and

nurse it for me. 6. And he said, my son shall not go dowiv

with you, for his brother is dead. 7. And thou shalt choose

from all the people men of valour, fearing God. 8. And the

fish which is in the river shall die. 9. Pharaoh will lift up

thy head, and will restore thee to the palace. 10. For I

am to die in this land, but ye shall go over and possess this

good land.

«aV <irr«v na n aitf 'nV 2. nna mwn »x 1. (6)
I it • • t v • I - t t t : : t : - v - v /

nVtf uorf"! tfa-*r» nspn 4 . w^k nnx opj 3.

laipp 6. piatta ^an-nK naj?n jinatf Niap f?an nap 5

njprn 7 . ViKtf n'parn? inj?n n'rVn-'ra raVn ^H-nflx-Vs

-rea ro;r otf-nx wm 8. tipifll *»fe?rn$ n*8n

ova a^K awfa ai# -iaK*i 10. pxn-iiK orr i»nt 9.

JTJ?
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Exercise 23

(a) 1. The man who curses his father or his mother
shall surely be put to death. 2. Cursed shall you be when
you come in, and cursed shall you be when you go out.

3. May Jehovah lift up his countenance upon you and
give you peace. 4. And she said, drink, my lord, and she

let down her pitcher upon her hand in the well. 5. And
God said, let there be light, and there was light. 6. And
the evening and the morning were the fifth day. 7. For

they weep unto me saying, give us flesh. 8. And his

disease was very grievous, so that there was no breath

left in him. 9. For behold, on the city which is called by
my name I am beginning to do evil in this day. 10, And
God saw that it was good.

*HE!1 2. ^jnans) iw; nta ^tb- 1

?? n^x ")&k*i i. (fc)

vn 3. •onk nii? fw *?ip fww bnrj nb*6 m&vrtqfa

-••jkVd Kin 4 . rrma tnp ^mb tVk mrp-w

p mm m1

?' a1

? xrmn n^u Toitn ntfan nw
I .. : : - T T - • TV" v - T • T

fisn-nx ns 6. a?»tfn sppna rnka *»rr 5 .

a-tfni ddss ^ ^i? nan iov-'tk -iaK»i 7.

-Vss Tj^an tan 10. n*g-^R »an 9. oi»n

.dti
1
?* ink ros uto
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